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ABSTRACT 

The phenomena of rapid pyrolysis has been investigated u s ing 

the techniques of high speed electrical heating, fluidised 

bed heating,and high speed photomicrography. Secondary 

probes s u c h as scannJng electron mi c rography <SEM>, gr~s 

c hrC!me~ t.osr~phy, e 1 e mental <J. nd p1 oKi nnte an"' l y~ i s .:\ nd FT IR 

s pe c t, ro:::copy have provided u:;;eful i. nform.1 t- ion for 1 hP 

s ubscq uen t analysis of the phencnne na of rapl d pyr·ol yr. i s. 

Total yJelds , time resolved gas yields and limn re~olv8d 

physi c Al r hangcs under dynami c c onditions of parti c le 

heating have been c ollated by the use of gravimetric , gas 

c hroroatograp t1y and c inc photography tec hnlqucr:-. 

Repres 8ntative gas yields and total mass yields ftom the 

coals tested have been analysed hy the use of ~n overal l 

independant single reaction mode l and R multiple p~rallcl 

react ion model. The l P-sults indic ate L])al, the <?vol\lt1on 

charact~ri':·ti cs of 0.lasscs of gas prod11ci.~ s h o N "" lmlliari1y 

b~b,con thl"' hfgll volatile, lo\'r rank b1tum!nm t--; co.:\ls tnsted. 

The •:; h .;ra c ter of the p1oduc t cUstr·ibut.ion .:\nd vield suggns t 

that a se ries of complex s equent.i:'\1 and par"iJ J ,...1 rea~ tion~ 
1 
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;:otrr> occur1.ng with cornp~=>titivc rt'act1ons excrtl11g an 

influence on produc t distribLition. 

Heating rate exerted an influence on product distribution 

even for t.he case of minimal :rross transfer limitation 

conditions <simulation of single pa1ticle packing condition 

under vaccum condl tions, using fine parlicl0.s, 75/QOum>. 

There i s thus a suggestion of diffusional limiL;•1.t1ons 

opcr~t1ng at high heating ratP cond itions. Tot.<\J or 

ultimat.p yields s hot/ insenslLivlty t.o impo~"'d hcatins r:3t€' 

ovPr thr range 10- 5 , 000 ·c/s. 

Ov0.rall yields and photomicrography results suggest that the 

initial depoJymerizalion re:'\ c tion i s a rapjd low activation 

energy reaction. Product distributions reported suggest a 

large range of product types originating from substituted 

functional groups on the coal mac ro- molec ule incl uding long 

chain unsaturated groups. Secondary cracking reactions at 

high energy flux conditions contribute to severe crackjng of 

the monomer units released from the liquifieri coa l/c har 

re~ult1ng in soot yields of differing types jn t-he hot zo nn s 

of Lbe fluidised reactor. 
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Chapter 1 

TilE CENTRJ\LI'.rY OF ENERGY TO 'l'IIE ECONOMY 

1 . 1 lNTRODUCTJON 

With the beginning of the era of rapid industrialisation 

spearlteaded by the Northern nations at the turn of the century, 

the problems of energy supply and demand has increasingly taxed 

the Governments of rich and poor nations alike. 

l The SO ' s and the 60's bought in their wake , rising levels 

of consumption and expectations fuelled by rapid cechnological 

advances concurrent with rapid economic growth . The consequent 

increase in energy demand and the demonstrably strong coorelution 

between rate of energy usage and various indicators of economic 

healtt1 has made energy a central issue in economic planning3 and 

even in the political affairs of nations. 

From an economic viewpoint, the fuel consumer is influenced 

by availability and security of supply , unit price, fuel clean-

liness and ease of handling, disposable cosls of waste products, 

energy density per quantity of fuel and legislation associated 

with each fue1 3 . 

The Arab/Israeli war of 1973 and to a lesser extent the 

Iranian revolution of 1979 put in jeopardy both security of supply 

and price stability of the most widely used fuel, oil, resulting 

in unpredictable movements of both price and availability . The 

resulting instability has had deliterious effects on the economies 

of various groups of nations, namely the major industralised 

Western nations, newly industrialising nations and ironically 

the economies of nations whose major currency earner happens 
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to be oil. 

Despite rapid advances in alternative energy sources such 

as nuclear power, solar photovoltaic cells, wind tur!Jlncs , fuel 

cells and hydroelectric power generation among a host of other 

energy sources, studies 1 ' 3 have indicated that hydrocarbon 

fossil fuels will continue to play a major role concomittant 

with increasing energy demand . 

J\gainst a background of rising energy demand worldwide 

and an expectation of the inevitable decline of intensively 

exploited oil and gas resources, various multi-nntional energy 

. 7,8 d 5,6 t . J I b d compan1es an governments are urn1ng towarcs t1e a un-

antly available reserves of coal. 

1.2 Coal as Source of Bulk Chemicals and Energy 

The use of coal worldwide as both a source of heat, light 

and as a source of gas and liquids is anything but new . 4 ' 9 

Indeed , the history of the gas industry in the U. K., owes its 

origins to gas produced by the thermal pyrolysis o[ coaL The 

consequent foundihg of a gas industry at the turn of the 19th 

century saw an uninterrupted growth of the gas industry to the 

present day , a process culminating in the creation of a vigorous 

British Gas Plc in 1987 . 

Besides its historic and current role as an energy source, 

coal was, up to the 1960 ' s, the most important raw material for 

th [ t [ . h . 1 11 c k b 1 e manu ac ure o organ1c c em1ca s o e oven gas, enzo e 

and coal tar (from both gasworks and coke ovens) 9 ' 11 provided 

the raw material for a whole host of products ranging from 
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pharmaceuticals, dyestuffs , pesticides, binders and electrode 

carbon . Coke production for metallurgical purposes in conjunction 

with tar and benzole for the production of aromatic ch0micals 

remains an important route to date in l~~ countries . 

Coal is a complex , heterogeneous, sedementary rock with 

varying compositions of an admixture of organic and inorganic 

matter (Southern Hemisphere coals , the so called "Gondwana" coals 

may have up to 30 % mineral matter associated with the organic 

part) . Thus , the chemistry of all coal conversion processes must 

encompass an initial degradation step, or breakdown into smaller 

molecules. Degradation inevitably leads to a division of products 

into hydrogen rich and hydrogen poor (relative to say CH 4 ; see 

fig.l) vis-a-vis the organic carbon framework . Reference to fig.1 6 

clearly illustrates the central problem associated wilh coal 

conversion to liquids/gases, i.e ., the low 11/C atomic ratios . 

Even in combustion processes , the H/C atomic ratio will determine 

coal combustion reactivity and ignition mechanism , among other 

factors . 

The central problem of efficient utilization of available 

'H' or the necessary addition of excess and relatively cost ly 'H' 

is then the focus of most research effort in coal conversion 

processes . There are three principal routes to coal degradation; 

carbonization/pyrolysis , synthesis and hydrogenation. 

The first route has a long history (vide infra) and involves 

thermal treatment in the absence of air to produce volalizable 

products richer in 'H'. The second route based mainly on early 

German work involves degrading the solid to gaseous CO + 11 2 and 
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consequently synthesising Lhe required products catalytict:tlly via 

appropriate processes. The third route can be effected in two 

ways, either by the liquefection route via the addition of '11' 

rich liquid (often delivered from coal liquids themselves) or 

the direct gasification of the coal by molecular 'H' gas under 

conditions of high temperature and pressure with/without the 

presence of solvents. 

A variety of subprocesses are being 4 12 tested ' all of 

which are essentially derivants of the above three generic 

processes . 

The workt:tble reserves of coal at existing mines alone in the 
. ( 84) q U.K., are est1.mated to be in the region of 4 . 5 x 10 tonnes, are 

of good quality (i.e., relatively low ash), well distributed 

throughout the U.K., and as such can support a large part of the 
( 1) ( 3) energy demand for the U.K., well into the 21st century . 

Introduction of new mining techniques using machinery, began 

in the 1950's and even newer more efficient machinery ( telechiric 

coalface cutting and handling) has seen the proportions of fine 

coal produced in mining rise from 20% - 30% in the 1970's to 

probably double this figure in the years ahead . (lO) 

This has important consequences for the type of coal conversion 

processes e nvisaged. (lO) In the 1950's Russian work(l)) o n coal 

recognised this aspect of coal mining and set in train studies to 

utilize the coal fires so produced . Pulverized coal combustion 

is a process based solely on very finely crushed coal and early 

work , such as the Russian , including early B.C . U.R.A . work along 
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with U.S. research hnd given rise to high expectations of 

enhanced yields arising from processing of fine coal material 

in low density, disperse phase systems. 

1.3 Philosophy and Purpose of Current Work 

'l'he impetus for the work undertaken and reported in this 

thesis stems from a continuation of coal research undertaken in 

the Fuel and Energy Department on the fundamental aspect o[ coal 

thermal decomposition over a number of years. 

I I 0 f I 0 k h b 0 o I l (14,15) T1e emp1as1s o t11s wor as een on Br1t1s1 coa s, 

which in very broad terms arc of a similiar nature to coals of 

similiar age in the Northern Hemisphere . Further, British Gas 

(Sponsor) which operates the slagging gasifier at Westfield, 

Scotland requires compilation of data on treatment of coal fines 

which have been injected separately into the vessel, being 

essentially a fixed bed system, treating lump coal. It is also 

assessing other, potentially thermally efficient(lO) reactor systems 

such as fluidised bed and entrained flow systems which may prove 

to be the likely candidates for future coal gasification systems. 

F 0 11 0 t 0 b ( 16) 1na y, 1 1s to e noted that any basic or applied 

research on coal would be potentially beneficial as a source of 

data for any coal conversion processes, processes which in the 

view of the JUthor seem to possess similiarities of a fundamental 

nature. 

Many r.;1thors16 ' 18 ' 19 ' 20 have emphasised the importance of 

careful coaJ characterization in terms of origin and preparation 

of samples for study. Where possible this warning has been heeded. 
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Chapter 2 

COAL PROCESSING SYSTEMS 

An overview of the nature of Lhe processes encountered in 

dealing with a heterogeneous solid reacting in a multiphase 

system, subjected to the effects of temperature, pre~~ur0 and 

Lime history in that enviroment is presented in this chapter. 

A brief description of relevant reactor systems appropriate to 

the thrust of work undertaken in the present study is also 

presented . 

2 . 1 SysLem Parameters 

A number of factors dictate the choice of a particular 

reactor system. In the introduction to this work some of the 

larger issues that might lead to the choice of coal as a starting 

point for conversion to more convenient fuels such as oil a nd gas 

had been touched on (vide infra). These issues are what one 

might call macro-system parameters encompassing economic, 

polilicnJ and resource considerations. A further macro feature 

which has a more dircect bearing on the choi ce of a particular 

and/or multiplicity of processing systems and thus a particular 

reactor system is that of environmental considerations. All 

energy processing and production systems lead to unavoidable 

pollution of the environment in varying degrees , either thermal 

or material in kind. Such consid~ration have led to an 

asessment of more efficient reactor systems such as fluidised 
(34)(3)(37) . 36 , 3 ,41,4 3 beds , entra1ned flow systems and the more 
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thermally efficient fixed bed systems such as the 

.. h . 'f' 42,40 Br1t1s Gas Lurg1 gas1 1er . These systems, under devel-

opment by various companies, utilities and often supported by 

Government grants operate in many countries. The major operational 

goals defined for these systems are as follows: 

near complete gasification/conversion of a wide 

variety of coals; 

high reactor throughout; 

high thermal efficiency and efficient heat recovery; 

production of required product with minimum effect 

on environment; 

net production of energy (taking into consideration 

energy requirements for system operations) should be 

positive and comparable to liquid and gas production 
44 systems 

·2.1.1. Features of Solid/Environment interactions 

The primeconsideration with regard to the technical 

utilization of coal, is that it is a highly concentrated form 

of solid matter . As the desired objective is to degrade the 

solid to more manageable forms (i.e. , smaller molecules) such 

as liquids or gases, it therefore follows that some form of energy 

"hammer " must be applied to effect decomposition . Normally mined 

coal 1n lump form is subjected to mechanical treatment (i . e ., a 

mechanical "hammer " ) to reduce its size before utilization in 
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say a pulverized combustion planL . 
( 4 5 ) A parallel analogy can 

be made with regard to the application of a " thermCll hammer " to 

the macromolccular solid structure of coal . AJl conversion 

processes involving coal , be it pyrolysis, gasification, liquefaction 

or combustion is therefore iniliated l>y the application of heat to 

the solid coal in some form of chemical reactor (vide infra) . l\s 

temperalure is a intensive property derived from lhe application of 

a heat source , we may say that Lhe coal is l>eing subjected to a 

temperature "hammer ". The heat source may be applied in situ in 

gasification processes by partial combustion of the organic part 

of coal and is known generically as an autothermal process . 

Indirect application of heaL , ( 43 ) for example by nuclear heat to 

the coal/reactor system is known as a alloLhermaJ process. 

The nature of the solid/environment interactions are 

dictated by the type of processing entailed and the reactor 

system chosen to attain desired products . 

Thus , production of small molecules, say gases would 

require application of an intensive thermal hammer or high 

temperature , rapid heating, or putting it another way , a high 

thermal flux in a relatively short time interval . 

l\lternatively , if we desire a less extensive fragmentation of 

the molecular solid structure, we would subject the coal material 

to a lighl thermal hammer , such a process would entail moderate 

temperalures applied over a longer period of time resulting in a 

mainly carbonaceous residue with some production of gas and liquid, 

as in slow pyrolysis/carbonization processes . 
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I( the production of liqujds was Lhe goal , then a rnodernLe 

"thcrma.l hammer " may be applied , perhaps in Lhe presence of 
45 solvuU ng ugcnts as in Lhe "ll" donor process an<l other J iquefaclic 

3 processes. 

'l'hus far we ha.ve idenlified six technological parameters in 

coal processing systems, namely reaclor type , residence lime , 

diluent fluid maLerial (liquid or gas) , nature of reactant material, 

tempcruture and healing rate ("Lherma.l hammer"). 

'l'hc quantity and type of product distribuLJon resulting from 

coal treatment is a funclion of the operating system pnramclers . 

Before aLtempt.:ing Lo examine these operationa l c:tspect in more 

detail , Lhc rclcvenL parameters arc lisLcd c:ts follows: 

Pretrec:ttment of the coal such c:ts comminution and 

L . I . 21 , 22 , 23 I I . J exposure o ulr mo1slure or ot1er c1cm1ca s 

particle diameter 

particulate density/fuel bed thickness 

rate of heating of solids 

exposure time at the processing temperature 

effect of sweep gas 

rate of cooling of products 

effect of external pressure 

structure and morphology of sample investigated 
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2.2 Physical Transfer processes 

The physical transfer processes involved in coal proc essing 

systems are heal and mass transfer including fluid meclwuicuJ 

aspects associated witll pneumatic feed lines and flow patterns 

in individual reactor systems. l\11 the parameters noted above and 

to be elaborated henceforth apply equally to laboratory scale 

studies and in p<:~rticular to pyrolysis or lhermnl decomposUon 

studies which j s the particular process undet- study wi Lh respect 

to the work reported herein. 

a) llent Transfer Processes 

l\s noted, the transfer of heat to the p<:~rticulate coal 

mulerial is the starting point for aJl conversion processes 

and as such deserves particular attention. Much of the 

confusion in the literature concerning the difficulty of 

dccoupling the effects of heating rate from Lhe final 

equilibrium temperature attained by the coal particle(s) 

may be traced to a lack of insight in this area. 

In particular , Lhere is a difference between heat 
46 source temperature and the rate of heat transfer, 

belatedly recognised by the later studies of Solomon35 

d • • 1 b tl ..., 7 1 4. 8 1 4 9 1 50 1 3 0, 1 d, th an 1ncreas1ng y so y o 1ers 1nc u 1ng e 

author of this current work. 

In the reactor systems of interest , the mode of heat 

t ransfer depends very much on the reactor configuration 

and the fluid mechanical flow regimes encountered. 

Conventionally, heat transfer is effected by conduction , 
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convecLion and radiation. Conductive heaLing throughout 

the target volume of the material may be particularly 

effective by un::onventional heating techniques such as 

lon and electron heating, R.F. and microwave heating, 

comprcssive heating (gases), mechanical heating by friction 

{liquids and solids) 46 and electrical heating {solids). 

'l'ne problem of defining particula te Lc::1pera tu re 

stems from a number of reasons . Most systems depend on 

measuring the temperature of the environment urouncl Lhc 

particulate matter, particularly so in dispersed phase 

flow systems. However the l.emperature so measured may 

well be a funcLion of solids loading 48 or frictional 

heating of the thermocouple used to detect the temperature . 

The use of two colour pyr ometry techniques35 has improved 

the position somewhat, but problems of interpretation 

arise owing to the screening effect of sooty volatile 

clouds of decomposition products around the particle{s). 

Furlher complications are caused by the fact that C0 2 and 

u2o products are also significant racJiaLors at high 

temperatures . 

The basic problem of healing a particulate, reacting solid 

in a defined tim~ period is to be able to subslain a sufficient 

heal flux that will cross the particle/environment boundary , to 

sustain that heating rate history . Jn order to do so , 

there must be very good contact between particle and l1oat 

source or Lhe heat flux must be highly directed and 

concentrated as in laser heated systems. l\n excellent 
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rrvirw of the conceptual pitfalls encountvred in various 

h~at-transfer situation may b0 found in reference 46 . 

Owing to the complex hydrodynamic flow patterns in 

flow reactors , particles may be subjected to a range of trmperature 

regimes and residence times dependant on whether the reactor flow 

. 1 fl ~ l . t d' 34 , 49 50 f1eld patterns are p ug ow, tur. l>U ent or 1n erme late . ' 

Purth<'r, rates of heal transfer may be enhanced by the use of 

solid material such as sand in fluidised beds , 67 by which means 

sevrrul hundred times mor<> heat m~y be trunsfl?red than by hot 

gas at the same source temperature . Th<> hydrodynamics of the 

reactor system aff0cting heat transfer are particlE" and currier 

gas nature , extent of particle dispersion, extent of mixing of 

[ d ' t 64 , 65 , 70 d ' er carr1er gas s reams an pr1mary , reactor gas streams , 

including the nature of feed injector geometry (in terms of 

location and number .) 

Both convective heat transfer lo a solid by hot fluid and 

radiation heat transfer from hot radiating walls can be 

reducrd if particles are introduced into the reactor in a 

concentrated stream du<' to mutual particle/partic le interaction . 

S0condary effects such as particle sintering in such dense 

steams at the high reaction temperatures encountered can lead 

to catastrophic changes in both hydrodynamic and reaction 

mechanism characteristics . Thus , defluidizatlon can .occur 

in fluidiz<'d beds caused by large sinterrd lumps , changrs in 

char residence times in entrained reactors and secondary 

cracking and volatile matter capture by char can occur 

in all reactor systems. 

http:intermediate~4,49.50
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Thermal properties in disperse, multiphase systems refer 

to effective values dependant on both nature of fluid and 

solid . 

"Effective " physical properties such as thermal 

conductivity , difussivity (c(s) ~nd ~pecific heat (Cp), 

depend on porosity of particle, or for particle bed/slreams 
~ {N. 

on~porosity of\gas/particle composite. Thus, physical 

properties of the gas blanket, surrounding pressure, 

e nvironment temperature and changing porosity of the reacting 

solid (or solid/gas composite where separation between 

parliclcs determine porosity) determine it's temperature 

resvonse. 

At sufficiently low pressures, high temperatures and 

small particle size (e . g., fragments of devolatalised coal/ 

and soot/tar fragments), the particle is no longer surrounded 

by fluid continium. The resulting estimates of convective 

and diffusive rates, based on emperically derived relations 

such as Nusselt's number no longer hold. 52 ' 66 Two effects 

arise from the atomistic nature of the fluid , namely 

1 . t 1' d . 66 h 1 d ve oc~ y s ~p an temperature JUmp , both of whic ea to 

a reduction in convective heat transfer coefficient to the 

particle . When the relative velocity between particle and 

fluid is near zero , the effect of velocity slip disappears, 

whilst the temperature discontinuity at the fluid/particle 

interphase persists. For larger particle sizes, relative 

motion between particles and fluid is increased and 

enhances Nusselt's number. 50 , 66 

27 
In certain reactor systems such as cyclone reactors, 
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35 fluidised beds and even entrained flow sysLems, 

particle convective m ot ·t o n brings parLicl e s 

into jntermittent contact with Lhe hot solid reoc t or 

surfaces. Such short contacL times can leacl Lo much 

enhanced heat transfer r.ates from the high l: he rm"l 

fluxes encountered. 

b) Mass Transfer Effects 

The physico-chemical , helerogenei ty of coal wi Lh it 

probable 3- lJ poly mer ic na Lure, degrades unclcr. the acb on 

of heat inLo an increasingly porous matrix with consequent 

flow of gases/vapour Lhrough Lhe developing pore structure . 

l\ reac tive organic solid subjected to suffjcicntly high 

heat flux can pass into an "ablative" mode of reaction 

where decomposition occurs in depth of a certain thickness 

located at the particle surface and a thermal wave tied to the 

surface propagates into the material at it's intial 
24 54 tempera tu re. ' 

Internal pressures may rise with evolution of gases 

and this so called ' blowing~~yrolysis wind ' will place 
54 55 . a limit on absorbed heat/flux ' depend1ng on the 

driving hydrodynamic pressure32 developed from 'bottled' 

gas formation . Further reduction in heat transfer may 

result from liqui and gaseous product thickening of 

the boundary layer. Alternatively , the surface may reach 

s •fficienlly high temperatures to reradiate heat to its 

surroundings, depending on other things , its surface to 

volume ratio , shap~ ~nd t~mp~ratur~ with r0sp0ct to ils 

~nv1ronm~nl. 
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Evaporative cooling via a form of distilJaLion boiling 

or subsaturation boiling as in a drying process could 

occur. 

Owing Lo Lhe highly structure depcndanl properlies 

of coal in that it is porous, composing of dislincl 

physico-chemical components (macerals) or differing thermal 

responsiveness and also 

maLur.c coals arc highly 

layered in some respects 
buse~ 

oricnLcdl\.ring platelets) 

(the more 

results 

in a profoundly complex pattern of mass transfer modes. 

d d l ll d 1 . t 1 . k f [ 1 6 9 1 7 0 t 7 2 1 12.. Gases pro uce may >e expe e >Y JC 1 e e. ux 

or pressure driven flow; soluble or permeable molecules 

can be released by bulk diffusion, driven by concentralion 

gradients. With the onset of chemical decomposition reactions, 

gradients of concenlrations may arisP from diffPrPnt spPciPs 

superimposing diffusion velocities on mass mean flow 

veJocities. 

Coupled to natural defects in structure , gas formation 

may occur by phase change or chemical degradation in depth 

and may create cracks lhrough which fluid may seep if other 

channels (e.g. , pores) are noL readily available . Coal 

particles that swell , melt and flow under the influence 

of hea~ release gases through bubble formation followed by 
54 73 eruption at the particle surface . ' Large mass losses 

in the form of volatilcs can give rise to significant 

changes in the hydrodynamic character of the reactor/reactant 

system. 
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Ph~se changes caused by endothcrmic rcnction nnd 

processes such as melting, solidjfication, sublimation 

and vu.porisal:J.on may cause a guaJil:alivc and quanlilfllivc 

shi[t in heal and mass flux flow across the particle/ 

envitonrnenL interphase. 

c) Chemical Process 

Chemistry is Lhe study of l:ransformatjon of matter. 

The sludy of chemical trans(ounations are bnsed on the 

Lhe application of thermodynamics and chemical kinetics 

to the system under sludy. Information as to the extent 

of reaction complelion may be obLained with respecL to the 

degree of thermodynamic equi librium allained under reaction 

condjtions of space, temperalure and pressure. 

Most gasification reactions considered require the 

imposition of high Lemperatures and pressures owing to Lhe 

low reactivity of the highly carbonaceous coal solid and/ 

1 d 0 od 0 74 or L1ermo ynam1c consJ. eratJ.ons. The reaction conditions 

considered depend on the product mix desired . Direct 

production of methane requires the gasifier to be 

operated at high pressure , at high steam or (II2)/coal ratio 

and the lowest acceptable temperalure . 

Jf CO and 11 2 are the desired products , then low sLE>am 

or (1!2 ) /coaJ. ratio is fed in at low pressures at 

the highest attainable temperature, for complete gasification . 

The physical transformation of coal under heat to a 

porous semisolid-liquid state with producb on of gu.seous 
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vola Li les due to pyro] ysis rea cl i.ons must resu J t in a 

continuously shifting chemical e nvironme nt. Under 

conditions of rapid heating, suspended particles and 

even captive ones, (sec subsequent photographs) can 

frugmcnt catastrophically following swelling and 

generation of extreme porosity due to rap.id devolatali7.alion 

at r .is ing tempera tu re levels. 

I\ number of studies have also indicated t hat rapidly 

dcvolatalising coal releases highly reactive volatile 

1 c 1 , leaving in it 1 s turn , (under rapid heating conditions) 

a highly porous reactive eh <iT . (Reference may be made to 

the early work of Dent75 at Leeds Universjty, that of 
76 Johnson and lloward, J.B.) In effect the subsequent 

hydrocracking reactions of volatiles and char gasification 

may be considered independently of each other. Catalytic 

reaclions could occur on the surface of ash enriched char 

such as the water gas shift reaction . 

Thermodynamic considerations , however, provide no 

information on the rate of chemical changes. To consider 

the effect of time on the rate of equi libration of chemical 

reaction we have to apply chemical kinetic techniques . 

The kinetic study of dynamic solid state decompostion, 

however, in contrast to reactions in gases or solutions 

has Lo be elucidated with respect to the structure and 

morphology of the sample being investigated . Decomposition 

of solids represents a complex sum of simultaneously 

interdependant processes (vide infra) . 
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Whereas the evaluation or over-all measurements of 

l:heoretical models le<1ds to mostly artificial, theory 

dependnnl: (i.e. , not to reaction specific kinetic data) 

und to rather umbiguous mechanistic models, the care[ul 

e luc .i.da Lion of the microscopic processes by inclcpcn<lu n t-

quanlilalive as well as qun1 it~at.Lve techniques yirld <1 

fJamework for understanding of Lhc kinetics. 

It has been acccp ted practice to assume th<1 t organic 

solid decompostions proceed by an irreversabJe , first order 
( 77) 

decompostion process . Ln a solid material, rate of 

<leco!llpostion is probably fixed by Lhe rate of energy transfer. 

Energy of activation for inlernetl rearrangements or bond 

breaking will depend on Lhc accumulation of su[fi.cic n l 

vibrational energy in the solid structure . Thermal energy 

is thus transferred into atomic oscillations increasing 

in magnitude as the temperature rises , resulting in localised 

t f . (53) . } . l l'd cen res o react1on w1t11n t11e so~ . This process \vill 

in turn depend on the vibrational coupling between different 

parts of the . solid , i.e ., the rate of reaction and it's 

temperature dependance will be a function of Lhe structure 

of Lhc solid (hence the necessity of the following morphology 

of the reacting solid) . Large structures present in coal 

molecules with large numbers of vibrational modes can 

probably spread energy very rapidly through the coal structure . 

Widespread variation in rate can be traced to 

ei ther structural differences among coal samples or to the 

kinetic factors of energy of activation or entropy of 

activation . 
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In F.yring's activalcd complex theory of rcacLion rnles, 

the pre- exponenlial factor for a unimolccular reaction has 

been estimated to be 13 . l . I · 78 10 /s from the folJowtng re altons np: 

HT 
1\ = 

hl\v 
X 

4S" /R 
e -,._ 

A S " is Lhe entropy of activalion; 1\v = 1\vogadro's No.; h = 
Planck ' s consLant. The pre-exponential factor, 1\ had been 

computed for simple molecules . However a large reduction 

i n entropy can result from the formation of an activated 

comp l ex for complicated multisLrucLured mo lecu l es , in which 

case the pr.e-exponent.:ial facLor can be considerably below 
VQ.\ue 1 3 the assumed~ (i . e ., << 10 /S . ) 

Further , Lhe e nergy of activaLion will depend on the 

strength of the bond that is being broken ancl formed in the 

transistion staLe , and can be strongly influenced by factors 

such as solvation. Thus activation energies may vary by 

amounts ranging from 40 - 320kJ/mole. 1\t room temperature , 

this variation in activation energy could give rate constants 

which differ by a faclor of 1050 . 

Dut , as noted earlier , solid state reactions , particularly 

for highly structured entity such as coal, the interpretation 

of raLe data is an ambig ous affair. P.C. Yellow77 , in an 

excellenL review of this area in 1965 brought attention 

Lo Lhis long slanding problem of assigning a meaningful 

'1\cLivaLion Energy' to rate processes encountered in 

solid state reaclions . Indeed , many physically controlled 

processes such as ~he variation of viscosity with temperature , 

. 17 79 product layer format1on , ' rates of drying and cooling among 
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o Lhers may be approxima tecl by the l\rhenius-like equa tj on 

k = l\ exp ( -E/R'l') . 

Most of these physical processes are of an activaled 

diffusion type where l:he diffusion coefficient will change 

with temperature in a way simi liar to the react. ion rate constant 

(i . e . k = D, the diffusion coefficient). For a more com~Lete 

description of the problems encountered, references 79 

and 80 should be consu l ted . 

Further problems arise , in that in a decomposjng solid , 

product fragments and vapours will have to find suitable 

paths for escape , i . e. , Lo devola l:alise . In the initial 

stages of pre-soflening , heavy material released mny be 

trapped within the soJid structure unless cracks or nal:urul 

fissures/pores exist.: to help its removal . 

In the later stages , large fragments may have difficulty 

diffusing through thickening product layer . '!'he queslion 

then arises as to whether the rate process observed is that 

of the ' intrinsic ' pyroJysis rate or that of the 

' clevolalalization ' rate which wiJl be affected by t h e fluid-

mechanical nature of t he decomposition products . l\re t he 

two processes equivalent? There is a distinction then 

between ra Le of production of vola U les and the rate of 

their removal from the reaction zone . 

The major factor of reaction variable is t hat of 

temperature which can cause a shift in reactions from simple 

disproportionation to more vigorous cracking ,6 condensation 

polymerization at higher temperatures. Cracking reactions 
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he 
may be sensitive toftpresence of cataJ'(tic surfaces , which 

may include reactor surfaces . 

Reactions can proceed simultaneous to temperatu1e 

rise of the solid and this will lead to nonisothertnal 

mass loss , where healing history may have a profound 

influence on the course and extent of reaction . J ndeecl , 
0 

if heaLing rate has been found to be~variable of importance 

in coal processing systems , then clearly we ore dea l ing 

with a nonisolhermal process with its attendant difficult.ies 

with regard to elucidation of rate parameters . 

2 . 3 Informa t ion Required For Reactor Design 

. { 2 9) Desiyn of reactor systems depend on a stepwJse procedure 

wl1ercby data on product distribution and yield based on feed-

stock character (chemjcal nature) coupled lo thermodynamic 

information on reaction probabilities are tied to rate studies 

of the reaction process. 

Interpretation of the rate studies and product distribution 

variation with temperature , time and imposed conditions of 

pressure , heat flux and diluent gas/liquid on the coal p r ocess i ng 

method chosen depends on a clear understanding of coal structure 

as a p hysical and chemical entity. 

It is also necessary to try Lo separate and decouple t he 

effects of ' primary ' and ' secondary ' reactions which may be a 

complicated [unction or equilibrium temperature or solid , 

residence time of products in hot zones and the temperature 

time history to which the coal had been subjected . Yield , product 
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distribution and mechanism of the renction may be controlled 

and understood if such a separation is possible. 

The question also arises as Lo whether Lhe reaction is 

chemlca 11 y controlled or physicnll y con troJ 1 eel and the concli t ions 

that could arise where oscillations between such states are 

'11 ( 33 ) f . [ I . d' . . . poss 1 > e as a unc t1.on o c 1ang 1.119 con 1. tJ.ons 1 n a process1 ng 

system . Such unstable multiple states may also be clw rac le r- is tic 

of the elementary chemical steps of the conversion system studied. 

lt is clear from the preceding discussions that thC' study 

of a general coal conversion process is a complex undertaking . 

However, the process under study in this work rapid pyrolysis 
I 

being of such funtla1nental and decisive influence in all coal 

conversion processes, needs to be probed from a number or vanluge 

points and a data base built for it's eventual elucidation . 

The discussion touched on physical transformations of 

the particulate and it is thus useful Lo follow by a battery 

of optical methods (e.g. S.E.M ., photography etc. ,) the dynarnjc 

kinetic transformations encountered . 

Kinetic studies should be interpreted to provide information 

on reactor sizing in terms of lengths of heating and reaction 

zones. 

Owing to the hetrogeneity of the coal a nd the complexity 

of the physical transfer phenomenac affecting the coal pyrolysis 

52 53 54 process many workers have suggested ' ' a parallel study 

using qualitative and quantitative methods to help pinpoint the 

relevant characteristics of the process. 
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0 ( 20) Cure hus Lo be exercised in the ga then ng . prcpn r0 U on , 
0 (21)(23) stor1ng and use of the coaJ sampJe in uny study c onc erning 

coaL. 'l'his is a direct consequence of its p hysical heterogenity 

and ev idcncc of 1 s tr.ucture 1 
( poros i Ly , clef ects and non i sol ropi c 

nuture) . 'l'hus p1epurat.ive procedures such as comminution nncl 

o o ,_ L Jl 1 0 S5 , 56 , 57 o I 0 0 s1z1ng huve to ue care u y assessee 1n 1n Lte provJSlon 

of a representative sample . 

2.4 Extnnt Coal Processing Systems 

llislorical ly , including research on newer processes i n 

the last 15/20 years , l:hc number o( caul conversion processes 

are enormous in vuriety untl number . Genericully they are of 

three types (vide infrn) namely direct pyrolysis , synthesis 

and degradation o( coal structure via direct or indirect 

hydrogc>nnlion . The roules chosen depend vc>ry much on resource/ 

political considerations (e.g. South Africa) , market considerations 

nnd economics of processes vis a vis primary fossil fuel prices . 

Present markets include domestic and industrial heating , 

power generation and coking for steel production . 

Medium term future markets would include SNG for pipeline 

gas distribution , combined cycle power genPration using low to 

medium C. V. gas , manufacture of c h emicals in the pctrochemicnl 

industry and liqui~ fuels for transport (petrol , diesel oil 

and jet fuel) . The major markets by the year 2000 expected 

in the areas of petrochemical feedstocks , transport and 

industria l process heat have been estimated by Dritish Coal , 
8 1 reproduced here in lable 1. 
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Table 1. Major Future Uses of Liquid Fuel by Year 2000 

Oil Demand ( xJ0 6 lonnes) 

Industrial process heat 7 

Petrochemical and other non energy users 31 

JJigh t road vehicles Jl 

Other: Transporl 18 'l'otal: 77 

However, in the long term future , integrated coaJ conversion/ 

energy production complexes are likely candidates. 'l'he reasons 

stem from a) the nature o[ coal whose degradation/reaction results 

in product ion of char , tar liquids, gases and 'wos t.e produc Ls' 

such as recoverable sulpher , asl1 (dry or slag form) and ammonia . 

All these can be utilized in one way or other as either fuel or 

process chemicals . b) thermodynamic limitation in plant operalions 

can result in waste heat from the various process whicl1 can be 

recovered in part by using lhe concept of combined cycle power 

genera lion. 

In this manner, reactive char from say flash pyrolysis 
( 3 7 ) processes (an example is the OCC [DENTJ\L process) can be 

burned in pulverized coal boilers without derating with respect 

lo normal coal feed . Hot gases from the gasification chamber 

can be burnt in a gas turbine to generate electricitY.· The hot 

gas exiting from the gas lurbine , coupled to excess heat from the 

gasifier can be used to raise steam to power a sleam turbine to 

produce more electricit~ 38 l\lternatively hydrogen may be 

manufac t ured by gasification of the cha~ for use in upgrading 

liquid fuels (hydrotreating) Lhus conserving expensive hydrogen. 
t 
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Such processes huve been sludied, for exumple Lhe COG/\S 
37,81 process, a successor to the COED pyrolysis process , thl? 

COG (coal/oi !/gas) solvent cxtraclion/hydrogenelion ~>rocess, 

synlhesis processes as in S/\SOL82 (Sl\SOL 1 , 2&3 produce a 

large range of t1ansport fuels and chemical feedstocks) and 

most recently Lhe cool. Hiltcr , JGCC (integraled gasification 

combined cycle) planl operaLcd by the Electric Power Utilily 

of Soul.hen1 California . 38 'l'he IGCC plant has r0ceivC'd glowing 

reports in the press and hus been hui.led as a pointer. Lo lhc 

fulure in terms of environmental perfotmance , Lhcrmal e(ficiency 

and flexibility of operation , all cxpccLed features of inlcgraL0d 

coal conversion planls. The British Gas slagging gasifier 

has been mooled as a polentirtl cilnclidaLe for integrated comb1ncd 

cycle power produclion. 

'rhe huge number of coal conversion processes is such 

that it is impossible to do juslice in assessing Lheir potential 

here. 'l'he fo llmving references provide ample source for perusal , 

namely , refs: 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 10,11,36 , 37 , 18 , 40,42 , 43 , 44 , 81 and 82 . 

Some of the reacLor types and process parameters are 

summarised below . 

2 . 4.1 Coal Conversion Purameters 

In Lerms of thermal efficiency , pyro l ysis provides Lhe mosl 

efficient roule Lo liquids produclion from coal , with efficiencies 

up to 80 90% compared to 50-70% for direct and indirect lique(action 

processes . ( 3 ?) Reactor systems used in the newer processes are 

mainly fluidized bed reactors or as in Lhe Occidental process , 

http:California.38
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entrained f I ow renc tors. 1\ var.i un t is Lhe HockweJ 1 .l n terna tionul 

process which uses rocket motor technology . Hesidence limrs vary 

from tens of milliseconds to tens of seconds for fluidised beds. 

'l'emperul.urcs vary from Jl6°C (1st slagc of mullisla.ge COGl\S 

process) to l000°C. Pressures vary from about 1 bar Lo 145 bur 
. ( 8 1 ) for the var1ous processes. 

l n f luiclised bed processes the coal f ecd may be conltw ted 

by non-reaclive/reacLive hoL gases , or by rccirculalecl hoL char 

(German r.urghi-Hhurgas process) or inert , solid heat carrier 

as in the 'L'oscoa 138 process. t-1osl: of the above processes use 

crushed , small parl:i cJ e sized feed. 

1\ number of solvenL extracLion/hydrogenation processes 

arc under study . 'l'hesc processes aim at a high conversion Lo 

liquid fuels by providing hydrogen in both molecular and solvent 

form. High conversion is effeclecl non selccLivcJy , by breakages 

of Lhe linking strucLures bE>Lween coal macromolecules and 

eventual opening of ring structures. 'l'he extcnL of reaction is 

governed by temperature , hydrogen pressure and contact time , 

and the particular product distribution is governed by use of 

suitable catalysts . 

Solvents are generally used Lo exlract trapped material 

in Lhe coal and are of Lhree types , nonspecific solvenls , specific 

solvents and degrading solvenLs . Specific solvents can extract up 

to 40% of Lhe coal at temperatures as low as 200°C and is believed 

Lo be tl1e main component of volalile matter evo l ved in healing coal. 

(Note: this is a contenlious issue and is Lhe subjecl of much 

debate with a direct bearing on coal conslitution). Degrading 
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solvents ore Cilpuble of extracting up to 90'1. of coal <1t l.cmpcrulllr('s 

around 400°C. Thus pyrolysis conl:r.ibutes Lo tlte clegrud<lUon of 

the co<1l structure whilst the solvent dispersrs and hcncr, t·etunls 

polymorizution reactions . noth inter and inlru molecular rP<lCLions 

CC'ln occut· in the p resencc o [ these sol ven Ls which a re o ( Len t hrm-

selves (tactions of coal L<H such as anthracene oil. Mosl of 

these processes are conducted under high pressure and use crushed 
81 coal feed . 

Coal ga.si [ j CCI U on t.:echnol.og ies and process<."s ,1a.ve been 

developed C~nd commercialised for il long Lime. GenPr.ica I I y, thP 

different type of gasifiers ce1n be classified as follows : 

l•'ixc<.l bed gasifjcr.s producLing dry ash or slag 

(11ritish slagging gasifirt) 

Fluidized bed gasifier.s producing dry or 

agcJ lomera tj ng ash (No le : high ra l es of heat 

transfer in fluidized beds can result in 

depressed fusion points for the ash) . 

Entrained flow gasifiers yielding dry ash or slag 

during primary gasification (Shcll-Koppers gasifier , 36 

Texaco coal gasifier). 

Mollen bath gasifiers (C0 2 Acceptor process using 

ca.lcined limestone or dolomite as heat for gasification 

ancl selectively removes co2 and 11 2s from the synthesis 

gases) . 

27 Olher. possible reactor systems are cyclone reactors and 

ultra rapid fluidised reacLor 28 . Normally , coal gasification 
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systems aim to manufacture hLgh calorific value SNG to produce 

pipeline quality gas , particularly for gas utiljty operators . 

Ilowever , low C . V., gas may be used for electric power production 

in either combined cycle turbogenerators or direct firing in 

gas boilers. Production of CO and H2 in gasification systems 

can be upgraded to a range of petrochemical products vja the well 

understood Fischer-Tropsch reactions . Other upgrading processes 

include ethylene/propylene conversion using zeolite catalysts 

(Mobil/BASF proccss) . 36 

Fixed beds generally accept lump coal with Rn admixture of 

up to 30% fines in Lhe British slagging gasifier. Most of the 

other processes use coal feed in pulverized coal fines form 

(entrained beds ; fluidised bed feed tend to be larger), fed 

in dry form or as coal/H20 , coal/oil slurries . Operation is 

normally at high temperatures and relatively high pressures . 

Residence times in flow reactors are short, of the order of 

tens of milliseconds. (Entrained flow beds) 

An important feature of some of these processes is the 

application of di~persed flow solids handling using gas as 

transport medium . Reference to figure 2 shows two forms of this 

solids handling aspect, namely particulate dense phase fluidization 

and entrained flow. 
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F.i.g 2: !'low RC'actor ~slC'ms 

p:utoculate 
solods 

Forms of fluidization If gas is passed upw.~rd through a bed 
o f p~ntd~s wuh ~ulficu~nt vdOClry, the bed 11.-ill be surroned 
hy the g~s \tre:~.rn anJ o:~es~ !;lS wtll ra\\ throu~h the bed as 
bubble\. Thts ts termed a tlun.h:cd bcJ and shares \otnc of the 
rrnptniC\ nt :t hnilua: IH.jUU.l, tncludut" ):C'OU ffil:(tn't Jr1d hC!lt 
tr::tn~ter. .\ t hts:hcr 1:~' rlow rates. the rant• lcs arc cmr:uncd m 
the CJS sncam anJ rnnnvctl from the l't:~\cl. 

Denst' p/tJS!' 

partoculate 
solods 

lluodotlrHJ IJiiS 

Solids hnnclling in tnj s manner allO\vS for convQnience in 

pneumaU c tranporl: lines, ef ficienL gas/solids mixing , high 

A 
I 

. ' • 

.... 
I 

.... 

rates of heat transfer and uniformity of temperoture distribution 

in l:he reaction zone . However Lhetc are problems of solids 

residence Lime control in fluidised beds ancl problems over 

agglomeration during pyrolysis (vide infra) 
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Ch a pter 3 

PHYSICO-CllEMIC~L ASPECTS OF CO~L CONSTITUTI ON 

Coal can be considered as an 'organic rock ' if one is 

referring to Northern Hemisphere hard coals ('soft' coals possess 

significant associated moisture) , and exclude Southern Hemisphere 

'Gondwana' coals which are of a different age , associated with 

higher inorganic mineral matter and tend to be associated with a 

considerably higher inerlinite conLent . Distribution 

and type or flora , geological history , djagentic and metamorphic 

processes including localised geological events produce that 

entity generically defined as coal. It is thus no surprise to 

learn that there is still fierce controversy in reconciling 

conflicLing interpretations concerning studies of coal con -

stitution and origin . 

3.1 Origin , Diagenesis and Metamorphosis of Coal 

~n explosive evolution of land plant at the beginning of 

the carboriferous period followed by accumulation of plant debris 

provided the setting for the evolution of coal deposits . The 

major periods of coal formation are documented in figure 3 . 

(ref . 85) . There are two broad belts of coalfields from the 

older Car}~niferous-Triassic Periods : a broad chain of large 

coalfields of carboniferous age extends from the U. S.h. , t h rough 

Western and Eastern Europe , the u . ~ . S . R. , and into Cnina; A 

second chain of Permo-Triassic coalfields is found in the 

Southern Continents , South America , Southern Africa , India , 
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FtG . 3 AGE OF COAL MEASURES 

---· - ---
GEOLOGIC/\IJ SYSTEM APROXINATE RANK 

M f. AN AGE OF 
ERA PERIOD (YE/\RS) COALS FORMP.D 

UPPER CAHRONtFEROUS 250 X 10 6 
niTUMl NOUS 

PAL EO ZOIC PERMIAN 210 X ro 6 CI\HBONI\CEOUS 

ANT I!R l\ CITP.S 

- -
MESOZJC TRIASSIC 1 80 X 1 0 6 BITUMINOUS 

JURASSIC 1 s.o X 10 6 BITUMINOUS 

CHET ACEOUS 100 X 1 0 6 SUB-BITUMINOU s 
~ 

BITUMI NOUS 
·--

TERTI AR Y EOCENE 60 X 1 0 6 
LIGNITES 

+ 

SUB-BI T UMI NO U s 
OLIGOCENE 4 0 X 1 0 6 

LIG NITES 

MIOCENE 20 X 10 6 
LIGNITES 

-· 

QUATERNARY PLEISTOCENE 1 X 10 6 PEI\T ONLY 
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Austr~li~ ~nd Anlartica. Fully two thirds of the world's tot~ l 

reserves , all highly coalifiecl (high rC'lnk) uituminous co<lls clrc? 

of the c~ rbonif c rous var i.cly. 8 4 l~econs true t ion of con t i ncn ti11 
G configunrnl ion nl: the end of the Pcr·main period (225 x 10 years ago) 

showed thnt Northern Hemisphere coals were jn fnct formed in 

tropic.:<.1l swamps whereas Southern Hemisphere conls were f ormed 

from different flora c.:onsitent with formati .on in temperate 

souLhct·n latitudes. (sec fig. 4 below) 

Fig. 4 Rcconstrucuon of the continental configuration at the end of the Permian 
pcnod 215 ma. 

'J'hc conlfieJcls arc formed by sequences of sedemenlary rocks, 

with smnll coal lnyers (1-10%) sandwiched bclween variable 

alternations of shales , siJtsLones, sandstones and fossil soils 
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04 , 85 1 f' l such as seat-earths . Various tcrrcsti.a l fnun<1 CIJH. or·v 

such <1S rool s Lock , plant stern , foliage, fish , b i vnl vcs/lllussc l s 

(frcsiH-Jill:cr fvuno), spores , pollen , fruit algal 1C'lll<1ins , 

including some marine fauna in low lying areas (mosl of lhe U. K. , 

was covered by shallow seas dudng the laller curbonifetous period) 

nmy be associated with the sedimentary 1oyers. This rythrnic p<1ll.crn 

of sedemenl:ary deposition is referred to as cyclothems. Hence, 

ciJffer.cnt areas of coal measures arc associalecl wi~ll varying 

environments or J' Jor<1 and fauna . 

'l'he clwn<JC'S that transfor-,a , mainly plant tissues to coal <1J"C 

effected Lhr·ough the sequential events of diagenesis (h<H.:terial/ 

biochemical dcg rada U on p r·ocess) through to [ ornml: ion or pC'<l t: 

fo ll owed by met;unorphosis over mi 11 ions of yeLJrs by the ngcncics 

of tempe rt1 Lure and pressure ( rcsu l Ling [ r.cl!l the accw.lUlct Ling 

ovet burden). 'l'hc> m<1in cons l:i tucn l s of coal forming p tan t structun~s , 

a re tabu J <1 Led be low ( 'J'a.bl e 2) and some of l he ch0nd ea 1 s true Lures 

of these eo a 1 precuJ" sors an~ shown (fig . 5) . 

'l'ab l e 2. Plant Composition Precursors to Peat forma Lion 

Plant Tissue Carpounds ~ of Tissue Avge. Ult.. llnol~sis 'l'ypical Brpirical 
PrC'_r:;cnt romula 

c 112 oz Nz s 

1. Cellulose 45 - 65 44.4 6.2 49.4 (C6Hl005)n 

\oJood 2. Lignin 20 - 40 63.2 6.1 30.7 c1011JJ0u 

( Xy 1 C'n , Cor lex ) 3. Water + 
prolcins 
in soln. 12 - 16 53.5 7. 0 22.0 15.5 2. 0 C72Hll2N 180225 

4. Resins 0.5 - 15. 0 80. 0 10.0 10.0 C2o11Jo0z 

5. Waxes 0.2 4.0 82.0 14 . 2 3.8 c29116o0 

'!'he pol ymcri c cons tj t:uen t:s of ccJ lulose untl lignin , 
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STRONG WOODY CELLULAR STRUCTURE 
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the fo1mer· ulicyc l jc in nature (salurated r: .inqs) , the l alt:~"'r, 

aromoUc, with various ' 0 ' funclional groups allachr:>d t.o the 

respective r i n<:J s l:ruc tu res make up the ma jot precursors l:o coa I 

formation. Ptolcins are complex moJeculcs conl.nining 'N ' <tncl 

'S ' und rc<1clion of these wil.h l.hc degr<tdal:ion products or cell 

wal J s give humic ncids which precedes the fo 1 mn t ion of u l nd c qcls 

in the pcnl:ificnlion stage. ' Biochcmicnl gelifi.col ion ' occut·s 

clunng the peat/soft brown coul stages unclc.t vorying conditions 

of alkuljnity , oxjduUon , water supply etc. (Jofcr f.ig. G) give 

wuy to 'CeochcmicuJ gelificuUon ' in the metamorphic sl,,g<' l'.o 

eventuol for.mnlion of the block Lustrous Vitrinite compon0nt 

of hit.umLnous coals , which is the major component of Northern 

Cul"boni fei"OliS COolS. 

P 1 n n l. con s t: i t u e n l. s w h i c h a r. e m o s L n~ s j fi t n n L t. o d i n g en c s i s 

up to the sub-bituminous con] sta<Je (75-BO~,C) a1·e those of woxes , 

r.cs ins, Lonnins , [I ilVunoic.ls , a 1 kalo.i d s nnd thosP cc l.J u 1 os ic/ 

lignit.ic cell walls impregnated with these substances. Some of 

these mntcrials contribute towards the oliphatic components of 

coal precursors. ('l'annins , hm-.rever ilr.'C u mixture O[ high l\1.W . 

compounds possessing phenolic character and arc also port o[ 

Vitlinile formation). 

Other paLino,~ays Lo conJ ification, resul l:ing j n the ' sapropeJ ic ' 

coals (boghead and C<tnncl which do occur in the U.K.) have 

somewhat different properties such «S higher volatility , evidenced 

by higher '11 ' contcnl, arc nol: covered in this review. 

Fo 1 I owing diagen Lie processes through to 'pent i.( ica Lion ', 

metilmorphic processes acting over time transform the peat through 

successive fitages Lo ultimatulely graphite given sufficient time , 

tempera tur.e and pressure. These tr«ns fonne1 1: ion proc0~ses rcsuJ t 

in progt·essi ve chcmico J and physical changes re r J.ec ted by 

U,' VERSITV UBRARY LEEDS 
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elemenr.ul composition changes (fig. l), volatile maltcr conte nl 

clwnges , reactivity towards oxidisi ng, hydrogenating and alkaline 

reagenl s, densi t.:y and pore s tructurc var.ia U o ns and c honges in 

plastic properties (in the gelification stage preceding 

Bit.:uminizat.:ion). 

'l'he rate of chemical change is determined by Lime , temperature 

and pressure, the latter having the effect of bringing reacting 

insoluble groups into sufficient proximity to r eact and to retard 

rate of reactions resulting in volatile product evolution. 

Thermodynamic considerations concerning composilional changes 

with reference to free energy of formation of II/C will indicate that 

fonnaLJon of simple molecules arc favoured with concurrent 

carboneaceous residue formation , 91 (fig. 7) 

'l'hus, dehydrogenation and deoxygenation proceeds with CH 4 , 

11 /) and co2 genera Lion . This maturation process 1 eads to a 

c lassification parameter of coal known as coal rank reflecting 

it ' s degree of metamorphosism from the origina J plant material . 

·Ullimately , metamorphosis l eads to a homogenisation of the coal 

substance l>y Lhe anthracitic stage where fossilized remnants of 

plant mate 1·ial known as Macerals lose lheir separate identity. 

Abnormal metamorphic processes such as contact with igneous 

rock intrusions, regional metamorpl1ic events (folding , faulting , 

mountain formation) can give rise to either abnormally accelerated 

metamorphosis or regional variations in coal seam ranking. The 

p1· i me e f feeL on rank .is tempera tu re and in accordance with lli 1 t' s 

J.,n.,r, rank increases wi t.h depth as temperatures increase with 

de pl:h. 
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w.ith this stuge of cot~l formation. Chemi<.:ill rca<.:t.ions pr:oc~""ecl 

via simple dehydration , clccad)oxylatjon, dchydt·ox:ylalion leading 

to condensalion reacl:ions 03 to subsequent, slmv i1J 'OtnutiZ<11.ion 

through cyclizt~tion and dehyc1rogenation of non ur·omatic st.1·ucturr>s 

at the hic;h temperatures experienced by the hi9h runk coals . 

These chomicul nnd physicnl events have u profound purelle1 \vith 

the py 1·o I ysu; process l:o l..>c discussed 1 a l:cr . 

3. 2 Coal V.i cwed as a Ninera l Hock 

'!'he variations in flora und fauna , diageneLic and metn.morlJhic 

processes result in the formation of cou1s with different macro-

fcutun~s in t·he form o[ visible bandcd/luyerccl structures cJussi-

finblc as lithot.ypes . Unbundecl coal is genera.lly of po!'lt-

. t 83 b '] 87 ere aceous age , ut not neccssarl y so. In the science of 

coal petrography , under the Stopcs-lleerlen system of maceral 

counterpart: of inor.ganic rock minerals) classification the 

following petrographic organization of coal ' type ' is cncounlered . 
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Microlithotype P r i nci pa I 
Group Haceral Group(s) 

G,· G 

~Gcite 0 + 0 
~G·· GJ + QJ v•tnnert•te 

Gmacerite 0 + 0 + 

Glte CD 

Grite GJ + 0 
0 + [D 

0 + GJ 
Gmacerite GJ + 0 + 

irregularly alternating, th?n layers of 
variously proportioned vitrain- durain 
mixtures 

Fig .8 The petrographic 'organization' of coal. 

8 

GJ 
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Fig. 9 The mac era 1 s and mac era 1 groups of coa 1 (a ftcr Mdckowsky, 1975) 

Mac era 1 group Symbol Mac era 1 Composed of or derived from 

Vitrinite V Coll ini te humic gels 
Telinite wood, bark and cortical tissues 

Exinite E Alginite algal remains 
Cutinite leaf cuticles 
Resinite resin bodies and wa xes 
Sporinite fungal and other spores 

Inertinite Fusinite J 'carbonized' woody tissues 
Semifusinite 
Macriniteb unspecified detrital matter, 
Mi crinite unspecified detrital matter, 
Sclerotinite fungal spores and mycelia 

Fig . 10 
Macerals suggest new coal classification method 

Source 
material 

Fate in 
peat swamp 

Metamorphic 
effects 

Maceral 
subclass 

Maceral 
class 

Microscopic ldent ilicatlon 
criteria (polished) 

Prot em - Decomposes 
(contnbutes N) 

• {Deoxygenated } 
Hum1fied-- Dehydrogenated - Vitnmte - Vitrimte 

'Wood" Aromatized 
- Dominates, gray-while 

- Angular, cellular, bnght (llgnm, Charred 7 Fuslnite } 
collulos - lne rtlnile 

Decomposed 7 Mlcrin1te . - Fine gra1ned, bnght 

{
"Bitumenized" L "Bitumen"} 

Ex1nes - Incorporated - Dehydrogenated 1- Exin1te _ Liptin1te 
Aromatized 

Rcs~ns - Incorporated ? Aes1mte 

- Thm strips, dark• 

- Sphencal. dark• 

>10 um 
<10 um 

Composlllon in 
typical bituminous C( 

or.c %H %C 

83.8 5.3 7.6 

95.0 2.0 3..0 

84.8 6.9 4.0 
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Fig. 11 01agram of atomic C/H ratio vs atom1c percentage of 
cart>on (C31 ) 

Cross Links k __ Layers 

Po<es-di:__\(--
-0) 

"Open Structure" 
CoolificotJon Stage I 
"Decarbo)(yllat ion" 
Carbon< 85% 
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Morenol ---

0 .; 
_,Group of Layers 

20A ~"' 

~ ~·:--_~-~ tzoX ........ ~s.__--.,s I. 
~)~~~r;e.& 
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+ // 
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"Liqucd Structure" 
Cootification 
Transition Stage 
Carbon. 85%-92.5% 

Moter1ol ~~......;v...:.:~Pores 
::.,._--' ~ __:.,..__.._, "Anthrac1tic Structure" 
~ ,..--; Coalificotion Stage !I 

____, "Demethonotion" 
Carbon > 92.5% 

Fig · 12 Schcmauc illustrating coal structure during coalification Stage I or 
L r- 1rh::o.} iatwn { rop} - "open structure"; transition stage {cenrer} - "liquid 
strurwrc". and coahficarion Stage 11 or demethanat JO n (bottom) - "anthracittc 
~rructure." 
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Lilholypcs nnd microlithotypes which nre nssocinlion 

of mict·oscopic mucernl groups represent the gross physico-

chemicol heterogeneity of bundcd coal. 

'l'hc macerals arc the microscopi<'i11 ly distinct phoses 

rf'cognizab1c under rcfleclecl light: ·fi.iC"roscopy and aro orgW1ica::.l.y 

and physically distinct (1-lOOpm siza) . 'l'hcy arc in part visib l e , 

coulificd [>lant remains with form and/or structure still preserved 

a L the bi Luminous coal s tagc . 'l'hcy arc also in p.:trt.. , degrncla lion 

products wh0.rc plant origins cannot be recognized anymorc. 

Figures 9 °3 and 10 80 summarises t.he origins , components nn<l 

processes co nnec te<l with the mac~ru. l groups . '!'he se macern J s 

differ in volatile content , density , resistance lo abrasion , and 

reflectivity . \~hen c lassified by elementnl co1npositional features 
89 o[ C/H ratio agajnst atomic C% Kessler was able to charac-

tcrize the differing chemical compositions of the macerals jnto 

indent.ifiably distinct groups reflecting their. individually 

different cou.lification paths . (sec fig . ll) Jn banded coals , 

vitrinitc is the main constituent , usually larger than 70% and 

whose relectivity variations with coalification is suffjcienlly 

regulnr to be a good indicator of rank. 
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Vit:rintle originated from humic acid fractions of humic 

substunces, which are dark coloured compounds of complex 

chantc ter of varying molecular weights and sol ubi 1 j t. ics con t:n in i.n<J 

o, 11, N und c aloms embedded in nr.omuti.c ring structures . ~1il jor 

'o 1 func..:t: ionn I i tics .:1re pr.esent ns Ull and COOl! funclionu J. 9roups. 

'l'hc incrtinit:e rl.:lceral group is relatively dch jn 1 C', 

of low 1 11 1 content and highly aroma tic corapil red Lo Exinl l:r> or 

Vitrinit.e even though it has C'Volvecl from the same original 

p1i1nt nwterial as V . . . t 86 1.tr1.n1. c. 'l'his Ciln be Lrncecl to n more' 

sever~ cl i ngeneb c or. metamorphic processes cncoun tcrcd by 

the inr~rt:init.:c gr.oup . However, some of: the inerUn.ite f.lncernlR 

arc r:lot·c t·cnct:ivc than previously Lhoughl, pnrliculflrly rnictinite 

and some Southet:'n hemisphere inerl initcs . 

Exinitcs originate from reJaLive1y 1 1! 1 dch pJunt material 

nnd thct·c for.e possess higher a liphn Lie con tent and 1 11 1 content 

ilnd sign i [ i Cilnt 1 y enhanced plastic deformation when subjec tc'l Lo 

heilt . /\1 though Exl:.initesonl.y account for between 5-15% of 

bituminous coals against: 60-80% for Vitrinites, they can hnve 

a signi(icant effect on coal morphology and reactivity in therma l 

processes, particularly as they are usually well distributed 

randomly thoughout the coal structure in small (micron si7.c) Lo 

medium to large accretions . 

The organic matrix of Macerals nr.c punctuated with various 

pores o( dif(cring sjze and shape (lU- 5 - lOn~) and the matrix 

is often fractured into crevices and cleats . (ref . 90 , fig. 2). 

'l'hcse clc a ts and crevices are defects which may play a ro l ,.., in 

voltuti l.e mnss transport and perhaps the 1 h)CCJ ing ', exavnpo1 fllive 

t. ranspot· t 
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belwv iour observE~d anrl spccu l <1 tecl on l>y t.he cu rr·en t <lU l :hor 

( 5 J) nnd others . 

The clcat.:s , crevices and pores nlily oft.:en be fiJlod with 

accretions of inor.gunic mincrul mRLt:cr . t-1incru 1 lenses and 

nodu Jes ulso occur at.: t.:he boundaries of t.:he lithot.:ypes. Hincnd 

mnLter muy originate from either inorganic conslil:uf'>nLs of t.:he 

coal forrni ng plants or. udven t.:i t.:ious inorganic mal: t.:cr introduced 

jnto coals by nntural transport processes of win<l and wuler during 

the diagcncsis state or during the metamorpldc stage where miner.ul 

lllcttl:er is incorporated into the coal by tin epigenetic process 

(deposits occur in defect cavities). 

British couls arc associated with mainly cluy minerals , 

accounting r:o :t: 60-80% o( mineral mat.:ter associaL0cl with coal, 

parl:i cu larJ y Kaolin i te , transformed by epigenetic changes lo 111 i. te . 

Next to cloys , the most important group of impurities are 

carbonat.:es such as siderite (Fe CO>) and ankcritc (Ca(r-tg,Fe)(c0 3 ) 2 ) . 

Sulphur. is present mainly in Lhe form of pyrite and marcasite 

(Fe 82). Other elements associated with coal impurities occur in 

traces including germanium, arsenic and uranium . Some of the 

metals such as Boron Ca , Na form organomoLal complexes , 

particularly in younger coals with ' O' functional groups . 

chlorides , sulphates , and nitrates arc also incorporated 

by epigenetic process into the coal material . 

'3 . 3 Physical /\spccls of Coal Structure 

For a complex porous mat.:crial such as coal , physical 

properties may exert a direct effect on measurements such as 

porosities (void volume of solid), density and stress/strain 
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relationships which themselves urc u funclion of L:he c h0Jni cill 

molcculnr. sl.:ructure of coal. 

llowcvcr, <1 distinclion may be mude between chemicn l und 

physico-structur.al changes effecled during coaJificaLion 

(diagenel.ic nnu melamorphic processes) . Porosity falJs rupjdly 

in Llw curly slages of coulification due lo loss of moisLur0 by 

compressivc overburden accumulation and drying. Posl Brown coal 

slage coa 1 if ica U on is reflected preclominanl l.y by elemcn Lal a lomic 

changes u.nd voJfltile matter content c hang es . 

l3ccuuse of the varialion in coa li ricfltion br?haviour of 

the mict·oscopic components of coal, i . e. , i'1uccr<l ls (vide infru) , 

differences occur in physico/chem., properties \vi lhin ancl between 

particul.ate coal components. 

3.3.1 Gross Overview of Physical Feu.tures 

The vitrification of plant ma terial results in MaccraJ. types 

such uS collinite (collinite and tclinite are Lllc major constjtuents 

of the Vitrinite Maccral group and which make up 60-80% of 

carboniferous coals) with a gel like struclure with the cc>ll lumens 

filled with colloideJ humic gel precipitated from Lhe humic solution 

This gel like structure has implications for Lhe chemicul consti-

tution of coal (parlicularly in relation Lo the 2 component model) 

and its l>chnviour in thermal liqucfaclion and pyrolysis processes 

where dissolution by heat can transform the gel inlo sol 

(dispersion o( solid in a liqujd), paralleling Lhe gclification 

stage of coal formalion . 

'l'hc t-1aceraJs differ in hardness, ash contcnl , voluUlc conlcnL, 

densily, porosity and very likely electric«! , hNll'. tl'unsfcr 

propcrlics (Cp , k) and physical clC'formation Lo ilprlicd st·rC'ss 
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1 
In terms of d e nsity, nicrinitc (jnertinite group, 1.-11-l . IJntJ/crn ) 7 

VitrinitP (1.32-l.37g/cm 3
)> Exinite (1.2-1.3 5~/cm 1

) . Fnwlur·rs 

and fissures occur in Vjtrinite and is ld9hly bril.tle> 111 

compur is on to Ex i ni tc \vhich is tough <111d re si s tan L Lo f rClc Lure. 

Some components o[ lncl.·tiniLe arc chilrcoD.l -U.kc ilntl friable ond 

some a1c e xtremely hurd and highly reflective opl:ico lly . 'l'llll s , 

components of Inertinite and m<linly Vitrinite frucltlre casi ly 

Lo accumu .l <lte in the fj ner fr.aclions when subjcclcd Lo gri ncli ng. 

Gr:inclin~ in air (in the presence of '0 1 produces fines pr·onc Lo 

ogg lomel' Ci"'t ion which can be uvoided by ~rindin~ under. cooled N2 

(sec Chopter 5 , experimenLal section). Fructures occur due to 

shrinkogcs generated by moistur.e ancl V. t-1 . , loss in t·he co<ll-

ificution pt·ocess and directed by tectonic stress , includinq 

ovcrburdf"n pressun:'. /\part from grindobiliLy , Lhe permcobi.l i l:y 

of coni is hiqh l y related to the cleats and (rncl:urcs which ulong 

wil:h the pore size distribution will dictate mnss transfer inlo 

and 011 t of the pili: L icle . Like mosl of the properties of coill 

there is vuriaLion of these and other propC'rties wilh conl tu nk 

.(or COillificnlion degree) . Variation of porosity D.nd density 

with rank (or %C d . a.f.) show a minimum of ilbouL 87-88~C which 

may represent il degree of pore closure brougl1t abouL by coalificutioJ 
B 3 , 107 chang0s . 

The elucidation of pore structure and surface areas of coa l s 

present pnrti aJ I y unrC'solved ontrovcrsi es clue t.o t h e cf feels of 

acti.vated diffusion and inbibation/coal-3orbent interaclions 

encountered jn the methods of measurem0nt . The problem is Lhat 

cotll poscsses D. complex molecular sieve- like pore structure with 
0 

l<lrgc pores (mac.r:opores o[ several 100/\) to trilnsi tionil l porC's 

http:gr.indi.nq
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0 0 

of"'- 40/\ which urc linked by 5-81\ po1·cs (micropor:es). Nicr·opoi'C'S 

pr·cdominal.e for mcdjum Lo high runk coals (50-80~ of total void 

volume) 83 \vhereas 75% of void spuce of low rrtnk coal (~'7S~.C) is 

associntcd with mrtcro-pores. 'l'he second p1 ob 1 cm is l:lw t: 1 o 1 

functionul ~p·oups of pilrticularly low rank coals inl~rilct sL1ong l y 

with polut· sorbents . lt is ulso not clcur to the author how 

meaningful porosity und surface area measurements cun be in il 

gel-like soJid \vit.:h substant.iul umounts, t.vpe and var.iuLions of 

trapped ttiC:llerial in the pores/ft·actures incJuclin9 ilccrel:ions of 

1ninera t mu L: ter in the sume a rea. Nevertheless, the maqnitude of 

the pore dimension represent useful information i.nso(ar as 

inbibut.ion/exudution through solid material mily be discounte<l in mass 

\.. r.anspor.l:. 'i'JH~ Hleiln free path of SfilS/vqpour.s which i.s reliltc<l to it~ 

molC'OJ lar \veig h t w i 11 encounter chn ngcs in •;on liniuum to Knudscn 

diffusion jn the pore structure. 

Surfuce <u:eu which ure related to pot·osil: y range from 
2 2 

tens of M /g to < 300 M /g . 

Oxidative weiltltering can result in blocking of pores by 

1 0' absorption , pronounced in low rank coals and subsequenl 

reduction in coal reactivity. ~-Jater association with t.:hc coal 

will depend on coill porosity , ' 0 1 funclionalities and type oC 

inorganic matter. present. Degassing of coul can result in 

pill' U nl collapse of the ge 1-li kC' pore s tu re Lure (or possibly 

blockage at nat'r.ow pore moulhs by released l:rappecl material in 

larger pores). 

of the llacerals Fusini te is probably the most porous 

with a broad range of pores (5-Sl.lnm), with Vitrinit.:c possessjng 

the finest porosity and F.xinite being the least porous. 
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Certnin physical properties show variation witl1 bedding plane 

orientntion . For example , electrical conductivity and therm~] 

. [f:' . 83 expanston co0 :1c1ents are higher pependicular to the bedding 

plane , the latter about twice as high compared to the parcllel 

bcdd in<J p 1 a ne . ThPrmal conductivitiPs ar0 high0r parall0l 

t o Uw h e' lfd ing !) lanE' and arP also· 

dependent on V.M., moisture content and properties of gases 

entrarped in the pore structure . 

'l'he study of coal by X-ray techniques began in t h e 1930's and 

r.t I . t t. 83 ' 80 h 'd d aL er muc1 re1nterpre·a 10n as prov1 e ' ball park ' figures 

for aromatic ring sizes , stack heights of ring layers and inter layer 

spacing . The interpretation of the diffraction spectra resulted 

in the structures represented in figure 12 , 93 which is a 

reflection of the coalification stages of the metamorphosising 

coal material . The ordered layers represent aromatic crystallites 

und the a1aorphous ' C ' muy be associated with alkyl groups , -COOII , -OCII 

and other non aromatic entities . Several points of interest may be 

noted: 

1) Increasing orientation of the rings paral l e l to 

the bedding plane due to overburden pressure and the 

gradual coulesing of the aromatic clusters through loss 

of a l iphatic side chains with coalification . 

0 0 

2) Groups of layers about 7-BA across and 20A apart 

(for 85-92 . 5%C ) for high rank Bit. coals reminescent o[ 

the pore sizes encountered her9 , including the r8flection 

or large scale porosity associated with the ' open structure ' 

X-ruy picture of lower rank coals . 
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J) 'l'hcrc muy be il r<:lngc of weuker l)o rtcl inl~r·nct.ions IJ0twccn 

Lite individunl luycrs , ranging from ' ll ' bonds to wenk 

Vnn dcr Waals interactions to dipole/dipole interactions 

·.;hi eh keep the solid phase together. 

5) Ol:IIC't~ , str·onq0r crosslinks V1il covul c nl: l>onclin9 mny nr·i.se 

.:ts conlifH.:ation proceeds p1·ovided by elhcnr , melhylenc uncl 

S bridges wrought by condcnsu U on reac Lions. Inn il ren or 
conLrovcrsyJ 

G) 'J'he sLack heights r.:tngcfrom 1 ( " open structure") to 

> 2 for "liqu.id structure" t.o n sudden jump lo much higher 

vulucs at high C% (>93%C) . 'l'hese va J ucs i nd i<.:ul 0 Po 1 ynuc I cnr 

aromat·ic r.ing size of 2-4 pedcondcnse<l 1-inys in couls of l' 

content U0-92~ . 

overall , the simjJiarity of c-c spacing ilnd inter layer 

spacing t.:.o g1·aphit.:.e suggest that lamellae slructures simi liar to 

grnphile exist i n conls and tlwt these Jayer.s incr~ease with ' C ' 

content . 

1 . . . . 1 !:J J h . t t t' 'l' terc JS some ltHltcntl.on ttal t eX-ray 1n erpre a J.on 

overest imates the uctual aromatic Jnyer sizes or that it may 

equn lly be reconci led wit h 1\ l j eye 1 ic rj ng sys terns. Con [ i rmn tio n 

of the ubovc picture is dependant on cOt:lplementary information 

g<1ined from Nt-1H , PTIR , ESR and wet chcmicnl studies . 

3.4 Chemical /\spects of CoaJ Structure . 

'l'h 0 chemicn l structure of conl , it lws Lo be said , remilins 

an area of dar~kness, with ptofouncl disugrcer.tents as to its 

primary organic structuYe . 'l'hus , betviCCn l 972-1976 Chakrabarty 

and co-\JOr.kcrs (including N. Berkowitz) en~FHJC'<l in fierce tkhntc 

http:vzh.i.ch
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with dissenters in the pages of 'Fuel' on the basis that coal 

was primarily a diamond-like polyamantinc , alicyclic ring system . 

'rhey based their conclusions on oxidation studies of coal using 

a relatively mild and highly specific oxidant Sodium llypolchlorite . 

NaOcJ does not cleavearomatic rings and can distinguish between 
2 d 3 h b 'd' . h [ h . h sp an sp C y r1 1satlon . T e crux o t e1r argument was t at , 

evidence of sp 3c suggested polyamantine as a likely structure 

amongst a host of possible forms . Further it has already been 

pointed out that X-ray studies of coal could equally be assigned to 

alicyclic ring systems as aromatic ones (vide infra) . There is 
9'1 

also indications from the work of Whitehurst that high 

aromaticity in coal products (often taken as proof or coal 

aJomaticily, in processes such as short-contact time liquefaction 

and vacuum or fast pyrolysis) is the result of the processing 

itself and not an intrinsic property of starting coal material . 

Also , heats of combustion of large polyamantine structure or 

partial jsomerization of the same to Benzenic rings would be 
94 

equivalent to coal heat of combustion . Further study indicates 

that coal is highly reactive to '11 ' doner (which could even be 

the Vitrinite material itsel£95 ) solvents such as Tetralin,~h\ch 
-\ \-u.. c..o Cl\ 

' 1iquifiC's\easily with l itt l e Hydrogen consumption (0 . 3-0 . 5%li). 

Chakrabarty further pointed out that coals easily oxidise and 

that solubility increased with bascity of solvent which is atypical 

of aromatic ring systems. 

Nevertheless, the X-ray interpretations of c-c spacings 

including interlamellar spacing could equally sit we l l with a 

2-0 graphitic fused ring structure with layers held to each other 

by weak forces. [Note: The bigger the ring sizes , the stronger the 

Van der Waals forcesj. 
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Elemental coc1l composition suggests that severul statistically 

preferred skeletal features such as , 2-4 ring structures , BJ 

condensed or otherwise with short/long sidechains can equally 
94 exist as much as polyumantane structures 

Chem1cal degradation methods such as oxidation , hydrogenation 

etc. seck to break the coal down in to recog rusab le fragments and 

then reassemble the now more tractable fragments to arrive at 

the original structure . There is however , some 

certain oxidative studies , for example Na 2 C~2 

evidence tha,t 
ox.idaf ion s+u.dies 
0 7 Aby IIayatsu et al 

at temperatures near 250°C can give rise to aromatization of 

the cou l structure by ' H' rearrangements or condensation reac Lions . 

Direct c haracterization techniques have been applied to 

study coal by non-intrusive methods such as solid state NMR and 

F'l'IR spectroscopy , 1ncluding ESR and as mentioned earlier, X-ray 

spectra. 

'rhc na tut·e of solid , amorphous , black coa 1 resu 1 ts in 

spectra which is complicated by br.oadeni.ng and overlapping. In 

. f . 13c theo 1y , NMR shoul~l provide information on fract1ons o aromat1c 

and 1 11 i n solid coals and thus allow estimates of coal aromaticity 

fraction . 

Enhanced higl1 resolution spectra from NMR employing dipolar 

decoup1ing , crosspolarization , magic angle spinning to enhance 

sensitivity and remove hetronuclear dipolar broadening and 

chemiccJl shift anisotropy are used 98 . However , it is noL clear 

if all the C is being polarized (i . e . being 'seen ' ) owing to 

proximity to stable free radicls centcred on relatively large 

po l yaroma tic 11/C rings . 'l'his would increase the aromatici ty 

values . llowcvC'r , nonpolarizcd ' C ' could a1so be in polyamantinc 
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the 
structures and resulting error wou lcl (1ecrcasc aroma tici ty vul ues . 

~ 
d . 1 . 1 96 ESR stu .1.es on coa materJ.a s indicates that the concentration 

of free radicals drcrrasrs in the order, Fusinitc (Inertinite 

Group) >Vitrinite >Resinite (Exinitic Group) It was noted 

earlier that Inertite components may have been subjected to 

charring processes during coal metamorphosis. Hence it. could 

easily have been highly aromatised,resulting in greater stabil-

ization of free ~adical structures over large ring structures. 

Thus , interpretation o~ aromaticity is not necessarily an easy 

task by 'whole coal ' analysis using spectral methods . 

'I'he ESR data is also debatable. Heteroa.toms such as ' O ' 

and ' N' in the coal framework posessing unpaired eleclrons would 

also contribute to the coal free-radical spectra (including any 

residual air in the sample) which would make resolution of the 

composite spectra difficult. 

Despite the reservalions expressed above , certain trends 

can be established which suggest that data from various sources 

I 98 , 83 d . d' 97 , 90 , 99. 1 d' ~uc1 as FTIR, NMR , chemical degra at1on stu 1.es, 1nc u tng 

ESR providr sufficient similiarity to infer the presence of aromatic 

structures in coal. '!'he importa.nt trends to note a.re 1) increasing 

aromaticity with rank (or %C) 2) increasing aromaticity with 

respect to l~ceralswhere Intertinite >Vitrinite >Exinite which 

are both consistent with increasing coalification and coal genesis 

patterns. ovcra1 I, one can say that extremes of coal rank reflect 

extremes of aromatic/aliphatic carbon skeletal structure and the 

possibility of quite significant polycondensed saturated rings 

for low rank coal to highly aromatic structures for Anthracitic 
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coals . Significant variations in localised aromaticity and 

aliphaticity may occur for structures presen t in the medium to 

high volatiJe ranks coals . The n umber of aromatic rings per 

c l uster size may be no more than 1-3 for coals 75-86%C I increasing 

rapidly to 5-6 rings for coals with %C>90% . 98 (refer Table 3) . 

3 . 4 . 1 Two-Component Mode l of Coal 

The title describes a concept of coal structure that has 

pers i sted from the ear J y days60 stemming from Wheeler ' s work 

(using rapid and vacuum pyrol ysJ s. of coals) to that of llolden 

und Hobb ' s mass spectrometry60 study of coal carbonization (1958) 1 

through to Vahrman~ so l ven t extraction ~tudies (1969/1970) and 

1 . l 101 L HayaLSU et al ' s study of trapped molecu es 1n coa 1 o a 

. . . 102 103 98 ser1es of papers 1n the 80 ' s by GJ.vcn , ' Larscn et al 

and others . 105 ' 106 In more prosaic times gone by , Wheeler 

comments '' . .. . coal contains 2 types of compounds , of degrees 

of ease of decomposition 1 the one yielding paraffin i c 11 /C and the> 

other yie l ding II2 with greater difficu l ty "· 'l'his was dubbed the 

~ component t h eory of coal constitution favoured by many , including 

Essenhigh to explain ignition phenomena , pyrolysis products noted 

at low temperatures ( 1 50-250°C) and solvent extraction from mild 

to more severe extractions . Latterly , this has been elevated 

to the status of the "moleculer sieve " structure with a "mobi l e " 

phase trapped inside a relatively rigid 3-D macromolccular 

structure . Mobility has been deduced from 1a mm studies of 

molecular motions of ' H' in the coal structure . Reference 102 

provides a comp l ete , by no means resolved debate by participants 

from 3 continents (U . S.A ., Australia and Europe) on whether 

http:C>90%.98
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Tabl~ 3 

Structural Parameters of Coals 

Minimum average 
c aromatic 

Coal (%) /1 or/Car Hoi/Cal cluster size 

Anthracite 93.0 0.23 2.06 30 
Pocahontas #4 90.3 0.35 1.91 6 
PSOC 268 86.5 0.36 1.75 3 
Powellton 85.1 0.36 1.38 3 
PSOC 124 83.8 0.31 1.69 1 
PSOC 351 83.5 0.36 2.42 3 
PSOC 501 83.4 0.32 2.31 3 
PSOC 103 82.9 0.38 1.59 3 
PSOC 640 82.7 0.3 I 2.34 3 
PSOC 330 82.0 0.33 1.74 3 
PSOC 170 82.0 0.34 2.14 3 
Bumik 40660 81.3 0.35 2. J 1 3 
Upper Mich 81.0 0.34 1.45 2 
PSOC 212 79.4 0.31 1.91 3 
PSOC 155 77.9 0.42 1.32 I 
Star 77.0 0.34 1.89 2 
PSOC 308 76.6 0.36 1.78 2 
Lovilia 75.0 0.33 1.48 2 
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~~ 0 l (' : I ) /\11 components on ct a.r. basis 

)) /\crows indicate direction of incr!'nne 

J) /\dnptcd frorn ref. 05 

4) 'l'hc nhovc classifjcntion is intcndc-cl to show 
trf"nd~ due to coalificnlion and othPr clnssificnlions 
m11y he fou n d i n the litPrntucc. 
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co~ls contain a ' substantial fraction ' (<50%) of relatively 

small molecules cl a tha rated within the deba tabl y 3-D , semi-

rigid macromolecular network . Further , the question was raised 

by Given of the Pnhanced extractability of coals when shock 

heated, resulting in enh~nced yield and speed of extraction . 

(This is a most interesting point and some studies of space-

f 'lJ' l s. 107 1 1ng models of coal structures JY ~p1ro , observations of 

crumpled Lamallae sheets of carbonized coal 108 and some SEN 

studies by the author , all point toward this aspect of co~l 

constitution) . 

With reference to the ' trapped ' material , this has been 

deduced Lo be a complex series of compounds of a homologous 

series of n-a lkyn a. pthalenes , furan and phenols , containing 

. d I . f C C I . h 102 st e c1a1ns o 1- 22 and 11g er alphatics including alicyc l ic 

and hydro~.romatics and 2-3 ring fused arom~tl.cS , lletero o...+omic. 

d 1 . . 101 tlnopnenes an cer1vat1ves (141 compounds isolated by 

Ilaya tsu eta l) . Anna t-1arzec et al , in their extraction study 
110 

isolated over 300 compounds with a wide range of mo l ecul ar 

weights (700-800 arnu , with 200-600 amu molecules predominating) . 

A paper o n cs2 extraction of a suite of U. K., coals including 

M. Main (ref . 109) indicated the presence of n-alkane up to 

c50 chain l engths with other materia l of a wide ra nge of molecular 

weights extending up to 1200 amu . 1-3 ring alkylated' aromatics 

and po l ycyclic rings up to 10 rings such as ovalene and corone nc , 

albict in low concentrations were found . 

A recent paper (ref. 106) finds some support for the latter 

study in finding stable , polycondensed species in the ' mobile ' 
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phase in a suit of American cou.ls . 

3 . 4 . 2 Nature of In ternction bet\vecn "Trapped " u.nd " Rig 1d " Structure 

Non valence bonds , chiefly electron donor interRctions , '11 ' 

bonds and Vnn der ~~aals interactions between aromatic planes 

(V. short range force) 0 -r-e. nssumed to hold the trapped 

molecules in the gel/isogcl macromolccular structure. ED~ 

interactions ad se due to i r.regular electron density in the 
\he 

macromolecules and is determined by presence of various functional 

" groups with hetcroatoms , O, N, S and C atoms with different hybrid-

ization of valence electrons . Separate structural blocks can posess 

various sets of sites which shmv electron donor [Jroperties (acid 

qr.oups) and cl ectron acceptor properties (basic groups) . '['he 

acid/base nature of these structural sites depend on the chcmic.:tl 

composition of the functional groups , their surroundings and 

aromaticity of the macromolecules . Larsen estimated that ' H' 

bonds between the 2 phases exceeds the number of macromolecular 

covolcnt crosslinks by a factor of four . P . C . Painter et al, 

ar>p l ying FTIR techniques , indicate that the principu.l ' H' bonded 

groups in l ow and medium rank coals involve ' 11' bonded chains or 

cyclic complexes of 011 groups , some OH---ether bonds and a few OH---

-- basic N bonds. 

Weak ' 11 ' bonds and EDA bonds require quite low values for 

bond b1.·cokin9 of the order of 20-30 KJ/mole which cxpJ ains high 

disintegration rates in solvents of bituminous coals ut modest 

temperotures <l00-350°C . 

The crosslinking units in the mncr.o-molecular structure 

arc however likely to be covalent ethcric , methyJcnc, alicyclic 
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~ncl hydroaromc1tic bridges (which hnvc buck l ed structures) or more 

lc1bile s-s bridges . The effect of ' S ' in bridge stuctures cnn 

result in unusually thermally reactive response indicted by 

enhc1ncecl plastic flow including dissolution in appropriate solvents . 

RPforC' lC'aving this area of coal structure it must bC' said that.: 

the high quantity of trapped m9lC'CUlC's assumed by MarzC'c and ol.:he~s 

could arise' from pa~t of the macromolecular struclurP becoming 

sufficiC'nl.ly flexible' 

' mobile ll' content of 

ihe 
in the presence of solvents , thus contributing t o 

~ ~ 

coal detected bv 1 II NMH . 'I'hereforc I di s.ruption 

of secondary interactions between trapped material and 3-D 

macromolecular structure by solvents may be interpreted in two 

or· more cli r ferent ways . Further 1 certni n coa 1 /ex trc1ct sol vent 

interactions cause pnrtial disintegration of the macromo l ecular 

structure . This contributes to the smaller molecular component 

parts of the trapped molecules ~ncl resultant overestimation of 

the trapped component. Moreover , the aspect of 3-D linkage is 

controversial because of uncertainty in applying solubility para-

meters or Fl ory-lluggins parameters to swelling experiments in 

support of cross linked macromolccular structures in coa l. 

3.5 Coa l as a Physically Entangled Network 

Interpretntions of coal plasticity including swelling in 

solvolysis can be interpreted as ~n unravell1ng of c1n aggregation 

of molecules of large molecular weight distribution . Thus, larger 

molecules ~n sLr.C'ricalJy hindrrd or inaccC'ssiblC' parts could bC' 

prevented from swelling in powerful solvents whereas other parts 

of the s t;ructure imbibes and swells . Certain polymer. s ~lts and 
p l astic1sc by nn unravelling of intertwined chains . 
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I::v i.dcncc for phys j ea 1 en Umg lemen t:.s comes from a number 

of sources . d . 8 3 l In Sternberg ' s ~onl aJkylatJon stu ~cs, w1crc 

aspects of this process were noted and thougltt to arise from 

steric hinclerancc phenomana is interpreted by Bcrkowitz to 

arise from highly assymet.ri.c physical entanglements. [n 

Lhis context it is noted that application of Sternberg reductive 

lk 1 . b . k 83 t 1 1 . d b a y at1on y Ignas1a e a to coa was accompan1e y release 

of atomic '11' (about 20% from coal and the rest from solvenL) . 

Molecular weight distribution analysis of the products of coal 

by Sternberg reductive alkylation and the very different Friedel-

Ct·afts <H.:ylat:.ion of: coal by Hombach et al r.csul led in a vct·y 

similiar high MW product distribution for both renctions. This 

was intcr.preted as a simple solvolysis of the coal resulting in 

a molecular weight: distribution of coal plus added groups. From 

this Jiombach concluded that coal was a mixture of large linear 

mc1cromolecules. ( 9 0) lloweve>r, Larsen has criticised this on two 

counts . Firstly, he concludes that the MW distribution results from 

rcductive alkylation of depolymerized ;oal fr.agmcnts and not the parer~ 

coal i.P. , bonds have been cleaved in the parent coal (at possibly 

c-c and ether Linkages) . There nrc no clear. reasons given for 

Fr iede 1-Cr.af t acylation rcsul ts and uny pass ibi 1:1. ty here for coa 1 boncl 

b1·aaking and further to the similiarity of t-1\v distributions for the 

2 reaction products . 

Secondly , he cannot sec how linear macromolecules can be held 

togc thcr wi t.hou t I arge intermolecular interne tions ·as prov i c1N1, for 

e>x:amplP by PntanglPmf>nts. Hence, by implication an alternative 

interpretation incorporating physical entanglements would l>e 

acceptable. 
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In this context one can envisage long chains being folded 

on to themselves in compact/roughly globular loops held by 

various kinds of bonds between different parts of the chain . 

(The stability of the structure could be preserved by those 

inter<1ctions discussed in section 3.4 . 2 and possibly stronger 

ionic and weakly covalent interactions between the 'trapped' 

material in coal and sourrounding macromolecules) . This gel 

structure picture can be easily distrurbed by acidity, metallic 

salts , temperature changes and gns intercalation. 'J'his could 

explai11 the high solubilities of coal in some solvents , other 

reactions jnvolving Lewis acids and also the release of trapped 

material concomittant with ' coagulation'/polymet·ization of the 
mncromolecular part by thermolysis . Here, heat will favour 

macromolecule/macromolecule, interactions over weak 'macromol0CtJle/ 

smaller trapped molecule' bonds. Once the macromolecule is joined 

at one point their proximity will lead to more bonds once inter-

calat.:ed material is lost. Such interactions and structure occur 

in large, natural protein molecules. These features coupled to 

~heir similiar response to heat has caused the autltor to speculate 

thus in the preceding parag r·aph. However, as noted by Barton and 
1 02 Lynch, a high degree of entanglement rather than covalent 

cross-links would prevent larger molecular sections of coal from 

dissolving in some powerful swelling solvents. 

Further evidence of physical entanglements come from solvolytic 

extraction studies of coal at Jow temperatures. 83 such features 

as swelling of coals and mutual alignment of coa l lamellae by 

later metamorphic processes (compressive overburden accumulation 

with time) can be explained by physical entanglement without 

invoking 3-D cross linking. The alignment process could occur by 
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a progressive disentanglement by increased compression (helped 

by partial brakage of weak structures in coal skeletal structure? 

Demethylation , decarboxylation and cyclodehydrogenatjon at 

hydroaromatic parts of coal could be invoked as in l'1azumclar 

et aJ ) . 

3.6 An Alternative View of Coal Structure 

An alternative viewpoint of coal structural parameters which 

reconciles rank changes with extant structural data is that of 

Mazumdar et al whose views are significantly different in certain 

key aspects . Whilst retaining generally accepted views on 

aromaticily ind~x~s , 0 10 mencal 0.istribution and presence of 

hydroaromatic groups , they maintain the following , based on 

collated structural papameters of coal and their own studies : 

1 ) Based on a differing view of dehydroxylation via 

atomic ' H', the authors maintain that coal structure up 

lo anthracite cannot be 3-D/cross -linked ' poJymer ' as 

generally postulated as a possibility (Re : Van Krevelen 

Larsen et a l ) . The authors quote the responsiveness to 

softening of high rank coals and organic substitution 

reactions such as nitration as reasons against extensive 

condensation by this rank . Further , onset of dehydre-

gcnaLion of hydroaromatic part of coal at about 83% ' C ' 

wit.h concommitant liberation of atomic ' H' could eliminate 

.tydroxyl groups by the same mechanism and so avoiding 

cross linking . 

2) The linkages between structural ' units ' is 

envisaged to be ~-pyrone in the lignilic stage Lo 

rd-pyran during coalification . Etheric linkages do 
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not occur until the 85%C stage via hyclro-split.:t:ing or 

{6'- pyt·an · Other l inkagcs occut· via sing le me thy le ne 

bridges or c-c bridges. ( Note : He fer L: o 'l' sa i , r c f . 

111, page 95 which shows an anamolous increase of 

ethcric '0' from subit.. coal to Uit. coal and also 

refer to fig. 18). 

th 
3) 'l'he disposition of hydrouromatic moity is viewed 

" as a side chain to the aromatic coal nucleus which 

allows cyclo-dehydrogenation/cyclisation reactions during 

coal if ica tion which wou lcl faci li Lil t.:c the rea turcs men t:ioned 

above including increased aromat.:ization with rank . T t 

is to be noted that other 'models ' of coal have been 

envisaged witl1 tet.:ralin , decalin unci/or dihydro-ant.:hra~ene 

as the basic structural unit and are universally based 

on coals of 'C ' of 80-83% . 

Overall , it must be said that Mnzumder et al ' s representations 

in particular hydroaromatic placing , which facilitates production 

of nascant ' 11 ' can explain mechanism of ' cupping' of radicalised 

coal fragments split off in thermal processes. Moreover it sits 

wel l with x-ray diffraction features of coal rank chungcs (e . g ., 

orientation of parallel packing of lamallae , etc . ) and also finds 

. s . ' f ' ll' 1 (107) some support 1.n p1.ro s space 1. 1.ng mode s . Spire, however 

invoked 3-D cross linking via extra methylene bridges and aliphatic 

hyclroaromatic including alicyclic protrusions from extended planar 

aromatic regions covalently boncling the layers togetheL. Consequenll ) 

thermo l ysis is envisaged as freeing the locked Jamallea by the 

breaking of ' weak ' covalent bonds attaching the protrusions to 
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the l uma llue . 'rhus the J amallae is uble to 's 1 ide ' over the 

intercaluted fragments which act as ' mobile ' spacers (sec fig. 20) 

It should be noted that Spiro and Mazamder et al , have under-

p l ayed the effect of physically ' trapped ' material known to be 

present in coal (the debate centres only on the magnitude of the 

a mount so intercalted ; vide infra). Therefore it is possible to 

explain , substantially , coal thermolysis and extractability , 

inc l uding coal structural features and changes by retaining the 

main ingrediants of lamaller planarity , hydroaromatic features and 

inc l uding ' trapped ' material (small MW aromatics , l ong chain 

a l iphatics , etc •1hilst discounting 3-D cross linking . Essentially 

we hark back to that old concept of the 2 component. theory of cortl 

constitution minus 3-D cross linking . The forces holaing such a 

structure would be those discussed in section 3 . 4 . 2 (vide infra) . 

One further criticism of Mazumdur ' s models is the lack of 

consideration of ' S ' heteroatom which can have profound effects 

on reactivity , particularly the highly siscile s-s bridge , if 

present . Both Berkowitz and Attar have stressed the importance 

of ' S ' as a heteroatom. However jt is noted thut ' S ' is readily 

interchangeab l e (lll) with ' 0 ' in some of the bridge groups and 

ring structures including their substituents . 

3 . 7 lleteroatom Functionalities 

'l'he het.eroatom funct:ionetlities range from '0 ' i n 

ketonic/carboxy l ic , etheric , quinonic and pheno l ic groups t.o 

' S ' in thioph enic and such like l1eterocyclic rings and possibly 

present as bridges . ' N' heteroatoms probably occur in pyn:o.!.ic 

nnd pyricline structures . Organont~?ntulJ ic bonds may exist giving 
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Fig. 16 :;.implified representation of the crosslinked structure of coal including 
possible defects . -:Chains participating in network structure~---: 
extractable {unreacted or deg£aded) chalns ; 0: crosslinks (junctions)~ e 
molecules of swel ling agent; M : molecular weight between crosslinks; A: tetra-
functional crosslink; 8: multifunctional crosslink; C: unreacted functionalities; 
D: chain end; E: entanglement; F: chain loop; G: effective network chain; 
H: mesh size. 
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Fig . 20 Schematic illusrrataon of coal pyrolysis. lnat1ally the 
molecules ex1st m lamellae with flat aromatac planes interrupted 
by al1ohat1C prorrus1ons. Next, thermolysiS results m enhanced 
parallelism of aryl planes accompanied by two-d1mensaonal mobal 
Finally, when lubrac<nang fragmems and gases diffuse from the 
plane~. the char and pore system of the semicoke develops 

RC': Spiro et al 
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'l'abJC' 5. (Maz~iar c-L nl) 

- Structural proprrtits of t~r prupo r.d modrl~ at dallrrrnt ranlc '"""''· 

Modtl Moc.lrl Modrl Modrl Mo()rl Moc.lf'l 
I ll Ill IV V VI 

---------------
Mole<lllllr 
fonnul• Clo9119l N02~ 

C 11 N 0 c107 1188 N2o14 106 88 2 10 Cl041177N206 CIOJ1109N203 C10111S2N10 

%C 72.1 79.1 82.2 86.1 89.5 Q2,() 

11/C 0.833 0.82 0.83 0.74 0.67 O.Sl~ 

"
0o 11 9.7 5.9 5.2 2.2 Nil Nil 

"Ocoou 5.3 1.97 Nil Nil Nil tl il 

"oco 3.5 2.95 2.1 l.l tli l Nol 

"0c-o-c 3.6 2.95 J.l 3.3 3.5 1.2 

'· 0.605 0.673 0.68 0.75 0.845 0.95 

r,. n.27S 0.22-4 0.226 0.17 0.107 Nil 

r, + ~ar 0.88 0.897 0.906 0.92 0.952 0.96 

1cu 3 0.046 0.047 0.047 O.OJ9 0.02<1 0.02 

H., /C O.lJ 0.22 0.24 0.27 O.JS 0.<11 

(11 / C)(non - 1.53 1.66 1.74 1.80 2.06 2.75 
aromelic) 
(11 /C) 0.21 0.33 0.35 0.36 0.41 0.42 
erom•tic 
11cw 'lcu J 

1.04 0.96 
11ot 

0.90 O.R8 1.0 1.~ 

2 

A"~''"'!l" No. of 
Carbon prr 13.2 14.4 '"·" 15.6 17.4 2~. 1 
arom•tic 
clustrr 
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rise to ionic type bonds which can result in form~tJon of 

oxidation activity centres and reactive/catalytic centres, 

[: b 1 /] k l 1)2 particularly .or rown coa s . o~ ran coa s. Some of the 

possibly representative features present in coal are represented 

· f;gl3s ·.19J4 , 6 JS 94 16 gj d h ·•· d 1 f B't . 1n ... an t e h~ser rno c o 1 ·um1.nous 

coal (fig .17). 

The presence of heteroatom functionalities has implications 

for reaclivity and pollutant formation during coal processing . 

ln particular , ' O' being the major heteroatom has a key role in 

structural dislribution and reactivity . 'N' is evenly distributed 

and appears to be partitioned in a regula~manner in the products of 

char tar or gas. It's effect on reactivity is nol clearly known . 

The major functional groups are mcthoxyl (O-Cfl 3 ) 

carboxyl (-COOH), carbonyl (-C=O) , hydroxyl (-Oil), ctheric (C-0-C) 

and heterocyclic ' 0' (part of 5 & 6 C membered rings) . The 

distribution and amount of ' 0 ' show rank variations in accordance 

with coalification changes resulting in 11 20 and C02 losses (in 

. the low rank Bituminous to semi-Anthracite stage, evolution of 

Cll 4 rasults in increasing aromatization of the coal). 

111 Methoxyl groups disappear early jn the coalification 

process followed in order by carboxyl , carbonyl, acid hydroxyl , 

weakly acid/neutral hydroxyl groups and the remaing groups . 

(Sec fig . lB , from rc£.111). Thus, carboxyl , carbonyl and phenolic 

hydroxyl groups are present in low rank coals and absent in high 

rank coals. 

CcJ t <Jin '0' functjonalities show r1lif11!\0]0US tl"ends and 

thus e thc1· ic ' 0 ' ure prescn t in both low and high rank coals . 
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In hi~hcr· rank coals the major part of '0' is incorporated as 

linkages between aromatic groups (in so called 'caking' coals) 

and in heter·ocyclic st:ruct.uz·es . Alcoholic hydroxyl groups (weakly 

nciclic) arc present in bot:h low rank and higher rank cords . (refer 

Table 4 for an overview of rank indicators) . 

Using Kessler 1 s replotted diagram of Van Krevelcn's coa1ificatio1 

cl iagrum ( 11/C Vs 0/C) . 'rsai et a 1 have ea l cu la ted the dependence of 

%atomic '11 1 on % utomic ' 0 1 resulting from addition to coul of ~"ilCh ol 

t.hc above-mentioned 1 u 1 functiona 1 groups for. r~aceraJ s of a high 

runk l3ituminous coal (sec fig .l 9). Their conclusions arc us follows: 

1) l~xinit.ic ' 0 1 content increases primurily due t:o incr·eusc 

in higher molcculnr weight a.liphatics (see rcf.95 fo1· 

indications of aliphatics up lo cSO) 

2) Increase o[ '0' in Vitr:initC' was nttributPd to lllE'tltoxyl 

und ethoxyl/alcoholic '0' and heterocyclic (5/6 1 C 1 rings) 

nnd possibly phenolic '0' . 

3) Increusc of ' 0' ~n Inertinite is attributecl to 

carboxylic , phenolic '0' nncl ether.ic '0' cross-links of: 

the aromatic lamallae. 

'l'hc ' S ' heteroatom is divided between the 

inorganic (mainly pyL·itC's and mar.cnsite) and the organic phase 

and its distt·ibution in the organic phnse mny be a function of 

r·ank unci thus geology. Most of 90 the 1 s' is incorporated in 

aroma t i.c 1· i ng structures ( ar·y 1, thiophenic and condensed thiophcnics) 

' S ' is present in organic structures as Thiol (-SH) disulphide (S-S), 

a I ipha tic sui phiclc ( R-S-R) , th iophenic and ary I sulph id c. 
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'l'he distribution or ' N' .functionalit.ies in coal js not 

we 1 1 known as much as its d is tr. i bu tion j n the pt·oduc ts of coul 

processing. 50-75% of ' N ' is present in pyridinc nnd quinoline 

derivutivcs according to A. Attar (ref . YO , page 165) . 

The distr·ibution of hctct·out.oms , in particulur ' 0 ' nnd ' S ' 

cxcrt:s a profound influence on the cxtcJlt and rcnctivity of most 

conl processing . Conl softening/caking and volulility in purely 

thermal processes us well as extractability in solvents can be 

dictol:ed by t he polar.ity of the ' 0' and ' S ' groups including 

their. nromntic or aliphatic incorporntion in the conJ structure . 

'l'hesc aspects will be touched on in subsequent sections . 

J . U Conc l usion and Comments 

It is clear from the preceding review thnt a mountainous tnsk 

awnits the coa l reseorch community attempting to clarify and cohere 

structuro l aspects of coal which cou ld help to intcr.prete key 

aspects of coa l responsiveness to processing conditions . 

Studies indicate that coa l is a complex mixt.:ur·e of diverse 

molecular entities i.e ., the molecular. spec.ics removed progressively 

from them differ in kind as well as size (re : Hucc.ral differences 

ur.isc from ot·igin, metamorphosis within a particular rank and 

between ranks) . This , in the words of Berkowitz , ~cfincs the 

uti l ity of ' stntisticully average structures'. One should nol. 

tltc1·cforc put too much weight on structu1·a 1 models other t han as a 

visua l aid to deliniatc the kinds of structural features that cou l d 

be e ncountered . (see figs. 21 and Table 5 for r.tazumd<tt'<=''- a1 ' s 

modo! pn1a111eters) 

http:accordi.ng
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It is only possible to surmise Lhat n ccrtnin t·nngc of 

features occur in coul such that geological origin, physical 

structure (l:ut·bost.ratic lamallaes) and certain prob<1ble chemicnl 

structural features oper,1te .intcratively to define the particular. 

coul one is dealing with . Foced with a complex , possibly 'polymeric' 

possibly agqregat.ive mixture of lcu·ge molecular types , one mc1Y take 

refuge in the classical concepts of organic chemistry . Here we 

mentally analyse the molecule as consisting of a reaction centre/ 

ccn t· res to wh i eh nre attached various subs ti tu en ts . 'l'hus, nc1ture 

of the reaction centre determines what reactions occur and nature 
thn. Hence, we may look on coal of
1
\ substituents determine reactivity. 

as c;onsisl:ing ~b pnrtially at·omatised ring str.uctu1:es <.:ontnini.ng 
" regions of aJicyclics , hydronromati<.: structures , short chain and 

long chain aliphatics, regions of unpaired electrons stabiliz~d 

over eing structures , held together by a range of bond intcra<.:tions . 

'!'he bond inten1ctions range from relntivcly weak ' 11' bonds, electron 

donor/occeptot· i nl.eraction , V n Wnals forces <1nd stronger 

caval r>nt bt·idge structures of varying l iab Ui ty . The phys i ea 1 

~true urc will then consist of oriented/buckled arens encompassing 

regions of varying porosity jn partial cntnnglements and possibly 

3-D cross linked gel structures. Long chain ratty molecules 

witl1in entanglements or 3-D gel are probnbly folded on to them-

selves in compnct/roughly globular shape . The shnpc will depend 

on vnr.ious kinds of: bonds between diff:et·cnt parts of t.he chain 

ancl sourrounding environment in the shape of polar heteroatoms , 

other native chemical environment features (e . g ., mutual rcplusion 

between structurally similiar molecules), shape Clnd sh:e of 

cnc;ompt=~s ing por·es/fracturcs etc . 
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CIIAP'l'fm 4 

Hf-:V I EW 01.-' 'l'llE PYROLYSIS PROCESS APPLIED '1'0 COAL 

4 . 1 Ovctview of Pyt·olysis 

'l'ltc lit r·c1turc highlights a ti"C~nd away f r om low heating telle , 

h igh mass load studies of mainly coking coals to the study of a 

wider tange of coal ty~es , subject to higher heating rat~s in 

l o;HI i nq s approx i ma t:ing to dispersed , particu l ate dens it i cs . 

l ~rlt l ier· studies were cone •rned rnc1inly with the pr·oduct.io n of 

m•tnllurgica l coke and emphasis was placed on he coal - coke trarls -

ition occurt ing during pyrolysis . Hence, ' cnrbonizat.ion ' is u 

l:P r rn no ruwl l y a pp I i ed to a process wllcr c l n teres t ccn trcs on the 

pcocluction of solid coke . Concurrently , the production of gas 

tor h "a t i ng, lighting and the associc te<.lliquids for cherniculs 

mnnuf<tcl:un~ , utilised in major par·t , packed beds . 'I'hese br:>ds 

entai l "'d ldqhcr tesidence time of vapour products in hot zones 

thc1n lhc newer , higher heating rate , dispersed phase systems . 

{\ d i t "P<.; t consequence of thr> differ-ing conditions of processing 

i [; t·ef lcct.ccl in the distribution of products at the cncl of the 

'I' he re I c1 ti ve proportions of gas , t.:a r , liquor: and e h a r· for: 

a qiven proc~ssing temperature differ , includinc the magnitudcs 

of the t cspcctivc yields . Further , the relative importance and 

"X tent of: I S ~''Condary I reactions vary t:o the ext~nt that such 

t:('c\C t i ons a r·c en ha need in so ea !led 1 1 ow hPd tj ng r a l e 1 pt occssPs 

a nd supr·esse<l in higher hea in<.J rate processes . 
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SN.;onda ry n~ac t ions such ns vapour: crack i ll<J on re ne tan t 

surfaces (coal-coke sutfnces) or: r:epolyrncrization reactions, 

lead to higher gas yields, enriched in unsaturates ctnd to higher 

solid ptoducts r--nriched in carbon, either as soot.: or. polycondcnsed 

Cl r()lfl(l t i <.: s . A si m i 1 ar ef feet will occur at high vapour r·es idence 

t i mcs ar·ound he a L:ed at cas removed from the reuc tan L-bcd zone . 

Secondat·y effects which a1fcct product distribution and type 

arc pcu·t.iclesi7.e , coal type, temperature and natut·c of hot zonc>s . 

P,u:t icle size , in parallel with bed cleplh, may affect the dynamics 

of heat dllcl mass Lransfer mechcmisms (\-Jhich , if acquir.es sufficient 

r·esistancc may control the t'ate of product forrnc1tion and its 

dit>tl'ibuLion as opposed to chemical kin,'Lic control .) '!'he conse-

quences arc not only limited to product evolution hist01·y , but to 

interptctdtion of rate studies of the process . 

'l'Prnp 'ra tu1·c is of fundarnen tc1l i mporta nee in dictating the 

extent ancl rate of equilibriation of the reaction process in the 

r·eactant.:-bcd zone . llov1ever , at high temper·atur·es, reaction rates 

arc so fast that secondary cracking nnd/ot repolyrnori7.ation 

n~ac t ions an~ acce 1 era tcd and desot:ption of products may become 

r·n t.:c l i 111 i t i nq . Secondly , even in dispersed systems , hot cat r·icL· 

gas s reams effectively extend the reaction zone in space and 

thus in t i m(' , 1· 'Su 1 ting in cnhnncement of sccondc1ry reactions . 

'I'hus , 111 some 113 processes such as the CF'P process developed 

by Occidt ntnl Hesearch Corporation for the pt:ocluction of coal 

liquid:; by flash Pyr·olysi.s , hychogenatcd recycle solvent is used 

to quench thP highly reactive [)yrolysi.:; vapours . Such treatment 

supresses polymcri Zc tion reactions by acting as cl diluent and 

also clS a vehicle for: '1:1 ' shu tling to prevent ltn ther reactions . 
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The nature of: the hot ?.ones can exercise a cat:aly l.c r->[;fecL 

c)n the reaction products. Coked surfaces \li 11 enhance crackinq 

or: hydr:-ocatbons (aliphatlc) . ( 1 1 6) to olef1r1s . Metal surfaces 

with trc.~nsition stctte metal components (Fe , eo , l'to , ctc) may 

Ci'l tc11 y~~e Ct'i1Cki ng r "ClC t i OilS in<.: 1 udlng CO hydroqend tlon ( 11 G I • 

Dcp0-nclinq on tempet·ature iltH.l v.wour residence time in hot.: zones , 

cr·.H.:kill' J t' l'actions can lead to vari •d fcrms and distribution of: 

soot f:onnilt.ion , dependant on reacto1 114 type ' 116 

'l'lw pr·eceding chapter on coal constitution will hnve given 

som · indicctl ion ()[: the complexity and structur al variations 

inhcr.cnt in variations of coal rank, tyfJC and geological origin . 

One would therefore expect , a priori , some distinc;tive influence 

o( <.:o<ll or·igin on the Pyrolysis process . Indeed, perusal of: the 

I . . f 1 . 117-1?.1 , l'J , 32 , 
Lt ratut·e [r.orn the early studlcs o Wllee er 111 

33 , 53 , GO , go , 99 , 102 the 1920 ' s tlnough to the present day 

highl ighl.s sustained efforts to match coal conversion pdrametct·s 

to coal constitution . ·rhe importance of coal constitution can 

be gaug d by the profound parallel between pyrolytic transformations 

or coa l to <l highly car-banceous char and the cor.·t·cspond.iny chan(_Jes 

accompc~nyinq coal metamorphism from Peat to the 1\nthracitic sl:ctge . 

'l'he primary reaction conditions of time , temperature , and 

pr t'SSUL c differ in magnitude , resulting in differences that i1 re 

dictated pt·irnat·ily by kinetic constraints . Thus chMHJCS that 

occur. over extended periods of geological age , ar.·e accelerated 

iu labor·.t.ory time scales. 

~-Jith increasing tcrnpercLl:ure and tiraf', melting , dcpo l ymcr·.Lzation, 

plc~stici s lt; ion (paralleling the qel-sol transition in eaL·ly 

coalificat ion) t·eactions concomitant with dispeoportionation 
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r.eactions leading to releose of a range of gaseous and aromatic 

solid/liquid products are prevalent . The chemical changes 

accompanying these tl-ans formations are re r lee tcd by decreases 

in 11/C ancl 0/C atomic ratios including some r:-eaJr:-angernent.:s and 

partitioning of t.he ' S' and ' N' hel:.Pr:oat.:oms amongst the products . 

Increasing a 1omaLisation of t.:he carbon skeleton is reflecled by 

i ncrcased ea r.bon and , hydrogen aroma tic it ies re£ 1 ec ti ng ear 1 i er 

loss o[ aliphatic ' 11 ' and finally jncreascd loss of aromatic '11' 

at higt1er temperatures (122 ) . lnternal r.car:-rangcments of 'H' 

within the hydroaromatic bridge structures , alony with possible 

homolytic scjssion of these ilnd other bridge structures such as 

polymethylene , elher.ic and sulphidic bridges aid in t.he evo l ution 

oC heaviet, large molecular mass species such as tar , and light 

11/C gas in competion with a propcnsjty towards rrpolymerization . 

The latter process results in an incresc in the si7.e of the 

aromatic clusters which increasingly align themselves in parallel 

stacks of increasing depth with time and t:emperatu~e . Such a 

process will be aided by increased external prcssur~ . 

1\ recent study of coals r-anging frorn Peat to high ra nk 

lliluminous coa l s from different geographical locations and thus 

of differing geological age subjected to Pyrolysis (maximum 

tt>mpcrature , 550°C ) and optical classification reinforces the 

para l lels between coalification and Pyrolysis . comparison with 

t he results of elemental analysis and Pyrolysis revealed the 

following trends . Early coalification led to loss of co2 and 

11 20 with 0/C decreasing faster than 11/c;: up to a cank bordering 

low rank ~nd medium rank higlt volatile bituminous coals . There-

af:t~ t · IJ /C dccr·cases more than 0/C , corresponding t.:o a rnajor Joss 

of hyclroc, 1·bons. Then~ is som1~ i nd ica t ion l.ha t wh i 1st the qu<mti ties 
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of 1!/C volatiles released may vary IJ,-.tween coals of a p,;u:ticular 

rank , th£"'tC is less variation in their distribution . 

'l'lw major cause o£ such differences stern from variations of: 

maL'CJ·al distributions in the coals . 

4 . 2 Effect of macerals on Pyrolysis behaviour 

As a gross first approximation , one may consider coal to be 

a rnix tu re of inert ma tcr ia l (inorganics and In er tin i te rnacera 1 s ) 

and tl1e ' reactive ' macerals , Vitrinite and Exinite . Indeed, 

liquj [c1ction yields have long been correlated '.-Jith total reactive 

rnaccr.al content , normally associated with Vitrinite and Exin 1 te 12 4 . 

Laltcrly, such correlations have been sought for rat'idly pyro lysed 

coal i n a fluidized bed (l 2Sl. 

Important differences in plastic behaviour , fluid product 

yjeld ( tar-s) , coking capacity and rate of devolatization are 

[l l h f 1 f' cl t 86 , 20 , 60 , 83 re ectet by t e type o macera s re crrc o 

Dif ferenccs in coa 1 reactivity sl1ow variations with rank whi eh 

arc also 1·eflected by petrography rank variations . l\s noted 

!':'el l ~ 1 icr ( v idc infra) di f: fer.ences be tweeu macer a J s gradually 

disappear with increased coalification , reflecting a homogenization 

o E the nwcc~ra 1 composite making up l:he coa 1 . l-1arked decrease in 

0/C and 11/C atomic ratios with rank parallels a shift towards 

increilsing arornatization of: both tile component maccral and of 

the huavie~ product fragments derived from pyrolysis of the 

particula1· maccral (l 2 G} . As reference ' 126 bears oul , there are 

str.ikiny ~irnilal"iLies between product .Cr.agments of Inertinite 

and Vit1·in it.e macerals o( simi Jar ' C' content: . 

http:scrik.i.nq
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J>r~rusal of the literature clearly shows that for coal!; of: a 

pat:l.iculaJ: rank , (below 90% ' C') there are marked differences 

in 11/C atomic rat.to , volatile milttr;r cont~nl, plastic behaviour, 

specific <Jt·avity and other associated fhtrdmeter s 123 - 127 ' BG , GO, 34 

It ls tllet·cfore not surpdsing that coa ls of similar elemental 

composilion result in differing extraction yields in 1icruJfaction 124 

. . 1 . . 34 . ld . 1 . GO or show d1fferrences .tn p ast1c1ty or y1e 1n pyro ysLs . 

'!'hen~ is less vadation in Exinitc behaviour with coal rank , 

as t:helr higher paraffinic content in the form o£ biomar.kct· 

compounds such as alicyclic polyenic isoprenoids appear to render 

Exinitcs more resistant to codlification changes 126 A study 

of the reacl:i.vity of British Coals in solveJJt extraction (cef 124) 

indicated tllat lower rank coals (NCB 802 & 902) were less sensitive 

to pcttog-raphic variation than to pre-oxidatiou . Tile latter 

process is likely to be an effect of ready ' 0' reaction with the 

relatively larger proportions of ' 0 1 functionalities present in 

such coals , leading to further cross-linking between units of 

the coal macromolecule and possibly the extractable material 

trapped therein . Pre-oxidation is an important consideru.tion 

during sample pt:"eparations (gl·inding , storage) preceding and 

during Pyrolysis/liquifaction . Oxidation would then decrease 

yields , change the course and rate of decomposition (depending 

on rank) and decrease the extent and duration of plasticity 

(dependant on rank) . 

I 11 g 'nct·a 1 , the followinrJ l:ccnds arc observed when the 

diff:et:onl: rnacerals are subjected to heat in a variety of apparatus 

such as <li latomeler~, plastometcrs , thermogravimPLric apparatus , 

st.L~Uc beds and flow reactor-s . Exinite ]s the most reactive, 
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showinq conside1·ably enhanced fluidiLy ,(lOG , GO) a gt·eally incrca:,P-d 8 3 

rate of mass loss and finnlly a much enhanced ultimate mass loss. 

lt is dlso known that a lar·ge par.l: of the Exinlt~ evolves as tar, 

. . . t f ff' . 34 . 1 contatn1ng a certa1n arnoun . o par.a 1n1c rnatet"ltl (C 
20 

and 

higtwr) . The Vitrinitc component show ' chcu·actet istics' jnt.:rn·-

lllNliol:l' between that or some of: the mon~ 1c<:tctivu lner.l:.inites 

(Micrinitc and Scmifusinite) and Exinite. For a given rank of 

coal , the temperature interval of rapid mass loss and thal of 

maximum 1:ate or mass loss is situated in a relatively narrow 
93 86 r.ange fot· a 11 the macer a 1 s ' However , the ' secondary ' 

degaslficnLion period appears to be broadP-nad over a l arger 

tempcratut·e range in going from Exinite to t..Jicrinitc . I nct·eases 

in rank of the parent coal cause a shift in the maximum rate of 

devolatization to higher temperatures for all the macerals , with 

the d i Cf erences in therma 1 response homogenizing at high ' C ' 
GO content (>90% ' C ' ) • Plasticity , coking characteristics (softening , 

swelli ng , pore formation) , tar yields , all follow the aforesPen 

t1·cnds wLth the I nertinite group or macct·als showing the least 

react:.i.vi t:.y . However , t-1icrinite cllld Scmif'usinil:e , particularly 

of sou Lhe 1·n ' Gondwana ' eo a 1 s occupy an in termed ia t.:e position 

b0lwocn l·'usinil:c and Vitrinite i.n its coking behaviour 128 • 

A study uf British and u.s . coals 126 indicated a Pyrolysis 

f ragrnenl.a lion pa ttcrn of: produc l:.s in tor media le in charactc1· 

bot:.wcon Vitrinite and F'usinite , which suggests t.:hnt some of 

maccra l s in the lnertinite suite such as Micrinitc and semifusinite 

i1 t·c rnot r> reactive than hitherto assumed . 'l'he presence of Ex i ni le 

cannot bP. disregarded unless in very small quantities , owjng to 

the profuuncl errects it can impart to the general mobility , 

l ulnica ion and swelling of the whole coal. 

http:charact.er
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Whi lsL Vitrini.te has been genet·ally assumed l:o be chemically 

and physically homogeneous , this js not necessarily true . As 

point~d out in reference 77 it is possible that so called 'oj ly 

IJiturnens ' soluble in chloro(orm and/or benzc>no and shown to be 

paJ: tially effcclive in plasticizing and liquefying tlle rest o[ 

the coaJ may huve impregnated the Vltrinite, probably during the 

geli[ication stage of coal metamorphism . Further , Vitrinites 

ft . . . . . 1 . (77 , 86) o · c n c.; on t.: C:ll. n Ex 1 n 1 t 1 c 1 n c u s 1 o 11 s . Kroger round by 

solvent etching of otherwise structurless Vitrini.te , material 

en1bcdded inside the cell walls consisting of waxE>s , resins and 

oxyhurnins 68 (so called ' bitumens ', see re[ 77). 

' t, d c y • c en os ph e r. e s ob t a i ne d f r o m Vi t r j n i t· e s i n h i g h h c a t: i n g 

r. a l: e s tu <1 h~ s 1 2 9- 1 3 2 a re re m i 11 i s c en t of t h i s c e l lul a r s t r u c tu r c 

described by Kroger. Such structure , showing interconnected thin 

walls inside an otherwise contiguous outer shell is more prevalent 
131 132 162 in lower rank coals ' ' where one would expect the 

original plant cellular structures to be better preserved . llowever , 

fu ll y ' 0xcavated ', hollow spheres are also obtained [rorn such 

ViLriniLc'f> more prevalent with lligl1er. J~ank Vitrinites and Exin.ites 

SG , 129-] 3 ?., 162 of all ranks (<90% ' C ') termed ' Ccnosphcres ' 

by Sinnat 132 and others . 

JL has bPen pointed out previously that owing to variable 

brittl(•ness of the macerals , grinding to finer sizes will cause 

an aggregc1ti.on of brittle Vittinite ancl some of the more friable 

fusu in c:o1nponent;s in the fines . 'l'hus , rapid Pyrolysis in an 

cntr·ained flow rcactor129 of vari~d particle size~ showed up 

(•nlw rwecl 111ass lossPs in the largcc part.:.icle size range result.ing 

ft orn d small increase in F.xinite content: . 'J'he impl icat1on Ls 
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tl1<1t clf'volatization i5 strongly influenced by LhP dcveloprnPnl: 

of plctstici ty which is much cnlwnccd by Exinitic con Pill . 

A similnr effect was no cd in the dilalome r·ic results of 

Kr·oget and Van Krevelen . Ilel e , increased dilal ion was found 

fo1 VitL·ini tc particles of diam,"tet <?.OO~m used by Van Krcvelen 

at; opposed to l he f incr par tic 1 es used by Kt·oge r ( < 4 0 ~rn) • 'J'hc 

effect may be due to diminished mass transfer resistance for the 

r inet· particles (larger surface ar:ca is smaller diffusion path) , 

liH' Pf feet of complex pilcking pattet:ns in the di latnrneter 

( l iqh Let packing and consequent t:esi stance to mass tr·c nsf ~r is 

1. 1 . . 13 0 1 t f f t.:. 1 3 4 ) r.nown to enhance p ast~c~ty ana ogous o a pressure e ec 

01 tlw prPsencc of Exinitc inclusions in the Vitrirdte (it is 

t'Xl:.remely hanl l.o effect compl "'Le sepcration of l:ltc rnacerals 

unless ground to very fine sizes). 

. 93 136 Studies of gas evolut~on from macerals ' at low heating 

1<1tes sugqPst·ed some interesting tt·cnds . In Fitzgerald ' s pnper , 

r a tPs of flow of gases were measure(! \-li th rising mper a ttu c . 

'l'ot:al gas evolution showed an earlier and enhanced evolution at 

t.:.he lower temperatures for th~ Bxinite with less ' CO ' gas flows 

compared Lo both Vitrinit" and Micrinitc . 

J C 136 h d .. . . d V. . . 1 r: . . f'.1<ccrae eate l:.x~rute an Itr~rlll"' macer.a so~. 

' C' content (83% ' C') at temperatures below 350°C over a period 

of 1 18- 180 <11ys , t:hett is , at very slow hedting :rates . Such slow 

heat· iny at low tcmper:atur s simulates the low temperature 

coa 1 i f:icat ion ,·eactions better than most other s udics. Thus , 

t.r ends separating the various stages of volatile evolution was 

cll~•cc r·nablc . Pyrolysis of he Exjni es p!ocee<lccl in f:our well 

d 0 Linc->d st (lgr s (l) 1-1 2 S 0 Volution l 2 l cox :.volution{3) satur·aced 
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and unsaturated evolution and (t1) Hydrogen evolution. At higlter 

ternpc t·u Lll res , the evo 1 ulion of If /C CJases domina LP to tlw ex ton! 

0 of 91% or the gases at 330 c . 

'l'he Vitrinitc showed a sharp accclet:ation jn t:a e of gas 

0 evoJution at abouL 308 C compared to a more gradual evolution at 

lower temperatures (un1 ike the Exini tc \Jhich had much enhancr>d 

gas evolution rates at the lower tempera tu res) . Unsaturated 

gases began to be evolved at 275°C for the Vitrirtites as opposed 

Lo 21~°C r:or the Exinites and i.n lower quantities and rates than 

from the l~xinites (similar to Fitzgerald trends at higher 

Lemperature at higl1er heating r·ate, 1.8°C/min) . llowev('r, the 

formation o[ unsaturated gases (presumably c 3 •s and c 4 ' s) were 

similar f:o1 both Exinites and the Vitrinitc in that these wGrc 

relcused more rapidly than c 2 11
4

• Noticeably pt.oduction of H 2 
0 from the Vi tr in i te began at such 1 0\·1 temperatures as 25 0-270 C 

0 and an i11cr:ease in rate was marked above 308 c. 

1r
2

s evolution seemed to parallrl other gaseous evolution 

in the Vitrinitc with only 11% of tlw organic 'S ' evolved up to 

308°C , whereas 40 . 5% of ' S ' had be~n lost at 332°C for the 

Exinll:es . l·'rom Lite pl'oducts and nature of the cur·vcs , it appears 

that the gas producing functionetl groupings are similar in both 

l~xlnitcs cllld Vitein.ites of simjlar rank, which is jn agreement 

with Fitzgcrald's wotk . 

Liquid products were obtained from both Exinitcs and 

Vit:.rinitcs with light oils appearing at: ternpct.atures 110-250°C 

and l1cavy ' oils' starting at 203°c foe the Exinitc. t-1aximum 

eate or: hec1vy 1 iquid production occurred at about 313°C and 

yield0.d 3 . 6% 11 2 0, 2.3% light oils and 29 . 7% by \oJCiqht of: heavy oils . 

http:Exini.te
http:temperatur.es
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'l'he hcuvy oils wer.r> 90% neutral with Lhc r-emaining Lracl:ion 

dominated by phcnols . 

P a r a r f i ll s , nap h then e s , a r· o m a l: i c s , a c j d s , ph en o J s a n d b a se s 

were detected . Ljquid production from the Vit.:t'inite was intr>rest-

inqly ill: thesr> lovJ temperaturesquitc low with a maximum yjeJd 

0 of 5 . 3% <1l: 32G c . The heavy oil fraction was markedly phenolic 

in nature whilst the neutral oil fraction were similar in 

composition to that of the Exinites witl1, in fact 51% more 

unsat.ur.at.:e<.l and aromatic 11/C's than the Exinitic neutral oi l. 

/\no I her interesting r:(~a tu re or: this study is the indlca t ion 

of obv j ous p 1 as t ici ty of the cxinr"'s even at these 1 ow ternpe1·uturcs 

r1nrl hPa 1 i nq t"d tes . Tile Vitrinite showr'd no sign of fluidity , 

althouqh all residues retained the ability to form fixed cok0s 

in a st-andard crucible test , but with indications or reduced 

coking abil i ty . 

'!'here arc a number of papers on low ternpet·at.urcs Pyr:olysis , 

JIIOStly al: low heating rates , apart.: from that. of MaCrae •s 136 r:rom 

the U. S . A., lOJ , 59 U. K. 60 ' 137 an<l the Soviet Union 138 that 

provide important Lnsights into the structure of coul in relation 

reactions . 

Certain tr:endr. emerge from a number~ of studies such as 

these which along with othei:sl26 , l(,Q , l54 , 1S3,151 , 150 , 15/. , 157 ,1 25 

lnvolvinq botl1 slow and rapid heating , point.: t.:o possibilities 

wllich m.:ty hr~lp rcGolvc some of the cuctcnt controvnrsics surroundi ng 

c;oal Pyrolysis . Cont!·oversy abounds as to Pyrolysjs mechanjsm 

as well a~ reasons for the huge dispariti0s encountered in rate 
( 1 6 I ) 

pi1r.amett~rs . Such disparitiE>s arise partially fl·om l:hP 
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disparate experirnenl.:al techniques employed and pat·L:ially f:t·om 

t1112 hct.crogcnc.ity of coal itself . Att.:ernpts to dc·c;onvolut.:e one 

aspect. fro111 the other appears to be Pither sele<.;tivc in its 

approach (re; re r 16 J J , dogged by controversy su n~ound i ng eo a 1 

struc;tut:~ ot· even, cursory in the examination of the wealth of: 

work stretching back over· 60 years which may provide appropriate 

clues . 

4 . 3 The relationship of coal extracts l:o genet,t L aspects of 
Pyr=>lysis 

· · I l lOOG. 1 . 137 !·;arllCL studtcs by 14aCrnf."', W1ec et:, tl." Jng, llold<>n 

and Harr 60 has shown the existence of product evolution at. low 

lt'mpcra tu res ( 150°C-3 2 o0 c J , os tens i b 1 y f: r:om Pyro 1 y tic decornpos i tions . 

llowPVPt , the term Pyrolysis implies an extcnsiv~ d<~cornposition of 

tile cotll structure which leads t:o U1e evolution of a range of 

JH·oducts in at leil.s t tlu ee differing phases (so lt d, liquid and 

ga~H'ous) and gives rise to the phenorn<!!lla of fusion, p]astici ly 

and r·nso 1 icU flea tion observed in a number of eo a 1 types . No1·ma 1 1 y , 

plasticjty is limited to coals of: th(~ 'liquid' sttucture denoted 

by llirsch's X-Rily diffraction studies. llowcver, ther-e is no 

valid reason for the lack of fluidity in cithet the low rank , 

high volatile coals or some o£ the higher r:ank coals. Jndecd 

under suitable conditions , e . g . rapid heating,lJO, 162 ~uch 

plasticity is obsetved for some of the lownr rank coals , and 

f:urthPr rnhnnced t·o the point: of 'foamyness' fot the rn~diurn 

r<:lllkccl ' plnst ic' 86 coals . 

'I'he obSl'l"Vation of enhon<.:ed plasticity, and thus swelling 

i 11 I ti q h h" < t t i n g t a t e s tu cl i c s i s s i q n i f i c u n t: , i n t h a l:. t h h; ph y !> i c a 1 

http:st.ud.i.es
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effect. may t·cf1c<.:t rnor·~ (undnmcntnl physico-chemical event~ 

which underlie the combined effects of plasticity nnd 

decomposi Lion . ~vorthy of note illso is the state of: dispe1·sion 

(pal ticulatc density) of the coal particles whi<..:ll lead to surprising 

effects. Tn general dispersed particulate systems arc synonymous 

wit.h high lleal:ing rate in reacton; such as fluidized beds ancl 

cntraint-d beds in which enhanced plasticity is cncount.:er~d . 

llowcvl't , Lt was noted that particles which normally plasticize 

i11 packed beds (e . g . coke ovens, gicsler platomcter and dilntometers) 

<1t low het~Ling rates , (<10-l 0 <.:/S) did not do so when hent.:ed at a 

. . . 130 . t I . 
SlrnLlaJ~ rate Ln a mesh teactor w.1.t1 tw purttcles well cli.spet·scd . 

'!'his anamoly highlights the probabi 1 ity that plastic mcnsurernents 

in such instruments as tlw giesler plastometer und expel imr>nts 

illvolvinq packed beds is pattially clue to sliding between LhP 

purticles caused by exuded coal liquids coal:in<J the surfilccs. 

~C\Cracs paper provides trends in gas and 1 iqu id producU on that 

have bot>11 lnrgely reflected in many subsequent studies of coal 

pyrolysis o£ widely varying hentlng 1·ates . 

l t. h<.~s been noted earlict: (eh 3) that '11' bonding plays an 

important p<trl: in keeping the coal structure t.:ogethel" (about 1 : 1 

t·atio wi l:ll r.especl. to covalent bonding) . Recent wot~k by Solomon 
164 5 et ul using an entrained flow reactor (heating rates rv.l(l oC/'J 

claimed) including work reported therein hints strongly at the 

i mpor.l:,ln<.:c::: of ' 11 ' bonding d i srllpl.: ions dS an initiator of tar I 

Uquicl r>volution . [Reference to MaCracs work will show a markedly 

incr·c,u>(~d Pyt·olytic 11 2o, co2 and light oil production preceding 

IIIC qa1; f:otJn<Jtion) . 'I'he results, fot a Pittsbur9h Seam Coal 

(BJ . 5't C (del[), 11/C-=O. 79) show Pyrolytic..: 11
2

0 c.tnd co 2 r'volution 

http:II/C'=0.79
http:earli.ee
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(f:rom dehydration and dC'carboxylation) prccccUnq Lhe onsPL of 

f luidil.y. It was reported that significant tar "'volution h<td 

occurt·c'd by this time. 

Ra(lid swelling to cenosphere formation proc,rds concomitant 

withrising ral0s of Clt 4 , CO and Pyro.lytic 11 20 whic;J) !lad r,duced 

to a minjrnurn al: l:hc onset of fluidity . Hydrocarbon gas and eo 

continues to increase past resolidifical:ion period (maximum 

swell i IHJ} whilst Pyrolytic 11 20 Jecreasr>s ancl eo/. starts t·ising 

towards c1 second peak . 

'l'hc reported features of mu1tiple Pyrolytic 11 20 , co 2 ancl eo 

peaks 11avc been noted i.n other studies of coal Pyrolysis at low 

heating rates where these features arc better r~"solvcd . In facl , 

1 . . I 121 . 1 . 1 LJ 7 mu t1ple sources o[ certa1.n 11 C gasf'S s1ng c LliHJ compouncs 

nnd coal I 19 extracts have been reported . 

[ . 1' 137 l t He ct:ence to G1.r 1 ng , MeU7.c nar e 1126 
a ' 

160 Hornovacek et al , 

59 167 StudLer et al , Vastola et at , Karn et 1 168 a , 1G5 Brown & Waters , 

llo 1dcn nlld Rafr: 60 along with MaCrae (vide infra) , highlight 

recurrent aspects of coal decomposition worthy of: note . The work 

referred to above , encompass Pyrolysis in rcgim•s ranging ft"om 

1-3°C/min (Hcf 137 & lb5} to laser [lash heating or: coal surfaces 

(csti.rnatr>d surf:ac0 tempel.'atures , about 1000-1200°C at very high 

heatinq 1·n cs) . 

ur·uwn & Waters, working with a suite of Australian (67 . 8% ' C ', 

8 .3 . 0 ° ' C ', 83 . 8% ' C ' & 87 . 4% ' C ') 1 d l l . ~ coa s , con uctec a comptelcnstve 

study , rcldl:ing chloroform extracts to fluidity and rate or weight 

loss. ' l'h~> key point.s Lo note at·r> as follows : 

http:heaci.nq
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1) Apart flom Bt:own coal (67 . 4% ' C ' l , llw t1xtn1ct yi.-.Jd 

dif;play~~d 2 peaks . 'l'he initial yield of chlo1·o£onn soluble 

extract amounting to rnore t.han hulf the tol:.nl was r.elcnsed 

before and up t.:o the ternpcratur·c of soflt"nirrcJ (<300-3S0°C) . 

The remainder of the extt·act wtts released during the phas~ 

o[ rapidly incr·easing fluidity and tate of wc'igllt loss . 

2) 'I'Ile l:cmpcrt~turcs or rnaxirnurn rntcs of: .r •lease o[ phase I 

and phase II extract .increase with ' C' content of the parent 

c.:o<r I . 

3 ) '1' cm per a tu r 0 s o [ L in a 1 l os s o [ ex t r a c t c o j 11 c id e w i t. h the 

Gieslcr solidification temperature and gene1ally precedes 

dncl nlmosl: coincides with the mnximurn ratf" of weight loss . 

4) 'I'Iw 11 jc atomic ratio of the extracts wer.e s.igni ficontly 

higher: than the parent coal and apat:'t ft:om Ut own coa 1 extr:act 

t.hc ill:ornic 0/C ratio was somewhat higher th<lll parent coal too . 

5) 'fhe rno 1 ecul ar ma.S'S~'ii of the cxtrac ts ranged f ram 

41\0-'>70 and decrensed wlt:h increased coal rank nnd the 

melting points of the extracts range from (90-175°C) . 

Also noted wer·c diffetences in extract yield with rank \.,rith 

<1 peak nt dbout. 88% ' C ' and differences in yLeld with t·cspect to 

gcologicc 1 orLgi11 . Many properties of coal form a variety of 

geo l ogical formations (e . g . Carboniferous , Cretac~ous , etc) show 

i1 pQak at about 85-88% ' C' which appears to suppo.t:L a pat·t:iculat 

view of coal structutr'! , namely that the eh rnical efrP-ct of coal-

if:ication is the result of a 3-D multifunctional polymerization 

IH" cH; '"S!i ( R~":C r· to fig (221 for an jllustca ion of ttw vc1tiation 

or prop "'It iPs rcf .u cd to above) . 
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l~iq. 22 Compilation o( coa l structur·c I purar.te>Ll"'r·~ os a 
function of: coal nmk. (Co,llp~lptl by iluthor fl·ol'!l 
s0vrr.al sources ; qllal3.tulivc> tr·e>nds shown c>xcr>pl. for 

pyridin0 t"'xlrilct). 
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1\l!>o noted in the work WclS the• ob!iCtvrtt· ion ()f <tc;Ljvat,...d 

d L r fusion of extract rna ter ia 1 , de!Jendan L on eo a 1 pol"e si zc dj s t ,. i-

bution or: parent coal. As the apparent porosity shows a minimum 

clt <.lbuut 88~ 1 C 1
, ' shock ' hcat.jng Lo l:empet·atutPS of softr-tlitl<J 

(J00-400°C , in dense packinys) was rPquired to n~l~"i1SC the major 

p cl r t o ( U1 e c; o a 1 ex t r a c t r: r o m c o a 1 s o r h i g h c r r a n k ( 8 0- 9 0 % 1 c ' } . 

1\pa 1 t: f t·om t-1aCrae, Ilo lden and Hobb i ne lu<l i ng G i. rJ j ng CJ 1 so 

r0por l 0d l"<'lC'aSE' of mal<'rial allow l:PmpE'ra 1.urE"s . On0 of thc- · importaf\i 

fncer·s of these studies (refs , 137 , 12( , 160 , 59 , 167 , 168 , 60) 

Ls the prompt removal of products from tile reaction zone which 

cd lm.,rs [o<.;US on ' primary I products . ' Primary ' products arc defined 

j n L he se 1 Ha.! o [ m L n i m i si n g o f ' s cc on d a r y ' re a c l i on s w 11 i c h c a 11 

oc;c.;u r i 11 !lot zones , ci tller in !lot gas sut-roundi ngs or on hut 

SUL" f tlCC'S . llowever, ' second a r:y' t·cac t ions such as L epo 1 ymer. j za t ion 

c1nd cracking on the hot c.;oal sutface or in depth may sLill be 

oc.;c.;urrinq , dependant on the :rule oi cooling of th0 solid body . 

lloldr>n and Ro'Db repot·t evolution of mainly alipllatic r,Jateridl , 

containiny many cyclic struc.;tun!s in the temperature range 90-l50°C 
. . 0 0 
and alky l atornatics between 150 C-300 c . Evo l ution of the aromatics 

J r>acll a fii,Jx i unun at 84-87% ' C ' corre1;poncJing to the r12gion of 

minirnurn ' lie ' densities . (This fcal:ute inclicat,os jncidcntally , 

tile rninirnurn in densities , porositics noted in this region may be a 

tcsull of trapped material 2 ) . 

0 1\l. about 3?.0 C Cll 4 was detecl:.c>d, 1long with a large n"lease 

o[ dlkyl ph no l s . The amount of: phenols deer ~osc with rctn~c 

i 11 c t", i1 s p • (Hc(er to ' 0 ' functional group distribul.ions , Ch 3 

a nd f iq 2' l - 'I'Ite release of uH~yl ph'"nols vi<IS as~nuned to br> tlue 

t<.1 h!" Ci'IK~lCJr• of: ' 0 1 brL<Iges . (HP fer to t-1nCracs \vot k , where 
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p 11 ("' no l i c c o m p o u n <.1 s w P- t· e d e l: e c t e d i n the 1 h c~ a v y 1 o i 1 r x: a c t i on a 1 on g 

w i lll c 11 ...,. 0 · n 2n+ 2 11/C release at T / 275 C) . 

H0fercnce to t-1cu?.alailr et al Wri tish an<.l IJ.S. coal mac 'r;Jls) , 

also a mass spectroscopic study (ln conjunction with curie 

p o i n t P y r- o 1 y s is a t 6 l 0 ° c a n d 1 /. 2 ° C I S he a t in g t " Cl t t~ ) , h i g h I i q h l: s the 

prc~ence of alkyl phenols . llerc, phenols and dihydr.oxybc11zcncs 

show a preponderance in Vitrinites with the amounts falling with 

increases in % ' C' . Further , the Fusinitcs wcte dominated by 

arornatLc r·ings such as benzenes , alkyl benzenes , nopthalen,..,s , 

acenapthenes/biph~"'nyls , phcnanthrcncs and anthraccncs . Interest-

ingly , c~n incr-ease of parent l."ank of Lhe mac.;crals (Vitr·initc> , 

SI"' rn i f us in i l f' , S po l" i 11 i t "' ) , 

substantially the changes in frngment pattern s~cn in going from 

Exinitc Lo Fusinite . ExinLte macerals were in the main dominated 

by a 1 kcncs and dienes vlhich may cxp 1 a in the ear 1 y re l!'ase of 

alkcncs noted in Pyrolysis studies over l<ll"gc t·anges of heating 

ra Les . 

'fllw trf'"'nds worthy of put.ticulac note ar.e: 

1) rrc>ponclcrance of single ancl 2 ring product.s (C
6

11 6 nnd 

Ncpl:halene) over 3 ring struct.:ut·cs such as phenrJnthrenes/ 

antllrac0nes with increnscs in coalification . 'rhc same 

features were reproduced in passing Etom VLtrinite to 

Fusinil:Ps . 'l'hce was an increase in ulkyl fragments 

!C 3-c 5 alkyls) wjth coaliflcation as well. 

2) 'I'he t·clativr; increase in 3 ring strucLures at high 

patc-nl 1 C ' content P91% 'C'). 
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c·g 
\·Jot·k reported by Studier~ eL al on a LigniLP- (67.3% ' C') , 

Bituminous coal (77.8% 'C') and 1\nl:.ht·acitr> (91.3% ' C') also qav(' 

rise to similar trends . P y r o l y s i s i n v n c u u m at 1 50 ° C o f l:.lw 13 i L u-

minons coal produced volatiles where 90% consisLP.d of <C 6 volatiles . 

'!'he IC'ruaitdng 10% containit1g more t.han 200 compounds consislccl 

or a mixlut:"c of aliphatics (alkanes/alkcnes/alkyn~"s/olka<li('llC'S), 

alic..:ycl ic..:s (cyclohexane, cyclohexetH , f•l:c) , hydroarornatics 

(Tel:raUn, Indan , etc) and aromatics (C 6 H6 , neapl:hulenc , el:c) 

including 5% lhiopherws . No '0' or ' N' <.;OrnfJouncls were (ound . 

Pyrolysis al: 350°C indicated the following ft·agmentat.ion 

patterns detected by a mass spectr:-e1meter . Benzene dominnt""d in 

J.igflitP , followed by napl.halenc and a range o[ Ling st:. t·ucturcs 

contuinlng ' 0 ' such as xanthone, dibenzofuran , ant.:hroquinone , 

el:c (2 r·ing and 3 ring structures) . Rituminous coals w0re 

dominated by benzene followed by napl:halcnc and phenanthrcn" 

and d range of ' 0 ' containing structures as well as 'S' and ' N ' 

containing ring structures. Anthracite consisted mainly of 

phenanthrene and an increase of ' N' c.1nd ' S ' in fused rings were 

observed . 'l'he fragment pattern becurne simpler (i.e . consists or 
f:c1r less products) in passing f:r.om J,ignitc L:o 1\nthr.ocitc. 1\ ranqe 

or plwno1s (phenol, methyl ilnd <lirnctl1yl phenol} wer:c observed in 

the Liqnite~; clnd Bituminous coal . lt was noted t.:hal. in the 

presence of clay minerals these phcnols wetc converted to 13en7.ene , 

'I'olu~n' nnd Xylene (B'I'Xl, thus pointing towi.lrds possible c.;atalytic 

reac l. ions that may occur dur·ing Py ro 1 ys is . 

Rapid Pyrolysis, using a moll:f'n tin both jn a C7.echosloval<ian160 

study (gdn chromatogr·aplly used for detection of products) also 

<JclV<.:! ris~' to <1 siruilat· pattern of product disl:l"ibul.ion . 

http:Liqnit.es
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Coals and macct·als theccor were PytolysecJ at temp ratur0-s t<~IHJing 

0 fl·om 500-925 c . 'l'he coals ranged from Lignite l:o Bituminous to 

1\nthrdc;jtc (G4.4% ' C'- 90 . 6% ' C ' ) . /\gain, as in Studier et al , 

a sirnplct· patter·n of pt·oduct distribution 1.11ns no:(;('(] with jncn~ase 

in tallk . Further , the same pattern was repr.oduc~>d for rising 

t.:.cmpC'l<li.UJ"r'S of Pyr.oly~is. 0( paxtjculill" inl:en~sl were t: he 

increases of benzene ancl its derivatives such as toluene and 

rn, p-xylcne \vith incrcdses in Pyrolysis ternperatute as well as 

tilnk . '!'he latter trend runs thr.ou<Jh much of the pt:evious work 

discussed and also appLlt·cnt in the flash Pyrolysis tars d"rived 

from a spouted bed 149 (Canadian Coals ) . 'l'he Czech work resulted 

in the detection of a range of vapour phas"' products nnrnC"ly 

pentane ancl isopentanc , various branched butenr:· , ,11 icyJ ic[; sud1 

as hcxanc, cyclopcntane , cyclopentadien,..., methyl substituted 

alicyclics and B'I'X . The most significant products were pentane 

and B'PX f:ol l ov1ed by rnet:hylcyclopent.:ane . J n <Jencral , the 1 <1 tio 

of norwt·ornatics to aromatics increases with decrease in r:ank and 

jn simi lcll" fashion for the macerc1ls where nonarornat.ics of i1 

compl<.•x (hltt:crn dominated for the Bxinit.:es . 

Gitl ing, working with a suite of Br:itish conls , inclu<.lin<J 

Mnrkharn Main , t1 nd us irtCJ a G . C . tcch niq ue 1 i ke l.:hr-> Czechs de tee ted 

c1 host of al iphal:ic and aromatic compounds at: tcmpcr:atures lower 

The coals h studied .l.·ang12d from 78 . !J% •c • t.o 91.6% ' C ' 

covering Ncn code ranks 101, 301 , 401, 602 , 501/502 and 902 

(29-3Dmg r.ttmples of: coal were heated to about: ·;oo 0 c at n rate 

o[ 1°C/rnitt) . 

'I'Ile c~arr' that Gi t"l ing took in avoiding seconcl<t r·y rcac t ions 

(srna 11 rnass lo<lc.l~>; swe1•ping of products with di I ur nl gas , use of 
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<;old tt·rtps) as welL as sufficiently slow he<-1ting allOWf~d thf' 

dr:>t.:~clion o( features not t:eporl:C'd pt:cviously . lie g t oupcd th., 

compounds detected in 3 groups , (1) ' paraffins ' ranging ftorn 

c 3-c10 consisting of alkanes , (2) ' Olc.finf' ' , c 4 , c 5 & c 6 isomers 

up to Octene-1 and Nonene-1 , (3) ' Napthenes' , consisting of plain 

and alkyl substituted c 5 ancl c 6 alycyclir t:ing and HI single 

ring aromcJtics and their derivatives (BTX , Ethylbenzenc , 

l:rimethylbenencs , etc) . 

J\ll:llOugh paraffins , napthenes and aromatics were seen to 

"Volve at tcmreratures as low as 50°C , tllcu• wcr' 2 pl1asr=>s of 

t·clcasc noted (Note the pacallel with the chlot·ofonn extract 

yiPld of 1\ustt·aliun Pennian coals; Girling was working with 

c u t b on i f er o us c o a 1 s } . 'I' h c f i r s t ph as ' y i c 1 d i n q l I 2 - 1 I 3 o f t 11 c 

tota l yield had a maxima in the tegion 150-300°C and the second 

ut 370-tl50°C (corresponding, by comparison , with othec wo1·k such 

., ,. 
u ~:.. Gicsler fluidity measurements and 'l'GA mass loss st:LJdj~s to 

t.llc reqion or: increased fluidity and rate of mass loss). 

1\qrtin the trends were consistent with the previous studies 

rn~ntionecl. 'l'h e yields of 1 iguid pr-oducts appear to peak at 

87 . 5% ' C ' i11 accordilnce wit..:.h fig 22 in terms o[ profile . (The 

mCigni tuclc of: the yic lds were sma 11 rc1n<Jiug f:r.OIII 0 . 05%-3 .1 %) . 

'l'i1e points or inl:l'rcsl to note are as follows : 

1) 0 Amount or aeomatics r"rni tl:ed below 300 C has " pec:1k at 

H7 . r,?; • c • and fells uWdY sl:t>eply l:hct·('clftcr: . 

/. ) /\mount.: or atomatjcs ernit.:l:cd c.tbovc J00°c irlCI."cascd with 

rdrtk up to 89% . 

http:t.hercaEt.er
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3) The higher olcfins showed a sinqlc rnaxirna at 3"/0-4')0°C 

(except for the low rilnk coa 1, 902) cor:rc::;ponding to n tnuch 

_increased rat.e o[ gas evolution. 

4) Benzene and Toluene continued to evolv0. at.: hiyhcr 

L:r.:!rnpcr.aturcs following the c0ssation of most: other volat:iles 

(4S0->460°C , det>endant.: on rank). 

5) Consideration of thermodynamic equilibrium calculations 

ell 'IS0°C' for the alkylab=>d B('tJZenc isomers indicat d tll<ll:. 

such mate1:ial v;as not tel 'ased by a [raqmcn ation (i.e . 

dccompos i tion process) pr·ocess but by physic-al desorp t ion 

similar l:o the compounds released b""low 300°C. 

Solvent and steam assisted extraction studies by Vahrman 

on Br·it:ish coals ln the early 70's conf:i.rrns much of the speculation::; 

concer.ning the 2 component hypothesis of coal . ln short.: , th vi0w 

is that.: u consi.derably larger ptoportion o£ the coul substance 

than pt·eviously thought is loosely attackcd/aclsot·bccl in the 

sur.fac ·s of the coal in various pores. These reldtively low 

rnolccul<lr. weight: material (<600) ccltl be de ected in coal extracts 

(vide infra) and ar·e «lso released easily on ll•'ating , to app0.ar 

in the so called ' prirnary ' 0 tars (<600 c tars) . r t is suggested 

that a substantial part of the primary tars is pr~""sent ' as such ' 

ill the coal . Vahrrnan suggested tllat up to 23% may be present in 

the coal, dependant on rank. Later and current work in this area , 

by Poli[;h , U. S . A. and Australian workers suggest higher figures 

up to 40-50% , dependant:. on the solvent used . Van Krevclcn and 

co-\votkr>r·s including nryden sta "d 30 y-:.ars ago that di(fercnl:. 

solvl'•nts posr;c•s::; vat·ying effectiveness in xLractinq th~" coals , 

closc•ly tel,,t,..cl lo the rartk of the coal. rurther , prcheo ing of 

http:releit.cd
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t l . t . . 1 . 11 Jr,s,J7 0 L H"! c.;oct pt·J.or ·o PXtractJ.on rPsul t.:e<l 1.11 a much • nlwnce' y 1" ( 

(/\11 expldn<lt.:ion i5 that hratitHJ 'loor;r•ns' up Ut" ~,;oal st.r11ctut•' 

by both thermal expansion and t:hcr.rnal cHjitaUon , br· inging mor·e 

of tt1e mnterial to thQ coal surface?) . Thr> effectiv~ness of 

diff0.rc>nt solv(~nts may b gaug d f .rom fig 23. 

lt: is WPll to reconsider at t:11is stagP Lhc <~rgurn<>nl.s put 

[orwilnl concerning extractable yield discussed r-arlicr (Ch 3, 

rer 10/.) . Whilst there is some d 'bat"' concerninq the high yif"'!lds 

obtoi1wd by polat solvr>nts such as t;t.:hylene diarnine , patticulcJJ ly 

fot low tilnk coals containi11y L:11ge concentralions of oxy<Jenilt~d 

polar gtoups , there is insuf:(icif!nt evidence to invo}~ chemical 

rupture of the macromoleculC!r st.:tucturc to account for the hiSJh 

yields. J(atht=-r , there is evidence that the enhanced ext:t·act<lbility 

in polar rwlvents is facilitated by dist·uptions of sccomlaty 

bond i nL<'t·actions such as dono:r-acceptot· (and otiH'L" ' 11 ' bond i. ng) 

bonditHJ or: t.:hP small molecules to the '1.igid ' nmcrornolcculc r 3-D 

ot· •ntanglccl network . Futtller , as Given points out , Vc1pours such 

ilS tolltf"'!llC among othPr solvents c.:an dif:[use or imbibe into the 

solid mctl rix at:cornpc.lni·~d by sw=>ll ing . In this c.;ont•"xl:, the 
(orn~or~ l~ 

lwhaviour o[ chloroform extract equated with plostici t.y and 

" k . r tl 1165 , 102 , 170 t ' . J d . l '1 eo 1ng o 1c con 1dS >Cf"'n consJ.cer'"' 1.n ental by 

·n 
Brown and wau~rs . They consider then , that fusible ' biturnins ' 

( ' oily ' dtJd ' solid' bitumens of HW<600 , with melting points <200°C) 

solul>l' in t.:hlor.otorm or ben~f"ne help to solvute and disperse part 

oi the llumins into a colloidal stc1te . 'l'he lwmins arr.! deemed to 

c..:onsisl: of l\IIO components , on~· , uf c.:olloidal dimensions (N\v<600) , 

r;oluble in pol<.tr solvents such as pyi"idr'>tte and the second of 

tnclr.:tomolPcu ldt" diii1Pnsions not nc,rmally rUspPrsillle PX<.:'[>f by 

soivolysj~ (i . <' . <1Ltack by reactiv~> solvents P. . g . by 1"- donors 

http:hurn.i.ns
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ot: ' 11 ' donon> causing purt:ial breakdown of the ' t·igid ' fit tuCLllt cs) . 

It was noted that cornponcn t one of the humins iu coni Ltnction 

with LIP bitumens makeup <40% of the pyr.idt"fl'"' l''X r act of thr-

wholr> coal . 'rhus fusion and liquefaction of th whole coal CJLc in 

is achieved below the decomposition temperatuJ:e ( his depends 

on t·ank and ' 0 ' content , and with coals of high ' 0' con cnt 

decomposition proceeds simultaneously to fusion , thus climinishiny 

Llw t"i111CJC c~nd d\tJ"ntion of plasticity) to dispelS" co l loidally ut 

in suspension the ' insoluble ' humins and other particles . 

4 . 3 . I Initial hypothesis on possible mechanisms of Pyrolysis 

Cons J.det·ccl in conjunction with Lh'"' vast t a nge of: pt ocluc ts 

t ~> I •ctsed at lowish pyrolysis temp~ratures (<350°C) , the yields 

<ltHl facility of solvent entraction yields , especially of ' shock ' 

ptchr>atcd conls and the large yields obtained from ' 11 ' donor: and 

eve n non '11' donor solvents such as An hrac nc/Phencnthrenc , it 

appt"c: t·s that. a latger part of the parent coal than previously 

thouqht may be detached \·d th minimfl l chemica 1 disruptions . 

'l'hat is to sny , L"elatively \·lectk s conclary honcl disruptions 

such as c 1 cc tron-dono.t bonding , ' 11 ' bonding and van der waa 1 

in teractions arc affected . In that case the major gaseous 

pt·oclucts (>l""'Ccding fusion and solvation of the coal grain are 

li kely to be 11 20 i..l!ld co2 from labile hyclr<Jxyl and carboxyl 

Cu ne i io n c~ I g r·oups . 'l'he release of a range of l0\-1 rn lting point 

aliphctic , alicycic , hydrocromatic and Dromatic s cuctures at 

low ernp•"'ratures (<250-300°C), p r obably coinciding \-.'ith the first 

pha::;e of chloroform entractablc mat: ric 1 (refc:r: Brown ancl Watct s 

http:diminishi.ng
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and Git·ling) a<.::l:s to solvate and lubricate the mote ' rigid ' par.l:s 

of the coal structure to the point of fusion . 1\t this staqe, 

owing to the coupled effects of: thermdl expansion Clnd solvt1tion 

leading to a more ' opened' up coal strucl.:urc, and r.isiny tcrnpet·ilture 

level leads to an acceleration of secondary bond disruptions. The 

1 at tcr process probably has the twin ef feet of <lCc(.!l era U ng the 

disruption of the ' cage ' structures trapping thr low moleculnr 
o..n 

weight material \increased solvation of the coal structure . 

Material is then evaporated continuously and/or desorbed by some 

mass tr:nnsfer phenomena such as hydrodynamic flow or film diffusion 

l:hc whoJc process being continuoufilY f:r>d by inct r.~ascd temperature 

dse and increased fusion of the coal grain . Somr-> materlnl is 

probably added t:.o the pool of evapor.:ati11g liquid nh ss by wenker 

Aryl-c tller bond d is r.up tions at hig het: tempera t.:u t·es , which peobab l y 

give rise to the quantities of alkyl phenols noted at this stag~ 

(equally ' JJ' bonded phenolic groups could dlnrupt yiving r:ise to 

rnore Pyrolytic 11 20 as seGn in Solomons flash hcilting study , vide 

infre1) . 

Bc>cause of increased mobility of the lamall<lc in the coal 
• I I • (lOG) d gra1n , access to H donat1ng groups an ' 11 ' slluttling may 

be facilitated to stabi l ise any free radiculs gcncroted by more 

powerful chemical disruptions at the hiyher tr'rnperAturcs . 

Over a 11, however , the l1ypo tiles 1 s put. fot war cl IJascd on t.he 

preceding discussion is that qui c n largC> pat·t of the coal i n 

the form of tar: 111<1Y be released/absorbed hy a co111bination o( a 

physically activated process and low activation Pner.gy reactions 

involviny weaker secondcry bonds . It is likely that covalPnt bond 

IJrC>ak<lqe occur.s to a signi ficilnl: r"xt•~nt only at Ll~t' higher 
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l<'llllll"' trllttt<•!; c"(lttc·~qHJIIdinq to pnsl-t('~;olidir:ic;.lltntt tl'dc·t inrt:; 

'l'l~r• tllllif~Piillnnd of lhC' ,,. .. ,,,tl~jf' t_lf ],lrql' fr<lqllll'lllS fttlllt Ill'' 

l ' itf;lly, owitl'l Lo thr•it r-;ir.r' runt mull iftttH I innnlil. y 

Llt';Jf'l [ti11Jittt''lll:. ntr• lik~ly le> hf' i!llacltcd Lo otlt"l pCltl:.s of tliP 

'1'11115 

i IIV() I Vi 11'1 ission of tllrlllY hnt\cls i;, lr>'iS prohnbJP llt<1n thn l''l".ctSt::' 

!;ttcll •l rrttqliPIILilt iOtl lloWCVf"'l lllilY I1C' cnviSi't<Jnd at hiqltPt 

I ''"11"' r n I lt r c~s . Thus, <1 r>c>rir>!; of pcna llr·J and c-ontpPI irttJ 1 c.wtions 

ittvolvinq I tnqmr'nl r'CJrm<tl i.on f>l·llli I izdl inn, r>VtlPOI·lf io11 and 

rr-polyttll't iz,ll ion ttlt1Y osci llatn in dy11;1ud<..: comp'l iLinn nt; isinq 

I f'llliH' I" I Ill p I ('V(' 15. 

ltdf>l lld I "11" tnny r>v,,pot a 1,.. by sui> I imC11 ion e111d t htlS wj tiJ 111 i 11 i mnl 

dr>c·ontpnr; i I i ott .ll l hP l OWl' 1 l etllfH"' 1, t;u 1 t•s. 

/\ I' . I i R 1 . I . I ,l!Sf> 1.1111 jlcl[>E'I c PS<..:l I )l llCJ COil 1' y r o l y s i :~ i n a 11 i q h v <w uutll 

ptovirlc>r; consiclr>rilblc s11ppot l: lo1 lll' lly[HJLil...,!:i!; put Eot:Wlltrl. 

dPSOI bP<l Cll4 alonq wil:ll o hr")t cundC'n~jble products (tell" 

irptid:;) ton siyni[icnnt ('XtPnt . 'I'IH"' act j vat i 011 Pll 1 <J i '"s 

£"<llr·ulr11"cl rrtnqnd f1011t 'i-/.0 K.l/mole fo1 con<l 11sihl0 lllltl non-

Suppot L is clldWII from 
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1] . 3 . 2 Structural astH"'Cl:S of coal t·elevanL t.o t;oal Pyt·olysis 

Consideration o[ the Hitscl1 X-t"ay stt·uct.:ul so l COd! pr·ovlde 

sornc> insLghl:s into possible decomposition routes . 'l'h' X-tay 

stud Lcs a long with chemica 1 stud i cs in form us tlhl t low 1ank 

cools (roughly up to 85% 1 C 1
, although <l more rcpresent<Jtivc 

classi ficat.ion would be based on 11/C and 0/C ntornic rvtios) of 

t.:h<~ JJjrschian ' open structure' are dominated by single rings . 

For. example , a vitrain of 85% 1 C 1
, has 60% of he l<1rnollae layer:s 

cUi s i n g I e r· i n g s , 2 8 % o f: do u b 1 e 1 i 119 s a n d 12 % of 1 a r· g e r t" i n CJ s i z c • 

109 (Vel."y recent.: work or cs 2 extt:uct.:s of 13rltish coals have indicated 

a small concentration of fuscci rinqs up to ten rings incllldirHJ 

ovalenc nncl coconcne . r t is thereto re like 1 y 1.:11<1 1.: small corlt.,;Cn-

tr·ations of such large rings rnay exist , patticulilrly in th"' 

I ncr t.:i n i t.:.e macera l groups , charac t.:cr iscd by high a r.oma t ici ties . 

'f'here is r>vidence also (re: Cltapte.t 3) that even lligll r·cso lu ion 

NrvtH is not.: 1 seeing 1 nll the ring st.:t:uctures in coc1l l . 

f n tiH' low n:1nk coals , the smallct: larnallac c r·' probably 

~onnect.:.cd by more eh rnically crosslinked bridgC"s (-CH~- , -CII =l 

than llighet" rank coals , resulting in a higher clegt·r>c or polymc't-

izat:ion . Furl:llPt , the large> concentrations of '0 ' functional 

9roups (-Oil , COOl! , ctc) will also result in rnuch enhanced '11 ' 

bonclinq . 

In short , fot: t!H~ lower rank coals , any homolytic fission 

of: wr.ak bonds will release radicals of limi d Sl:ilbiJity owing 

to lirniLccl t·easonilnce stctbi.litics . 'l'hus , rcpolyrncr.ization is more 

1 i kP 1 y be rorc t·cmovc. l by vaporization . (A likr•ly •""ffcct of high 

llcatinq 1c.1t.e here would ensure nharrccclv po.dz ion over 1 "poJ ymer-

i 7.< I ion tr'rlCtluns which would have iusu:((icient tj me to rend.-•r 

http:vaporizati.on
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complet.ion as opposed to lower heC"Itiny rates . This is probably 

one reason for plasticity observed in these 1101 mc.lll y non 

plasticising coals). A further reason fo1· lac;k of: plosLic;LLy und 

low tar yields probably stems Cr.om the large number of '11' bonds 

which help to lock tile coal structure l:oget:hPr. 

'l'he mobility of the 'liquid' llirschinn stTuct·ur·cs (85-91~ 'C'l 

co.Lnci.dcs with a much reduced crosslinkcd density. Here, the 

better oriented lamallae (parallel to bedding plane) ar,... held 

together by increased van der Waal interactions, some 'll' bondjng 

( f rorn ph0no 1 ic groups and eo gJ~oups presc n t) a ncl other· in tc r:: a c.; l: ions 

such as election donor interactions . As noted before , lilr<JCl ring 

sizes enhance van der waals inter.act.:ions, helped by incr"ased 

sLacking of the lama 1 1 ae wi t.:h increase j n coa 1 r·ank . (At 89% ' c' 

up to 4 5 % o £ r i n g s are s t i 11 on f o nn of s in q 1 e rings and the t· e s t 

largely paired layers with larger concentrations or 2-4 rings) 

Parallel with increased oeientation of the lam.1llae is an 

increased amou tt t of clatharated material evidenced by incrPases 

in ext:ractable material and tar yields reachiny a Jn<1Ximum at 

about 86-88% ' C ' for· carboniferous coals). It is i11tcr0sting to 

note that both lm·, angle X-ray scattering antl llelium densities 

including por.osities indicate a minimum in por-ositLr-s at this 

region . 

rt is clear. then:!for.e, stable fluldity/mol>ility exllibit"d 

by these coals do not J."equire the br,...akage of cross-link covalent 

bonds as envisaged by van K reve 1 "'n and which l eel to n sequcn ti a 1 

sc;lieme of coal Pyr.olysis, depencJnnt on ·an initial , slow prirna,-y 

clecomposit..:_ion to produce thermally 'stnblc,' but rnobilr.! units 

exhihit.ing plastJcity . Rather , r·ectuced cross 1 inks Lind 1 ed uced '11' 

http:i.bl.t.cd
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bonding, leaving relatively weak van det· \vadi inter·actions wi IJ 

allow l <una Jlae rnobil i ty and Eluidity . 

For coc:tls of >91% 1 c 1
, ring sizes increase r·apidl y as we I 1 

.tr> lami1llae or.ientation, which has two conscqumH;r>r; . One is that. 

incr·ca~,;L ny l y oriented and enhanced por·osities allow loss oC 

ft"<'HJIIICnLs clatllat·atcd \vil.hin the llli"Sh sLntct•trc of coal or·iqillilltng 

lrom coalification reactions . llence , the steep fa I I off in 

cxtr·actable material and correspondingly low tar· yiPids notr>d . 

'l'llc second consequence is the much i ncreas1=-d van der· waa 1 s fore'S 

stcrnminq from large or·ient.:ed ring structures whi<.;h lo<.;k clnd 

inhibit mobility and thus plu.sticLLy . 

Whilst it may well be that a large part of the rnass loss 

observed in Pyrolysis in the fot"m of tat·s of a \vide molecular 

weight: t"<HlCJC originutes from loosely bound clathart~ted matcr·ial 

<1nd p<lrtial bt"eakdown of: the gcl-lik,.. Vitrinite st.ructurP , is 

it li.kcly that at temperatures >S00°C covalent bonds of varying 

lc:tbi l itl(.!S are being disruptr~d? The consistr>n appearance of 

P<lt· tjcularly benzene and to a lesser extent det ivatives or benzene 

in Pyro 1 ys is pt oduc ts (B'I'X and isomers of xy I ne) at higher 

temperatures cmd increasing coalificat.:ion in a numbet oC: studies 

(vide inf:r·a) suggest this possibilty. (However , Gi.rlings 

con ten Lion that the a 1 ky 1 benzenes were not p1·oducts of f ,.<H.Jrn "'ll-

tat i on based on thet·modynamic cons idcra t ions must be borne in 

mind) . Also the presence of l<1r.gc yields of non-condensible 

qases in l:h0 prociuct.s (c t.: ternpm.:atures >4S0°C) SP"Cially alkcll"S , 

alkmtP!;/alkynes , 11 2 and eo at·e not reconsilahle with simple 

desorpLion (hul , . 136 137 lSO ·1S the Huss.1an wo.r:k an<1 oth rs ' ' dPrnon-

stratr· , qc'lSPS such as cu 4 , c 2H6 and c 3 11 8 cxis in the pore stt·ucture 

of r·oa l , p n.>hn h 1 y from previous coa 1 if lea ti on r ac ions) • 
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1\ n~ccnt laset: Pyrolysis study of a range of U . S.l\ . coals 

(78 . 8-90 . 11% ' C ' ) may throw some light on the above ~;pcculations . 

'I'll ere W<J s uncer ta Ln L:y concet·n ing Lhe L:empe ra tu res n:~ached an cl 

tlw suggestion of significant ring frClgrnentation implies rather 

high Le m pc> ra tu res in the he Cl t.:i ng !Jet: iocl. tJ ever Lh 1 es !i there ,n·c 

so1110 inl:eresting results worthy of note . 1\rnony l:l1r=>sc are: 

1) 'l'hc presence of considerablr.! amounts or 2 ring structures 

such as nc=tptha lene ancl its radical . 'l'hc f r·a!JIIlentation pa tt~r·n 

SU9!JCSt the present of Cll 2 linkdqcs with up to 5 c11
2 

gt·oup;, 

for the low rank coals . (Mctllylcne linkage C1pp<1renl:ly 

decrease with increased rank , se~ fig 22). 

2) Significant amounts of c 6116 <111d thP benzyl radical 

i ncluding the presence o( Cll 2 substituted 1 i.nkc1gN; . 

3) c3-c 7 fr.agments were detected which were traceable to 

a l k c ne s such as c 
3 

11 
6 

, C 
4 

11
8 

and C 
5 

11 1 0 an cJ mo r c i n teres li 11 g 1 y 

to dLenyls such as pentadienyl , llexadi~ne i'lnd cycloltcxcn,., . 

'l'hc char:acteristics of the dicnyls point to fr·agrnentnLion 

of thr> hydronromatic portions of the 2 to 3 ring fused 

hydroaromatic structures . (Exnmples of such sLJ·uctut'f"S 

known l o exist in coal are tctral1n , 1 , 2 01· 1 , 4 -dihydro-

napthalcnc , 9 , 10 -dihydrophcnanthrene ctc ; olefins such C1S 

But.:ene- 1, isomers of 13utene-2 , Pentcne , hexeJ1r· , llcptene-1 , 

isom0rs of lleptenc-2 and Octene and Nonene-1 were detected 

by Gir l ing (vide inft·a) . /\part rrorn u low r·ank coal (NCJ3902) , 

in most of the coals studied by Girlinq , siqnificant olefin 

evolution were noted at ternperal.un~ >300°c, colt 'SpotH.litHJ 

to l('mpr-ratures close to fiuspcctP<l ' ctctl.ve ' d'composition) . 
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4) Significantly , little c11 4 was detected , although 11 20 , 

CO /or c 211 4 were detected . This "'as interpreted as the 

likelihood of CH4 being a secondary product of decomposit ion. 

The above study is interesting from the viewpoint of possible 

thermal decomposition pallerns occurring during Pyrolysis. Ilowe ver , 

the relative absence of saturated alkanes , the presence of CO 

and the preponderance of alkenes suggest that quite high temperatures 

have been reached and the products are not necessarily as ' primary ' 

as has been assumed . Many of the previous studies have ~ointed 

to significant aliphatics production at lower temperatures of 

Pyrolysis (<600°C ). In particular , Girlings work (including 

Holden & RObb among others) points to significant alkane evolution 

in the first phase (80-250°C , corresponding to the initially 

easily desorbed products trapped near the coal surface. Alkanes 

were evolved at higher Lemperatures as well , along with napthenes 

and aromatics including fragments of alkanes substituted on 

aromatic rings (see ref : 126) . 

Therefore the significance of Vastola et als work lies in 

the possibilities that may arise from fragmentation of the ' rigid ' 

part of the macromolecular structure of coal at high enough 

temperatures . Here , significant decomposition of hydroarornatic 

structures can result in high er alkenes (C 4 and higher) along 

with single and t.wo ring compounds such as c 6II 6 and riapthalene . 

Further , as much of the heteroatoms such as ' 0 ', ' N' and ' S ' are 

present in the saturated part of Lhe fused rings (e . g . Dibenzofuran , 

fluorenone, benzoquizoline , etc) , decomposillon of th@ hydro-

aromatics would release CO and N2 which were detected by the mass 

speclrometer . 
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Before leaving this section, note is made of another flash 

heating study (Ref: Fuel, Vol 55 , Jan 1976 pp 59 with supporting 

work by Ladner et al , Ref : BCURA Annual Report, 1966 pp 66). 

Bituminous coals (VM=45.9% and 17.6-29.4%) were subjected to light 

flash from a capacitor discharge lamp . The coal particles 

0 reached temperatures up to 1000 C , dependant on flash ener.gy 

received. Overall , it was suggested that Bituminous coals were 

composed of 2 different molecular types, a II/C r. j eh ( 'Il' type) 

and a dark ( ' 0 ' type) compound . The latter was deemed to be a 

partially hydrogenated aromatic skeletal structure with high '0' 

content mostly in the form of phenolic ' OH '. Supporting evidence 

was recalled from previous work (Holden & Robb , Br-own and Waters, 

Vahrman, etc) . From the precedjng discussions it would appear 

thal this is a simplified assumption . In fact as the Brown and 

Waters extraction work indicate, there is a fair amount of 

oxygenated species in the exlracls . Further , previous British 

coal work show substantive proporlions of heteroatoms in coal 

extracls which differ from the parent coals only in that the 

extracts exhibit a narrower range and less variability in amounts 

o£ heteroatom distribution with respect to rank origin (and a 

higher II/C ratio ). As subsequent flash experiments have indicated 

it is not easy to distinguish between fragments of coal material 
. • . 146 1 or1g1nat1ng between the two parts (the ' mobile' and ' immobile 

parts) . 

TIH' following points ar0 worthy of notE>: 

1) As flash energy encountered by coal particles increased , 

the colour of the discharg0d material grew progressively 

dt:~rkcr . 
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2) At very high energies, coal particles 'exploded' into 

a gossamer like fllm , of colloidal dimensions 35nm 

diameter; however , as Ladner et al notes this gossamer 

material originated from vapour phase cracking reactions 

initiated by uv part of the flash spectrum). 

lt was concluded that low energy flash healing released 

loosely held , low MW (<500) compounds containing a disproprolionate 

amount of ' H' compounds (presumably l ong chain alkanes, hydro-

aromatics , etc) . High energy f l ash heating (implying higher 

surface temperature) caused an extensive ' detachment ' of the 

sma l ler molecules from the macromolecular structure with minimal 

thermal decompostion. (Various SEM studies also suggest that 
129 132 , 162 . substantial detachment can occur between macerals ' 

In particular , the Inertinite macerals are prone to such detachment 

d f t t o 132 an ragmen a 1on . 174 Cracks can appear in the Vitrinite at 

temperatures as low as 150- 175°c . Overall there is room for 

slippage/mobility between the macerals owing to differing thermal 

responses . The Exinitic material , with its high thermal !ability 

~nd fluidity would also contribu te greatly to Lhe initial 

plasticisation and tar yield at low temperatures) . Lastly , it 

was suggested Lhat flash heating does not gasify much of the coal 

and the coal does not reach very high temperatures . The main 

response appears to have been evaporation/evolution of loosely 

held molecules by desorption/molecular diffusion in analogy with 

extraction studies . (There appears to have been an intermediate 

level of flash energy reuired to maximise liquids yield). 

The latter observations concerning yield and yield character 

with regard to energy supplied are important fac tors , tied to 
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rate of energy supply in the form of heating rate . Thus , the 

effects of heating rate separated from problems associated with 

heat and mass transfer lead to subtle effects on the nature 

and yield of products. 

4 . 4 Coal plasticity with regard to Pyrolytic reactions 

175 In a seminal paper Fitzgerald (1955) , a one Lime eo-worker 

of van Kr eve len formulated a kinetic scheme of coal Pyrolysis 

consistjng of 2 se~ential first order reactions describing 

carbonization in the plastic state . Earlier , van Krevelen and 

eo-workers had formulated a sequential scheme consisting of the 

following essential ' elementary' steps : 
slow . 1) Coal complex --------7-7-~ Pr1mary products+ Residue decompos1t1ofl 

2 ) [ Primary products ~~e!~ Final products 
Residue ------? semi-coi<eJ 

secondary decomposition 
3) Semi-coke-·--?- coke 

Fitzgerald's work concentrated essentially on the second 

part of the reaction scheme coinciding with loss of fluidity 

and formation of semicoke . 

Working with a range of British coals of widely varying 

caking properties (NCB301-702 , temperature up to 470°C) , 

including coals of quite indifferent caking properties, he 

concluded: 

1) In the region of f 1 uidi ty , (under isotherma 1 condi Lions) , 

fluidity changes may be described by 2 consecutive chemical 

reactions of first order . 

Coa 1 ~-~~2!~ f 1 uld coa 1 ~~e!g. semicoke where K1 I K 2 ~ 3-4 for 
Kl K2 

a highly caking coal . 
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2) The activation energy of the slower , second reaction was 

found to be - 209 ± 17 KJ/mole with a pre-exponential factor 

of 10 15-10185-1 , for the 10 coals tested . The relative 

constancy o£ the rate parameters was implied to suggest that 

the nature of the carbonization process (reaction mechanism) 

was essenlially the same for all coa ls . (Under the condiLions 

of the test of dense packing; Sg samples of size <600 ~m, 

contained in a Giesler plastometer) . 

The above quoted work sets in perspective the central 

importance of the coal-coke transition phenomena which is strongly 

influenced by Pyrolytic processes and which in turn influences the 

course and nature of Pyrolysis, at least in the case of Bituminous 

coals . (In the case of low rank coals such as Brown and Sub-

bituminous coals , the situation is complicated by extensive cross 

links generated by 'H' and etheric links including organically 

linked mineral matter inclusions) . 

The range of phenomena touched upon in the preceding pages 

including coal extract yield phenomena , its relation to coal 

solvation, fluidi~y , pyrolytic mass loss rate, c~nosphere formation/ 

swelling and lamallae orientation are all closely inter-related 

and influe nced by the development and decay of plasticity . 

Fitzgeralds work can be criticized on a number of counts not 

least for the assumptions of minimal volatile malter evolution 

during measurements using the Giesler plastometer . Criticism 

concerning artificially generated , excess plasticity caused by 

the paddles of the Giesler plastometer beating the fluid coal 

. t f h b . d b K. 60 k b C M C . h 1n o a oam as een vo1ce y 1rov • Wor y J a rae w1t 

a different plastometer indicated that the rising period of rapid 
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fluidity (at 381°C) was associated with evaporation of accumulated 

liquid film coating the coal particle surfaces (dp=75~m, packed 

into an annular space of 3mm width with a packing voidage of 

40 . 5%). The film originated from the loosely bound extractable 

material and developed into a foamy bubble structure by evaporation 

of the lower M. W. material (The melting range extended from 160°c 

to 22% >325°C and the boiling range from room temperature to a 
0 high proportion (78%) boiling over 450 C) . Whilst the above 

criticisms are noted, they do not wholly invalidate Fitzgeralds 

study , which focusses attention on the period of fluid decay . 

The latter process is thought to be associated with bond 

breaking and repolymerization reactions leading to increasing 

graphitization and the forma~ion of a rigid coke . A similar study 

b K 0 1 60 0 0 h th 0 t 0 t d 0 

( t low y lrov et a ln concert Wlt ermogravlme r1c s u les a 

heating rates 1.5-6°C/min) on Australian coals produced a remarkably 

similar result to Fitzgerald (EA z 228KJ/mole and k
0 
~ lo 14 s -l) 

However , Kirov makes a number of points worthy of note:: 

1) The complexity of coal decomposition reactions renders 

the concept of reaction ' order' untenable . But , if so inclined, 

then 'order ' rises with temperature (and thus with extent 

of reaction) and decreases wiLh time (at a particular 

temperature ). The latter decrease may be associated with 

physical processes associated with degassing . 

2 ) Even if the overall process was not even approximately 

1st order as commonly assumed , it was possible to regard one 

special part of the reaction, that of the liquid component 

becoming solid as 1st order . Thus , a distinction was made 

between observed volatile mass loss originating from disparate 
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processes (e.g. simple disproportionatio~,condensation 

physical ejection etc?) and the specific solidification 

reaction associated with the liuid-solid transition . 

3) Granular softening was shown to be a physically reversible 

process 60 , 178 and appears to reach a similar l evel of fluidity 
0 (below 400 C) irrespective of rank <88.5% 'C'. The viscosity 

measured suggested a polymer-like material in which molecules 

were highly associated in long chains . (Does this support 

entanglement model of coal structures?) . The rapidity, 

reversibil ity and insens itivity to heating rate of the 

initial fluidity implies that the so called 'metaplast' 

release is not associated wilh a high activation energy 

chemical reaction process as assumed by both van Krevelen 

and Pitzgerald. (Previous discussions , (vide infra) and a 

number of studies in rapid heat transfer179 ' 60 reactors 

lend support to this along with interpretation of analysis 

offered by Brown ~ Waters 77 in regard to reconciliation of 

extraction yields to coal structure and plasticity) . 

4) Petrographic variations had little effect on the 

characteristic temperatures (maximum f l udity , mass loss and 

solidification) , but affects amount and rate of mass loss. 

5) As the solidification reaction rate constant w~s relatively 

high , both time and temperature were deemed Lo be of importance 

and thus resolidification was expected to depend on heating 

rale (so deduced from a theorelical nonisothermal rate 

analysis and confirmed by low heating rate fluidity curves , 

which it must be noted could have given rise Lo heat and mass 

transfer resistances). 
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6) The solidification reaction was associated with the 

scission of side chains (aliphatic bridges between rings, 

alkyl substituents , etc) followed rapidly by a relinking 

process with mobility aiding development o[ 2-D graphitic 

sheets and eventually , forrnation of cross links lo form an 

immobile 3- D structure . 

Reference to Kirov ' s results indicate (re: Brown & Waters) 

that the temperature of maximum fluidity generally precedes and 

in some cases almost coincides with Lhe maximum rate of mass loss 

(rank dependant). The resolidification temperature generally 

follows the former , the lag being dependant on rank (% 'C ' ) . Some 

recent work in so called ' rapid , dilute ' phase Pyrolysis studies 
179 , 154 , 158 employing a novel, fast response plastometer and a 

strip mesh furnace( 154 ) provides some support for this sequential 

scheme of Pyrolysis . 

Th ' d 1 t d 179 e rap~ respons e p astometer s u y (dT/dt=480K/S ; MIT , 

J. B. lloward & Peter w. A.) represents an ingenious and laud ble 

attempt to combine and replicate past efforts at reconciling 

extraction yields , (pyridine extractables) and volatile yields 

to Fitzgeralds consecutive scheme from the viewpoint of rapid 

Pyrolysis . The pyrolytic yields were obtained in a mesh strip 

furnace (en larged version , 14 x 7 cm) . The study appeared 

to substantiate past low heating rate studies employing usually, 

denser mass loadings . Extract yield curve follows substantially 

the mass loss curve with the former identified with the so cal l ed 

'metaplast '. Initial softening was found to be independant of 

heating rate (rang e 50-700 K/S) as noted by Kirov e t al. Molecular 

weight analysis s ugges ted either repolymerization reactions 
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and/or selective evaporation of the lighter components o£ Lhe 

' metaplast ' with duration of heating . 

An analysis of the fluidity rise and decay curves at 450 K/S 

(T=> 500-800°C) resulted in the following values: 

Coal -~-) metaplast ; k
0

=245/S , EA=40.7 KJ/mole 
k2 8 Metaplast - - - > coke; k

0
=2x10 /S , EA=133 KJ/mole 

In analysing the results it is interesting that the activation 

energies obtained from the above study were quite low despite the 

assumptions of chemical generation and destruction o£ ' metaplast '. 

Either these va l ues represent a truer picture of the Pyrolysis 

process where heat transfer limitations were minimised or transport 

processes have been rate controlling . At any rate , taking previous 

discussions into consideration one would be inclined Lo agree with 

the rate parameters generating ' metaplast ', but may perhaps quarrel 

with the solidification parameters as being too low . Nonetheless , 

as a number of thermo-kinetic studies of organic compounds indicate , 

the dissociation energy of a Bond depends not only on the atoms 

forming the bond but also on the groups attached to these atoms . 

Thus , ring size , geometry of fused ring (linear/branched) , degree 

of activition/deactivation imp rted to the bond by substituent 

nature ( CII 3 , CH 2 - CII 2 , OII , COOH , etc l and/ or heteroatoms could 

result in substantia l ly lowered bond dissociation energies . 

A subsequent paper , reanalysing the MIT work in terms of 

more adjustable parameters such as a Gaussion distribution of 

melting points of extractable material , among other things resulted 

in revised activation energies (120 & 176 KJ/mole for the generation 

and decay of ' metaplast ' ) . Reference to the fiL of the model to 
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the experimental mass yield curves indicate that the experimental 

rate of mass loss is greater than the fit over a substantial 

part of the initial period. It appears , uncertainly that at 

least some part of the fluid ' metaplast ' owes its yield to partial 

chemical decompostion of the macromolecular part of the coa l 

inhibits acceptance of a high rate constant for Lhe so called 

'depolymerization ' step by some authors . 

But as studies by Ox l ey and Pitt 60 ' 33 in apparatus where 

heat transfer rates are high (e.g. fluidized beds , entrained 

flow) and mass transfer limitations were minimized, the rate of 

release of extractabl e material was very rapid . Thus , perusal 

of the work of Pitt(lSS) , Stone and Batchelor(SS) and recourse 

to a range of disperse phase, high heating rate studies (so long 

as high heating rate is equated to adequate heat transfer to the 

particle sustained by particle size reduction , dispersion and 

energy transfer mechanism) will indicate a rapid initial loss of 

volatile matter. Indeed , analysis of the MIT results shows up 

substantial mass loss and fluidity rise during the heating period 

pprticularly at the higher temperatures (>S00°C) , which is in 

accord with more recent work associated with the mesh 154- 158 and 

entrained flow reactors . 

Overall , a persistent neglect in considerations of heat and 

mass transfer phenomena associated with studies of rapid Pyrolysis 

and misinterpretation of previous work associated with relatively 

high mass loads and low heating rates simulating such conditions 
175 in coking ovens has made it difficult to explain the observed 

effects of heating rate . 
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As an example , various kinds of dilatometers{JJ) used to 

provide information on aspects of fluidity (such as softening 

temperature, percent dilation, resolidification temperature , etc) 

indicate that all characteristic temperatures including extent of 

dilation are pushed to higher levels at increased heating rates. 

In fact the reasons can be traced to heat transfer limitations , 

resulting in the apparent shifts noted. (Ref : 33 , pp 326 -328). 

4.4.1 Interactions of heating rate and mass transfer resistances 

It is germane at this point to consider some aspects of the 

effect of heating rate before proceeding to look in more detail 

at possible pyrolytic reactions relevant to plasticity . Whilst 

it was known that rapid heating resulted in enhanced total volatile 

yields it was not known whether this was due to fundamental kinetic 

influences or due to transport effects. Very few studies have 

set out to test the questions begging on a comparative basis in 

the same study . However, an analysis by David Gray et a1 183 of 

volatile yields in dense and dilute phases came to the conclusion 

that yield was strongly correlated inversely to particulate 
.Ll:S 

packing density. Recent work by Tyler et al on tar yields suggest 

a similar conclusion . Increased particle densities provided room 

for repolymerization and/or cracking reactions which previous 

discussions (vide infra) concerning the efficacy of coke surfaces 

towards cracking will bear out . Further , the effects of coal 

swelling and exudations of mater ia l of a wide range of boiling 
,.rl1 points over the particle surfaces observed by MaCrae will result 

in a conqealed mass of reduced bed porosity. The combined effect 

would be to inhibit mass transfer of the heavier exudates likely 
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to contain heteroatoms such as ' 0', ' N' and ' S ' in thermally 

resislanl ring systems which are however , reactive to repolymer-

ization. 

Such a picture can be reproduced in so called dilute phase 

' rapid' heating studies . Pitt ' s study of rapid Pyrolysis and some 

of the mesh studies provide grounds for such possibilities. Pitt188 

utilised a sand fluidised bed to which was fed 25g of particle 

size 250-500 ~m. As subsetent work by Tyler and others working 
,., 41 so 

entrained beds (e.g. Jenkins , Scaroni , etc) realised , with 

including the author , feed rates had to be very dilute to avoid 

heat and mass transfer e ffects. Further , as Pitt ' s system only 

allowed co llection of data 10 seconds after coal was fed to the 

reactor, his analysis was restricted to the lat ler part of the 

Pyrolysis process reflecting chemical cracking reactions as 

opposed to the l arger , initial rapid mass loss . 

Pitt ' s reported activation energies showed a peak at 

209-230 KJ/mole (k =1 . 7 x 10 12 - 5 x 10 13 s-1 ) for a bel l shaped 
0 

distribution of activation energies (g iving rise to the picture 

of coal decomposition as a set of independant parallel reactions) . 
60 q3 

This peak value is in accord with both Kirov ' s and Fitzgerald's 

rate parameters . This value corresponds closely with the average 

value of c-c bonds in mineral oils 60 and as Kirov has pointed out 

this suggests t he specific reaction involving resolidification . 
58 A cogent review of coal Pyrolysis by Yellow also pointed to the 

fact that tar cracking (wh ich is probably r e l eased very rapidly 

and remains longer within the reaction zone in denser packings) 

reactions also indicated activation energies in the range noted 

for the above studies (188-230 KJ/mole). Recent studies of tar 

cracking also suggest similar values-
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ff d b .h 158 , 154 . I f (h t· E ects note y Frel aut 1n a mes1 urnace ea 1ng 

rates <l000°C/S) such as temperature deviations associated with 

very rapid tar release during the earlier heating period can be 

partly explained by the dense loading adopted. Hence, even in 

reaclor systems where conditions assist in suppressing secondary 

reactions, the rapidity and nature of the heavy products of 

devolatalisation can result in erroneous assumptions concerning 

the 'primariness' of the products if extra care is not taken 

to avoid secondary reactions. Reference to a study of agglomeration 

of coal particles of single layers by Klose and Lent183 will 

provide support for the points of view set forth thus far . One 

other study which in the view of the author is the only one 

(other than David Gray et al's) which more by accide nt than intent 

clearly highlights the effect of mass transfer on devolatization 

partially uncoupled from heating rate changes is that by Geoffrey 
166 Fynes et al . Here , comparison of relatively rapidly heated 

coal of thick bed dimensions (lOg , dp ~ 250-500 ~m , dT/dt~5°C/S ; 

tube dimension=8mm i . d . ) compared to dense phase , slow heating 

rate Gray King assay indicated the following trends : 

Tar/gas Tar/Liquor Tar/gas Tar/Liquor 
Coal % c (GK) (GK) (TUbE") (Tube) 

Anthracite 93.6 0 . 087 0 . 67 2 . 0 10 . 0 

Bituminous 81.8 1. 23 1. 80 6.33 9.5 

Brown 70 . 7 0.49 1. 28 4.60 2 . 3 

The results show (reconstructed by author) that whilst the 

overall char yield (and thus volatile yield) is similar for both 

Gray King and tube reactor (because of the dense packing in both 

cases) , the tar to gas and tar to liquor yields show considerable 

increase s f o r the !aLter . 
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The enhanced yield of heavier liquids stem from quicker 

removal of products from the reaction zone in Lhe ' rapid' heating 

reactor . ~s the Lempcratures reached were <600°C cracking to coke 

or 'C' is less important relative to removal of higher boiling 

components by selective evaporation of the lighter components 

and mild cracking to gas and liquor . 

The above discussion highlights the observed effects of 

high liquids to gas yield noted in so called high heating rate 

studies . (Recourse to the flash heating studies suggest that 

high flash e nergies will resu l t in a diminished liquids/gas ratio 

for reasons noted) . 

Clearly , in the last study, if bed thickness had been 

sufficiently thin thus improving both heat and mass transfer , 

then not only would we observe enhanced heavy/light products 

ratios , but also enhanced total yields. 

4 . 4.2 Possib l e Pyrolytic decompositions associated with the 
liquid - coke transition 

Plasticity is a property of coal much studied in the past 

giving rise to the consecutive reaction model based on very 

comprehensive studies of a range of Bituminous coals and model 

polymer compounds . Much of the work , led by the Dutc~ school of 

van Krevelen(l?O-l?J) and eo-workers including Fitzgerald led to 

reassessment of extraction studies and the idea of coal structure 

as a 3-D polymerization process . The latter idea has been taken 

up by USA workers led by Larsen et al. 
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~t room temperature , Vitrinite exhibits optical anisotropy 

(i . e . optical properties differ with light direction}. On healing 

to the point just preceding softening , it ' s optical properties 

become uniform in all direcLions described as ' isoLropic '. 

Throughout Lhe plastic range (encompassing temperatures of 

softening to resolldification , the range being a function of 

pressure and possibly heating rate} , reflectance increases. At 

the temperature of solidification the coal undergoes a transition 

to a state similar to a nematic liquid crysta l or ' mesophase' . 

At this stage , optical anisotropy is regained and continues to 

increase with heating . The mesophase developes from a number of 

centres and spreads at the expense of the isotropic phase until 

coalescence occurs throughout the mass on resolidification . This 

is a slale almost akin to a poly-crystalline substance . The 

mosaic texture represents a measure of local orientation and 

stacking of the aromatic layers . The dimensions of the stack 

depends on the size of the fused rings or lamallae . It is thus 

that low rank coals generally exhibit fine mosaic size whereas 

higher rank coals exhibit larger mosaic size reflecting the 

precursor ring sizes . 

The presence of large concentrations of '0' functionalities 

in low rank coals also give rise to smaller molecular orientation 
, 186 , 188 , 189 , 108 k , 1 83 • £ s1ze . Ber ow1tz s review highl1ghts a number o 

low temperature reaction possib i lities involving the highly 

reactive groups present . Some of these are depicted below . 

(Berkowitz a l so suggest , low temperature reactions such as 

izomerization and cydization occur). 
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Fig 24 Low Temperature Reactions (<300°C) 

0 

o-o 
o~-o 

0 

These simple group stripping and/or condensation reactions 

release 11 20 , CO and co2 , and for highly oxygenated coals can lead 

to significant crosslinking which may prevent coal softening and 

thus development of plasticity . The size and orientation capacity 

of lamallae during plasticity is a strong function of temperature 

' 0 ' and ' JI' atoms , coal macromolecular slructure (presence of 

hydroaromatic and fused ring distribution , nature and extent of 

cross-links) including nature and extent of extractable106 material . 

Thus , a combination of ' II ' donation/shuttling and/or free radical 

stabilization capac~ty of fused ring structures (e . g. pyrene , 

phenenthrene, Anthracene , coronene , e~c present in both mobile 

and ' immobile ' phases of the coal) will aid in solvation and 

mobility of the whole coal grain , the latter being a pre-requisite 

for effective molecular orientation . 

4.4 . 2 . 1 Effects of heating rate on plasticity 

The processes underlying increased plasticity aL high heating 

rates may be viewed as follows: 
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If higher heating rate may be identified with a higher rate 

of thermal energy input, then the increased energy input will 

enhance molecular reorganizaLion and ordering . This is so 

because the process of mesophase for1nation and growth by coalescence 

involves considerable relative movement of lamallae molecules . 186 , 187 

It is possible that enhanced fragmentation of the molecular slructure 

at high heating rates can lead to lower viscosilies and thus mobility 

of the liquified material. A further consequence of high heating 

rate is thal larger quantities of vapour/gas is released more 

violenlly in a narrower temperature/time interval leading to large 

'vacuole' formation which results in the range of thin walled 

' cenosphere ' structures prevalent under these condiLions. 

Another effect of heating rate is the influence it exerts 

on the temporal elemental composition of the pyrolysing coal and 

thus on boLh its softening characteristic and extension of 

molecular orientation . Breaking down the heating/Pyrolysis stage 

into stages , stage one can be identified with granular softening 

and release of mainly ' 0 ' groups which at high heating rates may 

be accomplished sufficiently promptly with the increased thermal 

energy , providing sufficient disturbance to the system to dimimsh 

and/or disrupt crosslinking reactions . Further , at fast heating 

rates overlap of the former phase may occur with rapidly increasing 

softening/fluidity concomitant with heavy Il/C evolution and an 

acceleration of molecular orientation . Towards the end of this 

stage , with Lemperatures rising, increasing loss of side chains/ 

substituenL groups will allow increased orientation of the lamallae 

and thus growth of fused ring dimensions by repolymerization 

culminating in decay of fluidity . The last stage of the process , 

following the major molecular reorientalion and graphitization 
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noted will be a slow annealing and crosslinking of the lamellar 

stacks aided by ' I! ' and various heteroalom release in the form of 

gases such as HCN , COS, H2s, mercaptans , etc . 

4 . 4 . 2.2 Skeletal elemental changes in relation to Pyrolysis 

. 190-196 Reference to a number of studies at high heat1ng rates ' 

33 , 154,14 2,1 43 , 1 25 , 169 of elemental changes with Pyrolysis 

temperature will confirm the above picture . Thus reference to 

Freihaut et al highlights the fact that elemental ' N' loss in 

the char closely reflects volatization of 'N ' in tar and gas. 

The acceleration of 'N ' release as HCN gas was interpreted as 

tar cracking at the higher temperatures where a fall off i n tar 

was noticed (peak tar yields in the mesh reactor under vacuum 

conditions occurs at about 600-750°C , dependant on coal origin ). 

Closer examination shows that the fall of ' N' in the char at 

higher temperatures suggest the possibility that both ring 

fragmentation in the coal/coke structure as well as tar cracking 

contributes to gas increase. 

Freihaut further claimed that there was a close correlation 

between volatile yield and ' N' removed in the form of tar , gas 

and char. Work by Blair et al (142 ) also hint at significant 

' N ' evolution at high temperatures (800-1400°C) . Reference to 

his results clearly show however , that the slope of the ' N' loss 

is different from that of mass loss with respect to temperature , 

which fact does not tally with Freihaut ' s results . Blair et al 

noted that whilst yield varied substantially with temperature 

between different coals (73 . 8 , 75.1 and 85 . 7% ' C ' ) , the rate of 

the loss of ' N ' with temperature was similar for all the coals . 
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The latter result does not find agreement with freihaut who 

found the reverse . 

Disagreement probably results in part from mass transfer 

differences stemming from differences of particle packing, 

particle size and method of heating . (Blair et al used single 

particles and multiple particles of dp=500-617 ~rn which could 

suffer temperature gradients at the high heating rates used 

(20°C/m se.C. ) . Further , the Blair studies utilised electrically 

heated graphite whereas Freihaut employed stainless steel and 

tungsten meshes . Moreover , the former used a diluent gas , argon 

and the latter ' s study was conducted at vacuum conditions at 

1°C/msec . Particle sizes were 45-140 ~m and loads of 10/25mg 

of coal). 

Work reported by Peet et al utilising a d e nse phase fluidised 

bed and dilute phase drop tube resulted in the observation that 

volatile yield was linearly related to total 'S' release of the 

form: S = ~ W 1- C. The constant X. , was greater than unity 

suggesting that the organic ' S ' was part of more labile structures 

than the rest of ~he organic material . (Organic 'S ' constituted 

88-93~ of total ' S ', the rest essentially in pyritic form) . 

The study was conducted on New Zealand coals of particle size 
0 106-250 ~m at isothermal temperatures of 300-900 C and residence 

times of 1 11-30 seconds. 

A point worth noting with coals of high ' S ' content 6rt.orn a 
. . 83 192 154 124 variety o f geolog1c al format1ons 1 1 

' and rank is the 

enhanced pla s ticity including high mass and tar yields . Rapid 
149 198 heating of Canadian coals ' (spouted bed reactor) and USA 

154,158 
coal s ( anAppalac hian and Pittsburgh c oal, in a mesh reactor) 
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of high 'S' content yielded tars of high aromaticily . As Lhcre 

is little data available on the nature of the high tar yields 

inherent in the volatile yields noted for the New Zealand coals 

it is not possible to ascertain the synonimity of high tar yield 

to high aromaticity as hinted by Freihaut et al . An important 

source of uncertainty arises here. Hence, some authors argue 

that yield is correlated to aliphalic ' 11 ' content reflecting 

availability of ' 11' (made available by cracking of labile aliphatic 

bridges , alkyl ring substituents and dehydrogenation of hydro-

aromatic structures for radical stabilization) . Support for this 
(143) (146) idea stems partly from early work of Solomon et al ' 

. (124) (125) working with USA coals 1n the mesh reactor , from Tyler 

and Calkins 199 - 202 el al (Australian a nd USA coals) working with 

fluidized bed tars and correlations obtained by Canadian workers( 153 ) 

working from low heating rate , dense particulate Fischer assay 

conditions . Tyler and Furimsky153 showed that a linear correlation 

existed between yield of tar and H/C atomic ratio for a wide range 

of coals which implies the aforementioned correlation . However, 

the Canadian work in particular found that yields from low rank 

coals (high ' O ' and ash content) were severely ov~rpredicted by 

the correlation . Interestingly, like Freihaut , Furimsky found a 

close relationship between parent coal a nd tar aromaticity, 

excepL that the yield/aromaticity relationship was diametrically 

opposed . The l atter disagreement stems probably from two sources . 

One wou l d be diminished mass transfer likely to occur in the 

packing cond itions of the Fischer assay which would favour lighter 

products . The second reason may stem from differences of coal 

structure and geology as well as the distribution of ' S ' in the 

various structures of the coal ' polymer '. 
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Freihaut found enhanced tar yields from Appalachian and 

Interior USA coals . The latter originate from the carboniferous 

period with the Appalachian coals having been buried to a higher 

depth and having generally medium to high 'S ' levels . FTIR 

results indicate high aromaticity as well as higher tar yields 

for these coals compared to the Cretaceous period which show 

stronger aliphatic bands . (The Cretaceous coals are about 200 x 10 6 

years younger than the Carboniferous coals) . 

If one considers the facl that the Canadian coals Furimsky 

worked with were also largely of the Cretaceous period , including 

the Australian coals (which also includes Permian coals of younger 

origin than Carboniferous coals) , then the agreement between 

yield and II/C ratio noted for these coals is not surprising . 

Further , the incorporation of ' S ' into more thermally resistanl 

thiophenic structures may require increased coalification age which 

may explain high aromaticities in th e liquids noted by Freihaut 

for his high ' S ' Carboniferous coals. It is worth noting that 

the tar obtained from one of the high ' S' Carboniferous Canadian 

coals obtained by rapid heating in a spouted bed149 ' 198 was highly 

aromatic . 

As noLed above , Freihaut ' s work coupled with a number of 

1 t d t d . 198 f l t' . 187-189 . . 106,77,124 re a e s u 1es o p as 1c1ty and extract1v1ty 

suggest that yield may be equally facilitated by plasticisability , 

'JI ' shuttling capacity and/or radical stabilization propensity 

of thermally stable fused ring structures . Further, if mass 

transfer resistances are supressed by use of flowing diluent gas 

or low pressures, than it is likely that an increased yield will 

also reflect higher aromatic liquid materia l as is noled in so 
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called 'rapid ' healing rate sludies (vide infra) . The latter 

discussion, in conclusion suggests that higher tar yields were 

conducive with higher parent coal aromaLicity in ' C' range 76-88%. 

One further consideration concerning the 'S' heteroatom is 

the mullitudinous manner in which ' S ' structures can react within 

the condensed phase as well as the fact that gas phase products 

such as 11 2s can react with both gaseous ll/C as well as mineral 

matter (e.g. Carbonates and oxides of Ca , Mg and Fe) in the coal . 
90 , 196 Shock tube studies of coal Pyrolysis indicated Lhat at 

temperatures > 72 7°C , Lhe reaclion of JI2 s wi Lh nd nera l matter- was 

so fast thal nearly all the H2S was incorporaled in Lhe char 

f . k f 90 . . 1 h even or tlmes <2ms . The wor o A Attar 1n purt1cu ar as 

indicated Lhat there are several reactions that can tie volatile 

' S ' into the Organic matrix . 

Attar has also highlighted the distinction between ease of 

gas phase mass transfer as opposed to the probability that many 

' S ' (and by analogy ther species) producLs are diffusion limited 

in the condensed phase . Studies by Doolan et a1 197 of shock 

tube Pyrolysis of .very fine coal particulates (dp<lO ~m) produced 

lowish activation energies for a range of product gases , which 

they concluded stemmed from diffusional limitations . (Bearing 

in mind they were working at high temperatures 827°C-1927°C and 

high energy transfer rates it is quite likely that diffusion 

limitations may so arise). 

Owing to the many forms that ' S ' occurs in coal, as sulphates , 

pyrites and a variety of organic forms , the effect of ' S ' on 

reacllvity is particularly important . (Refer to refs: 196 , 90 , 

190 , 195 , 194 , 193) . 
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The preceding discussion suggest that heteroatoms such as 

' S' , 'N ' and 'O ' may be distributed uniformly throughoul Lhe 

organic c oal struclure in a manner related to geological hislory . 

As the discussion had strayed to high temperatures {>700-800°C) 

where significant evolution of heteroatoms {espec ially 'N ' & ' S' 

and 'O ' in form of CO) occur at the post resolidification stage 

of Pyrolysis, it is clear that decaying primary decomposition 

reactions are overlapping with secondary reactions including 

increased vaporization rates . At high heating rates it would 

therefore be difficult to distinguish between the three processes 

at even the intermediate temperature stage {500-600°C) and thus 

to judge which of the three processes control the rate of 

devolalization . 

A number of studies attempting to do so 20 9 . 210,211 , 212,213 

by consideration of various mass transfer processes (evaporation/ 

subsaturation boiling , film diffusion/bulk diffusion , hydro-

dynamic flow 32 etc) have produced ambiguous results . Vastola 

and eo-workers 225 conducted a theoretical study of possible 

heat transfer situations by retaining a basic single overall 

reaction model (adjusting only the values of rate parameters EA 

and k and u l timate yield) without attempting to propose a 
0 

detailed scheme of Pyrolysis mechanism . 

Rather, the latler group have concentrated on gathering 

data of yield and yield nature , uti l ising a range of analytical 

chemical techniques and reactor types simulating rapid heating 

yields . 
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4 . 4.2 . 3 ReactiviLies of various structural groups associated 
with coal decomposition 

The key structural features of coal determining its reactivity 

may be related to the following basic features based on the 

preceding commentary , that is: 

a) The major building block of coal are predominantly 

aromaLic and hydroaromatic units with the relative proportions 

varying with coal rank. 

b) There are heteroatoms situated at the edges of the blocks 

in the form of ' 0 ', 'S', ' N' and ' 11 ', which are released at 

higher temperatures (not counting the material loosely 

c la tharated within pores/defects). 

c ) Extent and nature of cross links between the lamallae 

units which is a function of rank and whose extent determines 

the degree of 'polymerization' of the parent coal. It has 

been speculated that the degree of cross linking can increase 

with temperature of heat treatment arising from condensations 

of ' 0 ' funct~onal groups and ' S ' group interactions . 

d) Extent and nature of secondary interactions such as 'II' 

bondlng, donor/acceptor bonds (acid/base ), van der Waal 

bonding which varies with rank and heat treatment temperature . 

The latter two features have been discussed at l ength and it 

remains to assess the nature and interactions of (a ) and (b) on 

reactivity during Pyrolysis . Considerable study of fused ring 

t f . . f h h . 169 l' f . sys ems rom the v1ewpo1nt o t ermoc em1stry 1gue act1on 

d b . . 188 , 99 , 189 , 108 , 116 h h' hl' ht d h f ll . an car on1zat1on ave 1g 1g c t e o ow1ng 
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facts. Consider the following simplified reaction scheme: 

1) Coal-Coal---~2 Coal• (weak linkage breakage) 

2) Coa~----~ ' H' capping and evaporation 

----~Collisional deactivation 

with 3rd body (e . g . diluent gas, reactor walls , 

etc) and evaporation 

-----~Recombination in gas phase and condensed phase 

Reaction pathways noted in (2) arise from probabilities for free 

radical stabilisation which may be influenced by (a) concentration 

of reactive edge atoms at building block edges, (b) mineral matter 

inclusions at edges and defects, (c) externa l pressure and 

particle bed depth, (d) vapour pressure (enhanced in vacuum and 

for curved surfaces) of stabilised lower M. W. fragments , 

(e) entrainment of V.M. by shear induced volatile flux combined 

with transient pressure assisted ejection (both probably assisted 

by high heating rates and plasticity). 

Based on arguments presented in the preceding pages the 

auLhor posits reaction (1) to occur to a significant extent and 

~ate at higher temperatures (>450-500°C) following low temperature 

dehydroxylation , decarboxylation, softening followed by rapid 

fluidity rise concomitent with heavy liquid evolution (vide infra) .AlF-

ha radicals produced via reaction (1) from various ring structures 

indicate that extension of Lhe attached aromatic system increases 

the ease of bond breakage . This arises from the increased 

possibilities for resonance stabilisation of the radicals so 

formed and consquently leads to low values of several bond 

dissociaLion energies noted in coal decomposition (Refer to 

Gavalas , Ch 3 for a good discussion and reference 124 pp 302-303 

for numerical illusLrations of rates). 
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However , reactivity towards free radical formation , elimination 

or heteroatoms (including aromatic 'II') and resolidification/ 

repolymerization was noted to depend on: 

a) geometry of ring system (linear, branched) and size 

b) position on fused ring (edge positions) 

c) nature of heteroatom substituent aL edges 

d) steric configuration of ring systems which may override 

reactivity parameters indictating ring growth. A review by Lewis188 

and studies by Walker 116 ' 189 and others have shown Lhal linear 

fused rings are more reactive than branched rings . For example 

anthracene is more reactive than it's branched isomer phenanthrene 

in terms of lower temperature of reaction and carbonization 

(i.e. increased aromatic '11 ' loss and char formation by repoly -

meri zatio n). 

Furlher, it is known that reactivity at the ' C ' , 9 & 10 

positions of Anthracene is higher than any pc -;,t\io(\ in phenanthrene 

or biphenyl. Heating Anthracene in an autoclave to supress 

vaporizalion , it was observed that it melted at 128°C forming an 

isotropic fluid whose viscosity fell sharply with temperaLure . 

At about 450°C 'H ' was released at the 9 , 10 positions forming 

free radicals and thus leading to condensation reactions . With 

continuing ' H' elimination and increased condensation the fused 

ring structures reach sufficient size to realize van der Waal 

attractions to promote lamallae alignment . At this point aniso-

tropic spheres (mesophase) appeared in the dispersed isotropic 

fluid , the former increasing in number and size until coalescence 

occurred to form bulk mesophase whichq~ckly led to resolidification 
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to a brittle solid (semi-coke) . In various graphiLizing materials , 

large porosities are developed just before the semi-coke stage 

which aids orientation of lamallae (Refer to rapid heating rate 

chars produced by Hamilton et al 130 and Solomon et al 163 from 

coals which showed anisotropic mosaic features) . 

Polymerization reactions leading Lo increased ring sizes 

can occur in successive stages by elimination of 11 2 as described 

for anthracene leading to either noncondensed polymers (units 

linked by single c-c bonds) or fully condensed polymers (planar 

fused rings). The polymerization path was found to depend on 

steric factors . In this context , Berkowitz ' s 58 work on ' 11 ' 
0 release al temperatures above 500-600 C has been interpreted 

as a reaction controlled by lamellar mobility (a physical process) 

reflected by an ' activation' energy of 33 . 5 KJ/mole . (This result 

is in variance with assumed mechanisms of aromatic ' ll ', release 

reflecLing high activation energies calculated by Solomon et a l 
58 and others. However , as Ye l low notes in his review, Berkowitz 

postulaled his mechanism from subsidiary experiments whereas 

others either assumed a mechanism based on theoretical consider-

ations and/or based on limited data) . 

Substituents on the aromatic rings can alter Lhe course of 

po l ymerization leading to graph itization at higher temperatures . 

Substitulion of ' N' at the 9 , 10 position s in anthracene (phenazine 

structure) accelerates loss of ' H' and thus free radical production 

and thereby enhances carbonization rate relative to anthracene . 

Substitulion by ' S ' can result in generation of cross l inks i n a 

similar manner to ' 0 ' (vide infra) . AlternaLively ' S ' can be 

incorporated into ring structures which remain stable until 

http:others.58
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high temperatures are reached when they can undergo polymerization 

reactions . ' S ' heteroatoms incorporated into strained ring sysLems 

can be readily eliminated in the early stages of carbonization . 

(Refer previous section for ' S ' reactions). 

Substitution by ' 0 ' functional groups such as ' OH ' can 

increase the reactivity of the ring structure in a manner dependant 

on posit1on of substitution . Thus, dissociation rates of 'Oil ' 

substituted cresol decreases in the order o-cresol>m- cresol> 

p - cresol . A combination of inductive effect (e withdrawing 

effect) and mesomeric effect (here 1 ~ e of~ubsLlLuenLs are invo l v('d 
" 

in e delocalisation) , dependant on substituent nature is 

responsible for the changes in reactivity of substitu ted ring 

systems noted . Work reported by Gavalas from the viewpoint of 

thermal liuefaction and thermal decomposJ ion of representative 

coal model structures such as cis - 9 , 10 dihydronapthalene 

suggests that t h e latter and high temperature reactions involv ing 

phenolic radicals occur by concerted reaction pathways as opposed 

to the free radical mechanisms noted above . 

In the above. reactions, ' li capping ', essential for stabilisation 

and thus evaporation of resulting l ow M. W. fragments from large 

parent macromo l ecule polymer is faci l itated by internal ' H' 

rearrangements . Available 'H' is then added at the most reactive 

positions of the mol ecule . However , reference to the curie point 

Pyrolysis studies of Meuzelar126 et al indicates increasing 

products of anthracene , phenanthrene , acenapthene and napthalene 

at increasing coalification (analagous to increased Pyrolysis 

temperatures). It is possible that these structures originate 

from low M. W. clatharated material which exerls a sufficient 

vapour pressure at T>400°C to simply desorb /evaporat-E' . 
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Further reactions can occur such as thermal rearrangements 

which can result in formation of more aromatic fused ring 

structures without loss of ' C' atoms ( ' 11' eliminatedJ 188 . An 

example quoted by Lewis which involves loss of 'C' in the rearrange-

ment reaction is that of methylene phenanthrene which results 

in the elimination of c 2H2 . The former rearrangement involves 

cydization of relatively unstable 5 membered rings such as 

acenapthylene and bifluorene to stable 6 membered rings . 

In recounting the above processes , including the ' S ' atom 

reactions noted in section 4 . 4 . 2 . 2 , it is noted Lhat several 

processes such as bond cleavage , molecular rearrangements , 

polymerization/ring condensa~iOn , substituent and heteroatom 

elimination , including gas phase/condensed phase interactions 

can all occur in parallel , either independantly or competitively . 

Lewis notes that the multiplicity of polymerization sites in 

aromatic molecules can lead to multiplicity of products . For 

example he suggests thaL 1 1 react i on products have been noted 

from simple dimerization of anthracene. With progress in reaction , 

the number o£ possible isomeric structures and thus , reaction 

possibilities increase rapidly . 

Indeed , subsequent studies by Fitzgerald(gJ) emphasises the 

simultaneousness of the Pyrolysis process with the product of 

one reaction being the reactant of the next . Thus , his revised 

scheme is as follows : 

Coal --~1--)- rnetaplast 
V fast.: 

k [Primary tar s~g~ Pitch+] 
---'-.,}. + rapid . k3 Sem1 coke - ---> slow . 

c-. 0 -+ C:O 
~ coke + gas 
~ 

C+2H 2~ cn4 
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Several points are worth noting which supports preceding hypothesis 

of tar release and subsequent development of the parallel , 

independanl reaction models developea by Pitt, l\.nthony and 

floward and incorporated in some form by many authors in theJ~ 

reaction schemes for coal decompositionat high heating rates . 

Tie notes that : 

1) Tars arise by distillation with little decomposition 

involved under vacuum conditions (fairly dispersed state 

and low pressures. 

2) Self hydrogenation of semi coke observed by excess CH 4 
production at temperatures >500°C (This was observed by 

Berkowitz as well and whilst this is ~hermodynamically 

favoured at high pressures, the presence of ' freshly ' 

generated reactive edge ' C' atoms along with possibly 

sufficient concentration of nascent ' 11 ' generated by 

dehydrogenation of hydroaromatic structures could support 

this at l ow external pressures). 

3) eo generated by high temperature reactions probably 

stem from thermally stable '0' structures incorporated into 

fused ring s of t h e semi-coke/coke structures by earlier 

condensation reactions . 

4. 5 General comments 

Taken in total the previous discussions suggest a huge 

variety of reactions at a large range of temperatures ranging 
0 0 from 80 C to above 800 C . Whilst certain classes of reactions 

and products may be assigned to particular temperature interva l s , 
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particularly H
2
o;co2 release , heavy 11/C release paralleling 

fluidity increases and subsequent resolidification reactions, 

it appears likely that at high heating rates, kinelic constraints 

would lead to an observalion of overlapping multiple processes . 

Reference to a number of high heat flux studies ranging 

from flame systems , laser heating , shock tube studies and entrained 

flow reactors indicale that the aclivation energies noted for 

both gas yields and particularly total yields are generally low . 

There is then a suggestion that at high heating rates where heat 

and mass transfer resistances are minimised , devolatalization 

rates are indeed very rapid , occurring during the period of heating 

up of parlicle to its peak temperature . Eoth fixed bed studies 

in mesh reactors (refer Freihaut , MIT work an1 e ntrained flow 

work of Sanduran1 et al and Maloney et al} , entrained flow reaclors 

fluidised beds and flame systems i~ply such a possibility . 

However , the observations of Freihaut et al, among others 

of significant light gas yield (H/C gases and gases such as CO , 

HCN , etc) at the post rapid tar evolution stage ·indicto a 

s~qu~ntial schem~ . of ch~mical d~compositions for th~ir 

release . The preceding discussions of resolidification reactions 

also suggest this possibility . But reference to gas yields as 

a function of time by Russian workers and by Johnson (Leeds 

University} including Chuckanov et al among others do not suggest 

an exponential relationship suggested by a first order decomposition 

process . The Russian work suggests either a t~ or linear relation-

ship as does Johnson ' s results . Clearly , the situation is quite 

complicated by such interfering factors as secondary cracking 

reactions (probably accelerated at the enhanced residence times 
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of particles at peak Lemperature for high heating rates). Further, 

as Doolen et al suggest , rapid devolatalization at high heating 

rates for even small particles (<10 ~m) may be limited by diffusion 

of products , including light gases . Further, as the results of 

Berkowitz and discussion of the imparlance of steric factors for 

the condensation of ring structures resulting in 'H' gas release 

(Lewis 188 ) show , physical factors play a part even at high 

temperatures . 

Consideration of the large scale porosity evidenced by lacy 

and other cenospheres suggest that rate of devolatalization is 

limited by diffusion processes arising from a rapid generation 

of decomposition products . Despite high velocilies of volatile 
142 

evolution calculated by Blai~ et al (based on pressure driven 

flow described by a form of Darcy ' s Law relating permeability 

to porosity) , Atitmay et al69 and Azhakesan71 (volumetric jet 

efflux model with no holdup of volatiles generated) and recorded 

observations by Sharkey et al during laser f l ash heating , diffusion 

resistances may be yet operative in the condensed phase . 

Observations . by Attar on the importance of diffusivity in 

the condensed phase dependant on particle size , external pressure , 

vapour pressure and viscosity of the multiphase coal . /liquid/coke/ 

gas system suggest that the importance of diffusivity limitation s 

cannot be overestimated . Observations of high activation energies 

have been traced to high mass load systems where the value o£ 

50-55 K cal/ mole may be identified with tar and or model polymer 

cracking activation energies . Such an observation can therefore 

arise in reactor systems where heat Lransfer lags and/or mass 

transfer resistances operate which can be a complex function of 

reaclor geometry , feed density or particle packing . 
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Thus, Antal et a1 31 discovered that decoupling of measured 

particle temperature from the actual temperature of biomass 

sampl e s resulted in increased EA values. Accounling for heal 

transfer effects by closer matching of mesured temperature to 

'true' particle temperature resulted in lowered EA values. 

Consideration of the rate equation for particular values of rate 

parameters will c learly highlight this effect as a lowered reaction 

rate when matching yield data to a measured tempe rature which 

actually overestimates the true particle temperature. Such 

artefac ls c an lead to choice of dubious models such as the 

varieties of two reaction model (Kobayashi et al , Nsakala et al) 

whose division of time and/or temperature dependant reaction 

parameters probably reflect heat transfer limitaLions . 

It is however difficult to estimate particulate temperatures 

in a variety of rapid heating situations involving fine particulates. 

Observations at high heat flux conditions have suggested indications 

of temperature arrest of the particles during the devolatalization 

process . Thus a number of studies of Pyrolysis in fluidised 

beds (Atitmay et al 69 71 Azhakesan dp>lOOO ~m) have indicated 

both large velocities of gas/vapour release and observations of 

low particle temperature (black against red heat bed) during the 

rapid devolatalization process. Measurements of particle 

temperature during relalively rapid heating by convection and 

radiation heating of single particles by Davies et a1 204 

(dp = 6 . 35 - 25 . 4 mm and T = 380 - 550°C) indicated a temperature 
0 plateau of about 400-420 C during a period of 'constant' weight 

loss . The latter period corresponded to heavy liquid evolution , 

after which (as in the fluidized bed cases) particle temperature 

rose to that of the surroundings . 
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The latter study is particularly interesting in that it was 

found that mass loss in the aforesaid period was found to be 

proportional to heat flux. Estimates of latent heat of tar and 

reaction heat suggested fairly large values of endothermic heat 
205 f . d h . t. rrquirrmrnt. A study by Verfus et al o rapl eatlng reac lOn 

heats of high volatile nit . Coals suggest that reactions were 

endothermic over the range of temperature measurements with 

endolhermicity rising at increased temperatures and rising 

extent of carbonization. (T = 600-800°C; dp = 63-1000 ~m range). 

The values quoted were higher than those generally assumed from 

extent information on such reactions gleaned from low heating 

rate , high mass load studies where , incidentally, the trend was one of 

decreasing endothermicity with decreasing extent of carbonization/ 

temperature. 

Freihaut et al (including the author) has noted signs of 

temperature arrest for rapid rate heating of fin e particles at 

1000°C/S . The temperature deviations coincided with period of 

rapid lar re l ease and was accentuated by high coal volatile 

contenl . However , the results indicate that these deviations 

were dependant on imposed final temperatures . Simulations by 

Niksa et al and by the author of loading conditions in the 

mesh reactor suggest that such deviations can occur as a result 

of excessive local mass loadings . (Refer to Ch 6) . Nevertheless , 

the nature of the deviations , dependant on coal volatility, coupled 

with numerous other experimental observalions mentioned , admittedly , 

of larger particles suggest that significant cooling of the particle 

may be occurring due to heat carried away by vapour efflux . 

Indeed , rapid , high heat transfer study of injected coal 
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particles into a stirred , preheated bed of ceramic balls by 
219 . 

Peters was interpreted in terms of constant rate of we1ght 

loss of zero order occurring during the period of temperalure 

arrest . 0 (dp = 0 . 2- 2mm , T = 700-1100 C). The temperature arrest 

was estimated to be 330°C following which slow secondary degasi-

fication occurred . A reinterpretation by Mills et a1 56 suggests 

a more reasonable figure of 497°C for the endothermic period . 

The relationship of yield to temperature was deduced as follows : 

-3 W%(mass %/s) = 5 x 10 (T
8 

- 603)Do- 0 · 26 

Where T8 = Bed ' driving ' temperature 

Do = particle diameter 

The above relationship indicates a very weak particle diameter 

dependance and particle temperatures were theoretically estimated 

using rather large values of heat transfer coefficient , corres-

ponding to Nu = 14. The NUS3.elt correlation implies an inverse 

heat transfer coeff (heat flux parameter) to parlicle diameter 

(h ~~D) which is not reflected in the yield/diameter relationship . 

This probably reflects a differenL heat transfer mechanism 

(complex p - p contact ~ ) rather than the assumption of kinetic 

control assumed by Mills' interpretation. 

A number of studies in flow reactors (all at temperatures 

>550°C) have indicated suggestions of devolatalization induced 

temperature arrest during heavy liquid efflux (Maloney et al 
225 Vastola et al ) . The problems of interpreting such studies 

are numerous. Most of the studies had to resort to numerical 

simulations to assess particle temperatures during heat up, based 

on a dearth of suitable coal thermal properties appropriate to 

fine particulates . Further , problems arise (refer Ch 3) owing to 
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the complex heat transfer mechanisms operating in the various 

reactors. Heat transfer may be a complex of convective, conductive 

(wall-p , p-p , gas-p) and radiative mechanisms anu generally 

increases with temperature. Finally, high reactor temperatures 

have been used, making it difficult to assess whether at the 

higher temperatures a different mechanism such as rate of volatile 

diffusion/evaporation becomes rate controlling and/or whether 

secondary reactions had interfered . Lastly, heating rate is a 

function of ~~~do~ temperature and mixing time of feed coal stream 

with reactor gas stream. 

Quite drastic assumptions had been made concerning isothermality 

and heating rates of the single particle based on feed streams 

of variable density and gas/particle properties (interparticle 

and intraparticle porosities; gas and particle properties ; particle 

loading) . Clearly , for many of the studies , assumptions of very 

fast heating rates are incompatible with negligible weight loss 

during the heat up period for the particle sizes studied nor 

isothermality of particle . There is further , considerable 

difficulty in choice of heat-transfer mechanism assumptions which 

show differing particle size dependancy and it is doubtful 

whether single particle heat transfer models may be foisted on 

to multi particle streams. 

Analysis of the mesh reactor systems loads to similar problems 

of interpretation and experimentation . Comparison of the work 

of a number of workers show significant variations in loading 

(in terms of mass per unit area of mesh loaded , particle size 

range , localisation of load mass) . Early work by Solomon et al 

and Gavalas et al 19 which involved packing S0-200mg of coal 
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into a s imilar mesh area as used by oLhers (e . g . 1\nthony & lloward 

and suuberg used 5-lOmg; Menster et al used microgram quanlities; 

Freihaut packed 15-20mg into a small area , - 2 cm 2
J was claimed 

lo represent a more accurate representation of 'isothermal' 

Pyrolysis aL the high heating raLes studied (650-1000°C/S) . 

Clearly the latter claim makes a nonsense of the meaning of 

applied heating rate to individual particles and was criticized 

by MIT workers . 

Niksa also pointed out the difficulty of susLaining high 

heating rates to particles under low pressure conditions where 

the deficiency of interphase heat carrier such as diluent gas 

can lead to large temperature lags. Ilowever, Niksa ' s experimental 

procedures , whilst thorough presents particular difficulties in 

interpretation . His yield curves , including appearance of liquid 

yield at substantially h i gher temperatures than noted in a variety 

of studies (except Kobayash i et all suggest heat transfer lags . 

These probably arise from t he method of particle loading adopted 

(as mesh expands with heating , the particles will heap togeLher) 

and thermocouple attachment procedure adopted (Refer Niksa thesis 

for interpretation) . The suggestion of heat transfer lags , 

particularly at high heating rates and vacuum conditions probably 

result in his conclusions that (alone among other mesh studies) 

under these conditions total yield increases with heating rate 

(long residence time at peak temperatures) at higher temperatures . 

He was able to fit his data by a model accounting for heating 

rates which , significantly , utilised Kobayashi's daLa as support 

for his inte rpretation of yields during heatup , total yields at 

high heating rate and assumption of competitive reaction mechanism . 
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Kobayashi ' s system has been interpreted to suffer substantial 

heat transfer problems by subsequent studies of Solomon et al 

and others utilising entrained flow reactors . 

Nevertheless, Niksa ' s experimental work and ideas on 

modelling 216 represent illuminating insights on both aspects 

of Pyrolysis work. Refernece to Menster et al 155 indicate yield 

curves, consistently reproducible for a variety of coal ranks 

which show features completely different from others. (A comparison 

of Niksa , Menster et a1 155 Freihaut and _Antnony et a1 is made 

. f. 25 - 28 I . h "' . h I • t 1 ~n ~gs ) . t 1.s wort not1.ng t at Menster s exper1.men a 

technique differs substantially from others in terms of particulate 

loading density and particle size range utilised . (Coal load = 

100-370 ~g; Vitrinite maceral used, of dp = 44-53 ~m loaded onto 

a 304 stainless steel mesh, fashioned into a cylinder , 6 cm long 

and 0 . 12 cm diameterJ 

As in all the mesh heating studies, Menster et al noted 

enhanced volatile yields at rapid heating rates in the temperature 

range 400-1160°C . However, his total yields show maxima or 

plateaus (for Brown coal and low volatile Bituminous coal) at 

temperatures dependant on coal rank at a constant heating rate 

of 8250°C/sec. At higher temperatures (>900-1000°C) r yields 

begin to increase again at a rate dependant on coal type (sharpe~t 

for high volatile and brown coal). Further , Lhe rapid mass loss 

occurs over a narrower interval of temperatures for comparable 

coals {see Sauberg et al and Anthony and Howard) heated in mesh 

reactors. The latter may be a result of the vacuum conditions 

of Pyrolysis and significant mass transfer supressions entailed 

by Menster et all ' s closely sized , low loading densities . 

http:fi9S-).rt
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Menster also attempted a more direct measure of particle temperature 

lags by recourse to heating of metals of known melting points. 

Overall , the difficulties presented by the worryingly different 

features noted in the mesh studies to date are considerable in 

terms of interpretation . llovJever , a closer examination of the 

work compared in terms of different procedures for particle 

loading will uncover a trend which suggests the importance of 

heat and mass transfer variations hinted at by the nature of the 

yield curves . Reference to the German mesh furnace studies 

(which include both single parlicle and packed load studies ) as 

well as that of Hamilton et al (plasticity effects were studied 

as a function of heating rates to 1000°C for a variety of 

Australian coals ) yield such clues . These features will be 

analysed more closely in the subsequent chapters. 

4.6 Conclusions 

Comparison of rate parameters for coal Pyrolysis and other 

related biomass materials show a remarkable feature that activation 

energies increase with increases of preexponential factor . Noting 

this feature , in his book on nonisothermal Pyrolysis , Kock , and 

others who have noted this feature offer no good reason for this. 

kinetic ' compensation effect '. 

Interpretations of reaction rates based on the empirica l 

Ar ~henius relationship has its basis in homogeneous reaction 

kinetics. Here , the concept of reactant concentration , order 

of reaction (w . r.t . reactant concentration ), temperature 

coef fi c i e nt of reaction rate (EA) and pre-expone ntial factor 
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have specific meaning when applied to simple molecules and 

aided by appropriate theories of reaction rates (vide infra). 

However , the mechanism for acquisition of activation energy 

for decomposition reactions in a condensed phase system of high 

molecular mass , in near impossible steric configurations and 

physico-chemical environments, appears to be singularly puzzling . 

In the initial stages of heating, even if sufficient energies 

may be acquired via vibrational and rotational modes for activation , 

it is likely that the high viscosiLy of Lhe sysLem will result in 

severe diffusional limitations . It is likely Lhen that any 

transient weakening of chemical bonds will reassert itself in 

recombination reactions . 

Perhaps it is thus that true chemical reactions resulting 

in molecular weight reductions by bond dissociations could not 

commence until solvation and fluidization of the larger macro-

molecular fragments of the coal occurs to effect sufficiently 

low viscosity levels . 

Nonetheless , the evolution of the larger part of the coal 

in the form of ' primary ' tars in this initial stage cannot be 

atlributed to covalent bond disruptions . By virtue of its 

rapidity and minimal disturbance by chemical decompositions 

other than weak non covalent secondary bond disruptions it is 

likely that this is a desorption/vaporisation process . The 

overlapping of low temperature , highly reactive chemical reactions 

involving ' O ' functional groups and H2s release from Pyritic 

decompositions further complicate matters . 

Reactions at rising temperature levels and loss of fluidity 

is probably affected by physical effects stemming from high rates 
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of heating , creating a more ' excited' and disturbed system. 
0 Suspected temperature arrest at temperatures below 500 C 

(<625°C at higher heating rates; re: Freihaut et al) probably 

arises from heat effects engendered by phase t~ansitions , coupled 

with enlhalpy of vaporization , melting, sublimation and solution . 

At higher temperatures corresponding to resolidification 

and bulk mesophase formation , very complex series of competing 

and parallel reactions occur as evidenced by the preceding 

discussio ns. An assessment of experimental values of rate 

parameters interpreted by normal isothermal methods of kinetic 

analysis or by nonisothermal analysis produces a variety of rate 

parameters whether applied to total yield or individual volati l e 

yield . 

Application of a simplified overall single reaction model 

to a process that reflects such a diversity of molecular weight 

products cannot but bias rate parameters towards the heavier 

products. The complexity of the reactions and changing nature of 

reactions with temperature and time impedes decomposition of the 

~lementary proces~es to a dynamic rate mechanism . Therefore , 

whilst there is an implicit sequentiality in the various processes 

leading from coal softening to resolidification and ultimately 

graphitization , it appears that it is unlikely that specific 

rate parameters can be assigned to specific reactions , particularly 

at high heating rates . 

One way out of the dilemma has been to take refuge in 

parametric model fits of yield data to such models as the parallel 

reaction model among others. Here , it is postulated that a 

series of indepe ndant parallal reac tions of a wid e distribution 
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of activaLion energies occur each , commonly assumed to follow 

first order decomposition . (The latter assumpLion does not seem 

to have any particular justification other than possible 

mathematica l tractability and hisloric custom). 

The above picture holds that reactions with sufficiently 

low EA values reflect rapid reactions/yield at low temperatures . 

Those with higher EA values have minimal rates at these 

temperatures but increase at higher temperatures to contribute 

to the volatile yield. The analysis may be cast in a form which 

account for temperature/time variations and may be recast in a 

nonisothermal form where heating rate is incorporated as an 

extra parameter as in the analogous single reacLion model . The 

model may be applied to individual gas yields by again assuming 

a broad distribution of sources (e . g . functional group and other 

structural sources) of differing EA values . 

The latter model has four adjustable parameters , namely , 

an assumed pre - exponential factor, mean activation energy (Eo) , 

the range of an assumed distribution , normally assumed gaussian 

(usual to assume ±2 standard deviations width on either side of 

the mean) and an ultimate yield (Vo) , dependant on assumptions 

of maximum possible source mat0rial giving risP to the matPriaJ in 

question . Parametric least square fit by iLeractive methods 

fit the experimental yieldjtime , temperature data to initially 

guessed values of ko , 6- , Eo and Vo . 

The latLer model neatly sidesLeps the dilcmna of identifyitlg 

specific '"l e mentary reaction steps linked together by a detailed 

dynamic model identified with a reaction mechanism. However , it ' s 

widespread use and popularity reflect it ' s utility as an e ngineering 
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model fit of dala from a variety of sources for comparative 

purposes. 

The utility of detailed multiple reaction models are, 

however, restricLed in that sufficient data does not exist which 

can identify various key steps of Lhe Pyrolysis process which 

can be unambiguously separated from effects of experimental 

technique , transport limitations and uncertainty regarding coal 

structure . 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. Experimental Techniques, coal preparation and 
implementation of work undertaken 

5 . 1 Overview 

Uncertainties concerning aspects of coal Pyrolysis have 

been hinted at in the preceding review of the literature . Careful 

study of the literature points to deficiencies in experimental 

technique as the main source of error as Solomon's latest review 
161 

appears to conclude . The literature also reveals a somewhat 

piecemeal approach, in that few studies have attempted to piece 

together different aspects of the Pyrolysis process. 

It has been pointed out by several authors in the field of 

solid state decomposition (vide infra) , that a reaction mechanism 

can only be postulated by the integration of information obtained 

by subsidiary experiments . 29 , 207 Thus the Berbau Forschung group 

has undertaken over the years visual examination of dynamic coal 

structural changes under rapid heating in the same apparatus 

(mesh furnace) as used for product yield determination along with 

coal structural studies . Entrained flow reactors were also 

employed as an adjunct to the rapid heating studies. 

It is difficult to even assess the validity of extant 

models wiLhout data that can be deconvoluted from the effects 

of transport processes or secondary reactions. Thus mechanisms 

postulated are endless with limited applicability to both 

experimental data let alone industrial demonstration plants . 

Solomon and Gavalas have postulated mechanisms based purely on 
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known homogeneous gas phase decomposition reactions relevant to 

organic compounds. The former has however considered aspects of 

mass transfer processes based on evaporation limitations. 

Recourse to data from fluidized beds, shock tube studies 

and work by Menster and Freihaut in the mesh reactor clearly 

indicate the occurrence of secondary reactions al high temperatures . 

• h I 
154 1 d d • f f • • 1 Fre~ aut s resu ts, con ucte 1n vacuum or 1ne part1c es 

(40-140~m) suggest that tar yields suffer reduction at temperatures 

greater than 600-700°C in a manner that depends on thermal stabi lity 

of the tar formed, which is itself reflects parent coa.l aromaticity. 

Reference to the data of Tyler et al for fluidized beds suggest 

a similar dependance. 

Uncertainty exists as to the nature of the secondary 

reactions observed. Other work reviewed by the author along 

with Tyler's study suggests a mechanism of tar cracking to gas 

and coke , including soot formation in fluidized beds . In the 

case of the static bed study , it is likely that polymerization 

of tars to form coke probably competes with cracking reactions . 

Studies by Suuberg et a1 206 including model simulations by 

A tlar ~09 and Lewellyn suggest bubble nucleation , growth and 

escape along with evaporation supression could aid in both 

repolymerization and cracking in competition with decomposition 

reactions . 

Attempts to incorporate features of activated decomposition 

repolymerization and other reactions occurring in sequence , 

simultaneously and competitively have been attempted by R~id~lback 

d 1 l 
14 an Summerfield and by ~nta et a . These models probably 

represent the key initial steps of coal Pyrolysis modelling before 
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altempts can be made to include more fundamental reactions pathways 

suggested by Gavalas and Solomon based on organic decomposition 

of various functional groups present in coal . Different models 

require diverse types of data . However , for the purposes of 

industrial research , definitions of the limits of variables such 

as particle diameter , transport limits, effects of temperature , 

and heating rate are adequate as a first step towards design 

purposes . Such information along with delineation of the Pyrolysis 

stages such as primary and secondary Pyrolysis ultimate and 

individual product yield , should help to clarify reaction 

mechanism options. 

In order to measure the progress of a chemical reaction 

these are two essentially complimentary processes involved . 

In the first case we may measure some change in the property of 

the reactant . The methods utilized may be gravimetric , visual 

for example by some optical technique (light microscopy or SEM) 

and/or chemical examination of the partially reacted solid 

(e.g . I.R . , N. M. R . , etc) . 

To help identify the progress of individual steps of the 

reaction we may measure the change in the gases produced in the 

reaction as a function of reaction variables. The techniques 

of gas chromatography , infra red spectroscopy or size exclusion 

chromatography may be utilized among others . As we are interested 

in delineating as far as possible chemical reactions separate 

from transport processes , we have to choose conditions that assist 

elucidation of kinetic parameters based on measurements where the 

overall rate is controlled by chemical kinetics . 
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A sufficient temperature range needs to be studied and both 

external and internal mass transfer effects should be supressed. 

If one notes that in general, film diffusion coefficients vary 

as follows: 

I 1 o1 oC (diluent gas velocity;1 and o;~ /Pn, then operation 

at sufficientdiluent gas flows and lower pressures should supress 

external mass transfer . Supression of internal mass transfer 

resistance may be effected by providing a short diffusion path 

for escape of generated products . This may be ensured by choosing 

a large volume to surface area ratio or small particulate size . 

The latter process, and to a lesser extent the former process 

depends on dynamic structural variations, product molecular 

weight range, heating rate sustained by the parlicle volume , 

particulate geometry including packing arrangements of particulate 

assembly. It is thus that visual, non intrusive techniques such 

as dynamic high speed photography (for fast reactions) and static 

scanning electron microscopy or light microscopy come into their 

own as useful adjuncts to the study o£ solid state reaction 

mechanisms. 

The fundamental parameters controlling the reaction 

environment are temperature, pressure and time. Thus , for 

studies in the fast Pyrolysis regime , reproductibility entails 

careful control of these parameters by suitable instrumentation 

and experimental technique. In rapid Pyrolysis studies the 

effects of heating rate decoupled from peak temperature needs 

to be assessed to elucidate its effects on the reaction parameters . 

The following criteria therefore must be met, namely, 
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1) Small sample and particle size 

2) Rapid temperature rise to peak value without overshoots 

of temperature 

3) Accurate control over Pyrolysis period. 

4) Sufficient heat flux to sustain desired heating rate. 

Based on the above criteria , few experimental techniques 

can satisfy Lhis as well as the electronically heated mesh 

technique originally developed by Loison et a1. 157 Thus this 

versatile technique was employed, being refined from previous 
14-15 

work conducted in the department using a similar technique . 

Single particle studies were conducted by G R Johnson on a 

tungsten wire loop which provided much useful information 

(ref: 14 ) . However , the heat transfer and geometry situation 

were different from the associated mesh studies. 

In an industrial process , particles are subject to heat 

fluxes dependant on reactor gas stream and/or wall temperatures 

at invariably high temperatures ( >600°C) . Uncontrolled heating 

rates , exponential temperature variations and residence time 

variations of both Pyrolysing solid phase and vapour phase may 

occur . Further , the transport processes are more complex and 

scope for secondary reactions are enhanced . 

In terms of design, simplicity of operation and versatility 

the fluirlised bed is a convenient reactor for Pyrolysis studies 

and has been mooted as a likely candidate for rapid Pyrolysis 

and gasification processes . Studies by Tyler et al in Aus tralia 

and spouted bed studies in Canada suggest that scale up from 
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laboratory scale reactors to at least pilot plant sizes are 

reproduc ible in terms of yield and product distribution noted. 

Reference to the studies mentioned highlight some anamolies in 

elemental compositional changes between spouted bed and the 

fluidized bed work. Also, compar1son of yields from a Pittsburgh 

coal, heated in a mesh at long residence times showed significant 
\~5 differences to that obtained in the fluidized bed work of Tyler 

et al. The fluidized bed work reported by boLh Tyler and 
. 7 2 Essenh1gh show very high yields at low Pyrolysis temperatures 

compared to mesh reactors. (Comparison to entrained flow 

reactors is not possible owing to the dearth of data at temperatures 
0 below 600 c . However , the improved entrained flow studies , taking 

into account heat transfer considerations indicate Pyrolysis 

times of tens of milliseconds at these temperatures). 

Further , Tylers work highlights very high yields of CH 4 , 

linearly increasing with temperature up to 900°C , the ultimate 

temperature of operation . This is in contradiction to most 

other studies . Clearly, these are intriguing features which need 

to be explored . Moreover , the fluidized bed study offered scope 

for larger yield of products which can give a better idea of 

yield variations with temperature . Yield size also enables 

subsidiary studies of tar (by elemental analysis/I.R . spectroscopy 

etc) and it ' s secondary reactions. Thus the fluidized bed was 

also utilised in the present study as a complpmenl to the mesh 

study. 
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5.2 Selection of parameters of study 

Consideration of the literature of experimental work and 
. . . 206-213 theoret1cal s1mulat1ons of transport processes suggested 

that , for single particles, coal type , heating rate, parlicle 

diameter , external pressure and peak temperature of particle 

interact in a complex way . The manner of the interactions may 

be such that transitions may occur between transport control and 

chemical control dependant on lhe relative magnitudes of the quoted 

parameters. Reference to Simons 32 highlights differences between 

softening coal and non softening coal noted by others which lead 

to differing mechanisms of transport processes thal reflect on 

the relative magnitudes of the devolatalization rates compared to 

the ' intrinsic ' Pyrolysis rate . He concludes , in essence that 

the maximum pressure generated within the particle as a consequence 

of volatile generation suggested the following relationship : 

Pmax 

Pmax o( 

1 and 1 as k oC T 
k T 

dp . 
' 

-1 k = rate constant (S ) 

For non softening coals , able to sustain high internal 

pressures , the fluid transport increases and transition to intrinsic 

Pyrolysis rate control may be attained . As softening coa l s cannot 

sustain high internal pressures , the reverse is likelx to be true 

requiring very small particle size and also low pressures to avoid 

secondary reactions arising from supression of volatile evolution . 

Therefore , to observe Pyrolysis chemistry it appears advisable to 

choose weakly caking coals . 
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But other studies suggest that the limiting parameters are 

dictated equally by the transport mechanism assumed . Furthe~ , 

the diffusion coefficients of multicomponent products existing 

in a multiphase system depend on the molecular structure and phase 

of the species . 

Consideration of the relevant time scales provide 'ball Park ' 

figures for the heating rates sustainable by a par~icular size of 

particle. Comparison of the following time scales provide some 

indication : 

1) External heating time scale dependant on heating 

mechanism and temperature of heat source . 

dp X (spCp) 
he (or hr) 

spCp = Volumetric heat capacity 

hc/hr = Convective or radiative heat transfer 

coefficient 

2) 2 Internal heating time scale = ~ • cCP = Thermal diffusivity 
~p' 

3) Volatile Diffusion time scale = ~2 

D. 
l 

D. =.effective diffusion coefficient of component i 
l 

D. = f (molecular size , pore structure , coal viscosity 
i 

and pressure). 

4) Heating rate time scale : 

5) 

i . e . t = Peak Temperature/dT/dt 

Intrinsic Pyrolysis rate time scale 

k = rate constant (S- 1 ) 

k = ko A exp (-E/RT) 

For observation of intrinsic Pyrolysis rate, equi libration 

of process (1) - (4) must be faster than (5). 
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As Lhe physical parameters required vary by many magnitudes 

in the l i t e rature it is difficult to assess the above . Bu t r eference 

to experimental studies and transport model calculations combined 

with the above considerations all ow some measure o f c hoic e . 

Reference to German work( 207 ' 218 ) indicates that for heating 

rates of 8-9000K/S , 75 -1 50 ~ m represents the range of critical 

particle diameter . Gavalas suggests a critical parlicle diameter 

dependant on final temperature attained (80 ~m for 827°C , dependant 

on assumed heat transfer coefficient and rate constant value) . 

Anlhony and Howard suggest larger values than the above for higher 

heating rates . 

Ove rall, the choice of heating rate , partic l e diameters , 

coa l type and pressure of operation was arrived at by a combination 

of the above considerat ions , availability of relevant apparatus 

(mesh sizes) and acquisition of well characterised coal from known 

sources . 

Thus most of the work was carried out on low swelling, 

weakly caking coals of particle size 75- 90 ~m, namely Markham 

Main and Goldthorpe . The maximum sustainable healing rate was 

estimated to be <6000°C/S . Studies were conducted mainly at 

1000°C/S. and 5000°C/S with some at 10°C/S and 200°C/S at both 

atmospheric and low vacuum conditions (0 . 5-5 torr) in the mesh 
'f'I'\E.:.O.SLI. ·r-e:m en ..l o~ 

reactor. Studies were conducted by ultimate y i e l ds and some tar 
'\ 

yie l ds under flowing gas conditions for atmospheric pressure tests . 

Gas yields and ultimate yields were obtained under vacuum 

conditions and static diluent gas conditions in the mesh reactor . 

The diluent gas utilised were Argon and Helium. The effect of 

ultimale yield for variations of packing density , packing geometry 
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and particle size were also conducted initially to study side-

effects such as transport limitations and secondary reaction 

processes. 

Subsidiary experiments were performed such as dynamic high 

speed photography , static photography , SEM studies of chars and 

calibrations of temperature of mesh by melting point standard metals . 

Elemental changes of tar and in some cases char , molecular 

weight distributions of tar and Fourier transform infrared spectra 

from both fluidised bed and mesh furnace were collated . 

5 . 3 Coal se lection, preparation and storage 

Coal samples were obtained from two sources. The Midland 

Research station of British Gas PLC provided well characterized 

Markham Main coal samples of particle size 150-250 microns. 

Variations of part i cle size experiments were conducted on this 

coal originating from the Barnsley Seam . A range of other coals 

of varying coal ranks were obtained by the author from British 

Coal , courtesy of. Dr A . H. V . Smith. These coals were obtained 

by coal geologists from freshly cut and lumps representative of 

the dull and bright componentns of the coal face. The samples 

were placed in N2 filled plastic bags which were then sealed in 

tin buckets by means of soldering of the lid tops . Goldthorpe 

coal of rank BOO from the Shafton colliery was used along with 

Markham Main for the study . Both coals were low rank , high 

volatile Bituminous coals of low caking propensity (B . S . swelling 

number , 1-1~ for both coals) . 
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Sludy of the literature (refs 55 , 56 , 219 and others) and 

advice from British Coal Scientists at Wath upon Dearne provided 

information on a final choice of grinding procedure including 

petrography techniques . Initial tests on a vibrating ball mill 

produced excessive fines production and lengthy grinding times 

for size reduction . 

To reduce maceral differentiation between particle sizes 

and enrichment of finer particles by mineral matter accumulation , 

including the softer fUsain components , careful procedures were 

adopted for particle characterization . To avoid ' O ' pickup 

during coal particle reduction , crushing and grinding were 

conducted in a large sealed plastic bag in an atmosphere of 

flowing '0' free N2 . The procedure adopted after extensive 

trials were as follows . 

Initial size reduction to <2 cm sizes were conducLed in 

an adapted screw feed mea t grinder. Final size reduction was 

conducted in an electric moulinex coffee grinder . Tests on 

grinding times indicated that grinding for periods greater than 

80 seconds produced excessive fines and agglomeration . Starting 

from a crushed top size of 1.8-2 . 1 cm, grinding for short bursts 

of 5-7 seconds produced a large fraction accumulating in the 

150-212 ~m sizes corresponding to the top size of the Markham 

Main sample obtained from British Gas . The total sample was then 

riffled using a riffler (sampling and preparation procedure 

followed recommended practice in B. S . 1017 part 1 and other 

literature advice) . 

The procedure adopted for size reduction of the top size 

fractions 150-212 ~m was the same for both Markham Main and 
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Goldthorpe coals thereafter. An optimum period of 20-30 ' s was 

found for accumulation of desired particle size range 75 - 90 ~m 

without excessive fines production. To avoid particle blockage 

of the test sieves , an optimum time of seven minutes sieving 

coupled to frequent gentle brushing of sieve/particle surfaces 

was found to be suitable . 

Required sieve fractions were obtained for 90-125 and 150-212 ~' 

fractions of the Markham Main coal along with the 75 - 90 ~m fraction . 

The latter narrow size range of fine size was ulilized for the 

majority of the study reported . It was found necessary to elutriate 

the coal particles in a small N2 fluidized bed to remove fines 

adhering to the particle surfaces . Optimum times for this was 

found by bubbling the fines through H20 and filter holders in 

sequence . The particles examined under light microscopy indicated 

clean , well separated particles with almost no adhering fines . 

Most of the particles were blocky cuboids with rounded surfaces 

in the main. 

Coal particles were stored under N2 gas in plastic containers 

and placed in a cool place . Some samples were stored under 

distilled H2o. These latter samples were, in initial tests 

loaded as a wet slurry on to the mesh surfaces which were then 

dried under vacuum at 105°C overnight in a vacuum oven. This 

was done as part of a progressive series of tests to ~etermine the 

optimum packing configuration in the mesh reactors that optimised 

heat transfer to the packed particles. The early work of Loison 

and Chauvin utilised such a method of packing. Studying early 

German and B. C.U . R.A . work suggests diffculties with dry packing 

loads that reflect attempts to utilise a sufficiently representative 
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sample size which overcomes inhomegenities between diffe~ent 

sample fractions . These features of sample loading will be 

discussed in subsequent sections . 

5 . 4 Mesh furnace design configurations 

The basic concept of the mesh reactor in analogy to the 

domestic light fi l ament is a simple one in theory . On initial 

application of electrical power to the cold filament there is 

little resistance to the flow of current and temperature rises 

rapidly . However , as temperature rises , the changing mesh 

resistance and increased heat losses causes a slowing of the 

rate of temperature rise . 

The rate of equilibration to the peak temperature and its 

linearity depends in a complex manner on the ratio of heat input 

to heat losses . For a large ratio of heat input to heat losses, 

temperature rise is both rapid and linear over a major part of the 

initial period . 

To maintain heating rates independant of final temperature 

requires two stage power application as shown by fig 29 (from 

re£ 19 ) . The magnitude of power demanded depends on the mesh 

mass , specific heat , electrical resistivity , gas atmosphere 

surrounding the mesh , external pressure , peak temperature required , 

coal loaded on to the mesh surfaces and the rate of cooling by 

radiation , convection (to gas) and conduction down the relatively 

massive electrodes holding the mesh . Reference to figures 

J0-32 should i1~lstrate the basic features of the system. 
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Reference to the literature 46 ' 2 lS-Zl?,lSB will show a 

variety of mesh reactor designs which result in a variety of 

temperature time responses. Some such as Hamilton, Niksa and 

Freihaut used programmable power systems to achieve the desired 

temperature/time programs . However , those that do not possess some 

form of servo system of feedback control cannot reproduce linear 
0 temperature rises at the lower heating rates (<1000 C/S, dependant 

on mesh configuration and power supply). 

The importance of ensuring linear heating of Lhe coal 

particulate/mesh system stems from considerations of the kinetics 

of the reaction processes. Consider a chemical decomposition as 

follows: 

ac -· - ·-~products 

For a first order process , 

rate of reaction = r = -.!_ . A_[c] = 
a dt 

defining , k(T) _ a . k a (T) 

R = - d [C) = k (T) 
dt 

[ c] 

and noting k (T) = A exp (-EA/RT) 

- d[C] = A exp (-EAIRT) (3 ) 
[ c] 

t 

k a 

( 2) 

i.e. ln [C]o = J A exp (-EjRT) dl ( 4 ) 
~ 

0 

(T)[C] (1) 

For an isothermal experiment the above yields the relation 

C(t) = Co [ 1-exp[-t A exp ( - EjRT)] 

In the above case , [Co) = maximum initial concentration of reactant 

which decomposes . In the case of coal this is replaced by a 

commonly used fractiona l decomposition parameter which is usually 

measured by gravimetric means (e.g. weight loss). 
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Thus F = fraction of undercomposed coal 

= 1 - V = 1 - mass loss at time (t) 
Vo Ultimate mass loss 

Thus F varies from 1 ~ 0 as the coal decomposition proceeds 

( f ('r I t i me l l . 

Eqn ( 4) is recast as follows by the preceding 
t 

- in (Vo-V) 
(---v0) 

= ! A exp (-E1JRT) (4a) 
0 

definition: 

In a non-isothermal experiment where temperature rises as 

some function of time, the R . H.S . of Eqn (4a) cannot be analytically 

integrated , unless the relationship is hyperbolic! 214 l However , 

a linear variation in T/t is both simple to implement in a heating 

circuit and also minimises any differences in reaction rate 

existing between the beginning and end of the reaction with respect 

to isothermal experiments . 

Thus for a n imposed heating rate , dT = m 
dt 

- 1.n (Vo-V) 
( Vo ) 

= 

Reference to the literature will provide numerous approximationf 

1or the integrat i qn of the R . H.S . of Eqn (5). One such approximation 

used for the single overall reaction model study will be used later . 

For the present , the above analysis highlights the requirement for 

linearity of imposed heating ramp in the mesh reactor . 

5 . 4 . 1 Initial mesh configuration 

Extensive development was conducted stage by stage on all 

aspects o f the .electrically heated mesh. This included investi-

gations of mesh loading, temperature programme , lags in measured 
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temperature and power programming . Initial tests revealed the 

operating ranges of heaLing rates and mesh weights sustainable 

by the power delivered from a 12V transformer operating off a 50 !Iz 

mains supply at 240V . The transformer was capable of delivering 

70A at steady state conditions , but could sustain much higher 

heating currents at the very early stages of power application 

to the cold mesh . Thus , high heating rates were possible at 

largely linear profile by presetting voltages and durations of 

power supply in the 2 heating pulse periods . 

Tests of power de l ivered under constant current conditions 

(by variation of a series resistance) and under constant voltage 

conditions (preset by variac control) indicated that the latter 

was desirable from the viewpoint of stability and predictability . 

Constant current operation resulted in instabilities reflected 

by overshoots and undershoots of temperature in the temperature/ 

time profile . These deviations in temperature and lags in 

thermocouple readings of the mesh temperature were detected by a 

Silicon photocell . The operating range of the photocell with 

minor ampli~~~~~t,bn. of output signal was possible from 450°C- <1200°C . 

Larger amplification of the signal and operation under conditions 
0 of low external l ight extended the bottom range to 400 C . However , 

this was achieved at the cost of unstable signal output . The 

photocell suffered saturation in its output at temperatures greater 

than 800°C and thus its most useful range was limited to 450 - 800°C . 

The photocell being hardy , of small size ( - Smm diameter including 

housing) and of very fast r esponse was found to be extremely 
in t:he-

useful\developmen tal design of the system including improv~mentR 

in experimental technique . 
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The initial electrical as~ects of the system is depicted 

in figure31 . By operating under A.C . heating conditions , it 

was possible to obtain accurate metering of the period of power 

supply to the mesh system by means of the zero crossing solid 

state Lhyristor switches. Thus overshoots and undershoots in 

temperature were avoided. (Comparison with stored profiles of 

the photocell output to the latter traces also aided in the 

detection of temperature time deviations). Time resolution was 

limited to lOms intervals . Time control o£ the processes of 

power delivery, including triggering of the digital transient 

recorder (digital storage of fast rising Temp/time signal) was 

under the control o£ a preset pulse sequence delay generator. 

The latter could be preset for simultaneous or sequential 

operation with a time control over evenLs ranging from microseconds 

to 999 seconds . It was used also in high speed photography studies 

for controlling the simultaneous operation of a cine camera along 

with power delivery to the mesh system . 

Tests with side insertion of thermocouple wires to the 

~esh of various wire diameters indicated that 50 ~m diameter 

Chromel-Alumel were the most suitable from the viewpoint of 

physical handling and ability to follow profiles up to 5000°C/S . 

But tests with the photocell showed up lags which were found to 

vary with heating rate and peak temperature reached (see figure 33). 

These experimentally estimated lags are in agreement with lags 

estimated by P . Arendt o£ the Berbau group (refer P Arendt thesis) 

and the variation of heating lags with peak temperature agrees 

with a similar study of electrically heated sections . (ref : Green 

s . J . and Hunt , T. w., "Accuracy and response of thermocouples 

for surface and fluid temperature measurements " ; source of 
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reference not available) . The la~Ler is a result of increased 

radiation losses at the higher temperatures . 

Whilst many useful experiments and information was obtained 

from this design of ~he mesh system , non linerarities of heating 

profile at the lower heating rates and suspected inaccuracies of 
0 temperature profiles at the lower temperatures (<400 C) and the 

higher temperatures (>800°C) led to the design o£ an improved 

system . By comparison of the linearised output of the mesh 

electrical resistance variation with temperature and photocell 

and thermocouple outputs a feedback control system of power 

delivery was implemented. The system was designed by R. Holt 

of the Houldsworth School to whom the author is indebted for its 

final conception. In the former system adjustments to the power 

settings (voltages) had to be made following coal loading to the 

mesh based on rough calculations and previous experience . Thus 

the temperature/time profile could depart occasionally from 

pre- set values based on the unloaded mesh . In the new system , 

the feedback capability allowed aulomatic matching of t he power 

~emanded by the extra load to the desired heating ramp profile 

stored electronically . 

The former electrical system was also employed for early 

studies of single coal particles using graphite rods as both 

particle holder and heat source . These early studies provided 

visual and photographic information of a different kind from the 

mesh photomicrographic studies which was developed by the author 

for studying the physical kinetic aspects of coal Pyrolysis. 
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5. 4. 2 Stage 2 mesh configuration 

The major components of the final system consist~d of power 

control by phase angle power metering , triac power switching 

coupled to a zero crossing detecting circuit (prevents instabilities 

due to high frequency rf . Nois~ generated by switching of large 

currents), an apto isolator switch (isolates activiling circuit 

from solid state triac switch) , sensing elements, reference 

heating profiles and comparator circuits . (R~f~r fig . 3~) 

Essentially phase angle power control allows the thyristor 

power switch to be activated at a specific point in each half 

cycle of the A. C . waveform , of a magnitude determined by the 

power demands of the heating cycle (Refer fig 15 which shows 

the heating voltage waveforms for 5000°C/S heating rate to a 

steady state temperature of 300°C) . 

Using either thermocouple or mesh resistance or photocell 

response as sensor , the output of the sensor is compared to the 

output of the electronically generated temperature programmer 

and any difference, amplified by a differential amplifier . The 

amplified difference or error signal is applied to the phase angle 

power control in proportion to the error signal such that , the 

earlier in the mains half cycle the thyristors are switched on , 

the greater the average power supplied to the mesh during the 

half cycle (refer fig 35) . 

The mechanism of the above power metering is achieved as 

follows. At every zero crossing voltage of the A. C. supply , a 

zero crossing detector produces a pulse which is used to reset 

the output voltage of a lOOIIz ramp generator . (The temperature 
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programmer was set to produce a control volLage for the heating 

circuit with sv being equivalent to 1000°C . On starting the 

heating program, following a preset delay of 2s the electronically 

generated ramp sLarLs rising to reach a steady peak voltage value 

corresponding to the steady state temperature chosen . The period 

of the steady state temperature is preset by a calibrated 10 turn 

dial (0-100 seconds, in 20 ms time resolution period). At the end 

of the preset period, the output voltage falls to zero and the 

programmer is reset for the next sequence ). The output of the 

generator then falls to zero volts linearly in 10 ms (for mains 

frequency of 50 Hz). At this time another pulse arrives from the 

zero crossing detector to reset the ramp generator . A comparator 

circuit compares the error signal from a difference amplifier with 

the instantaneous ramp voltage. Thus , when the ramp voltage falls 

below the error signal level, the output of the comparator produces 

a negative signal, which switches on the opto-coupled triac switch. 

The output terminals of the triac are connected to the power 

thyristor gates and one of these is triggered on . The arrangement 

of the circuit precludes firing of the power thyristor switches 

earlier than 2ms after the zero crossing . This provides sufficient 

time for temperature measureme nts by any one of the sensors 

mentioned. Thus temperature measurements are made undisturbed by 

the heating currents flowing in the mesh . The sensor amplifier 

is enab l ed by a pulse from the comparator for the measurements 

to take place. 
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5.4.2.1 Temperature sensing elements 

(a) The thermocouple which is spot welded to the mesh was used 
0 for feedback control of the circuit at heating rates <1000 C/S. 

Earlier work (vide infra) had indicated significant temperature 

lags at the higher heating rates by comparison of the output 

profiles of the photocell to steady state temperature and 

transient pulse profiles of the thermocouple output. 

A series of heating pulse tests on thermocouples of different 

wire diameters suggested that the response time of the thermocouple 

was a complex function of bead diameter, imposed heating rate, 

film heat transfer coefficient and thermal properties of the gas 

surrounding the thermocouple. Where there was intermittent 

contact between surface and bead as may occur following mesh 

movements during heating or under vacuum conditions, significant 

errors were detected (Refer to a comprehensive analysis by Niksa, 

ref: 216 and his thesis for vacuum effects). 

These early studies were confirmed by calculations and 

comparison of profiles generated by the new feedback system 

controlled by resistance output sensing or by photocell output 

control, both of which are near instantaneous in their response. 

Calculations of time constants for imposed heating rate of 1000°C/S 

in an argon atmosphere for various bead diameters resulted in 

estimated temperature lags of 29°C for 50 ~m bead size, 75°C for 

100 ~m bead size and 45°C for 75 ~m bead size. 

Spot welding of the thermocouple improved on these figures 

but for the 50 ~m wire diameter thermocouple, lags were still 

apparent, which is a reflection of heat losses down the bare wires 
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during heating and the complex geometry of the mesh/thermocouple 

system. A calculation was done of steady state error under 

conditions of natural convection for wire diameter, 50 ~m. An 

error of ± 11.5°c was found for a peak temperature of 1000°C. 

Experiments were conducted on Analar grade metals of Sb, Tin 

and Pb (using a cine camera) at the supposed melting points of 

these metals at particle sizes of 75-90 ~m loaded onto the mesh 

and subjected to transient heating and steady state temperature 

profiles. The errors at steady state were found to be as 

follows: 

~ in , ( mp = 2 31 • 9 ° C ) 

Pb, (mp = 327 . 3°C) 

Sb , (mp = 630 . 5°C) 

0 steady state error ± 1 . 2 C 

steady state error ± 4 . 2°C 

steady state error ± 6 . 7°C 

These values suggest a steady state error dependant on the 

temperature driving force difference which appears to be in 

accord with the value calculated for 1000°C , peak temperature 
0 (± 11.5 C) . 

Transient l ags estimated by the melting point method were 

more variable than those estimated by recourse to photocell 

comparisons . The following results were obtained : 

T 0 Eeak C lag (OC) Gas 

1019 630°C 25 . 5 ±12°C Argon 

1031 630°C 40 . 5 ±13.8°C " 

980 630°C 33 ±13°C " 

Clearly the thermocouple control circuit could not be used 

for heating rates >900°C/S . However , it is reliable at lower 

heating rates. The thermocouple signals were amplified by a 
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differential amplifier. A linearizing network of diodes and 

resistors were used to produce a linear output with respect to 

the temperature range spanned. Cold temperature compensation 

was provided by a sensor adjacent to the thermocouple terminals. 

Measurement of temperature was conducted by means of a gating 

circuit driven by pulses which coincide with the thyristor firing 

pulses which disables the thermocouple amplifier during the perioc 

of application of heating current to the mesh. The thermocouple 

output drives a digital temperature display. The temperature 

profile may be displayed on a suitable display device. 

(b) Resistance temperature measurement 

By passing a stabilised current of O.SA through the mesh 

dynamic resistance measurements of the mesh may be made. The 

voltage across the terminal posts was amplified by a differential 

amplifier. The amplified signal was linearized by a network of 

diodes and resistors and a control dial on the front panel of 

the equipment allows the signal level to be adjusted to agree 

with the thermocouple signal. This was found to be necessary 

owing to the variable resistances of different meshes. Measure-

ments were conducted by applying the gating technique as described 

before. Like the thermocouple output voltage signal, the output 

may be used to control temperature level of the mesh. 

Measurements of contact resistances dissipated at the point 

of connection to the brass electrode posts indicated <±0.5% of 

the total resistance. Thus the average mesh temperature measured 

by this method was reasonable and available over the full 

temperature range employed for the study . 
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(c) Silicon photocell control 

As there was no electrical connection between the mesh and 

the photocell sensor , gating of the output signal was not necessary 

for measurement and contro l. It ' s use was restricted to temperature s 

>450°C and may be used in conjunction with thermocouple control 

by adjusting the gain of the photoce l l amplifier to match the 

latter ' s output to the output voltage of the thermocouple amplifier 

at a set point . By employing an arrangement of precision rectifier 

circuits the photocel l could then take control of the mesh heating 

current at any time when the photocell amplifier output was 

greater that of the thermocouple amp l ifier output , (at higher 

temperatures the photocell output is large relative to the 

thermocouple output) . It was thus possible to supress overshoots 

of mesh temperature even at high heating rates using the thermocoup l e 

as master for the early part of the heating cycle when the photocell 

output is relatively low . (Refer to figs 36 & 37 for i l lustration 

of sensor output profiles) . 

5 . 5 Photomicrograph y s t udies 

A technique was developed for studying the dynamic trans -

formations of single and multiple particle assemblies within the 

mesh folds , on it~ surface or of particles held within the mesh 

holes . A Bolex Electric cine camera with a speed of 50 frames 

per second was used to obtain 16mm cine fi l ms . Exposure times 

were dictated by rotation speed of the prism at the camera 

position behind the camera lens . Tests were conducted on a 

digital watch of lms time resolution and a conservative estimate 

of steady state time resolution per frame was found to be 19 . 24ms 
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± 3.8ms. A delay time of 2 seconds was found to be sufficient 

from the moment of camera activation to power delivery to lhe 

mesh to allow stable steady state operation of the filming speed . 

Extensive tests with the system indicated that both 

transmittedlight and reflected light photography was possible 

down to SO~m particle sizes. Owing to the limited depth of 

field of high magnification systems , techniques were developed 

for keeping the mesh/particle system flat during the period of 

heating . The information obtained by either method of photo-

micrography were different in quality and kind . Reflected light 

photography was more difficult in terms of limited depth of 

field and light requirements . However , observation of surfac~ 

flow on particle surfaces, dynamic blow hole formation and other 

featur0s were possible with this method . 

Size changes including porosity changes of the reacting 

particle was more amenable by means of transmitted light 

photography . Optical glass fibre guided light source was used 

for this method . Focus and visual observation was much helped 

by a high quality ground glass screen available for this purpose 

in the Bolex camera . 

The optical system consisted of a light microscope system 

with a high numerical aperture (X4 magnification) and an eyepiece 

of X10-X17 magnification . The camera lens was removed and focus 

was made possible by movement of the microscope tube stem . The 

microscope system was stabilised on a heavy metal platform to 

reduce vibrational disturbances . The Bolex camera was mounted 

on a heavy tripod frame with the possibility of 3 way movement 

at the camera head. 
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The particle diameter was estimated by means of project ion 

of the developed 16mm film on to a white paper sheet . The image 

was approximated to an ellipsoid and an equivalent mean diameter, 

de of a sphere of the same volume was estimated by the following 

formulae: 

de D V vertical axis length 

dh = horizontal axis length 

Frame by frame inspection was possible by means of the 

projector system available. Many useful observations were also 

made by means of purely visual observations in both the mesh system 

and the use of a graphite rod holder . Information so collated 

was useful in adjunct to SEM studies of partially reacted coal 

particles at various temperature time histories. 

5 . 6 Mesh loading variations 

The following loading variations were attempted: 

1) Slurry load (7-20mg) on to mesh of SO~m holes and SO ~m 

wire diameter as well as meshes of 75 ~m hole diameters 

and 50 ~m wire diameter . The latter packing allowed better 

contact b~tw~~n coal par~icl~s and m~sh surfac~s for th~ 

75-90 ~m fractions. 

2) 'Dry' loads of coal particles in both meshes of sample 

sizes 3-lOmg . 

In both the above cases contact between particles and mesh 

surfaces was enhanced by applying a tension to the brass posts 

by drawing them towards the centre of the reactor (f ractionally) 
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before fixing the mesh in place. The former studies coupled 

with the photography studies suggested significant heat and 

mass transfer problems which led to the development of a unigue 

method o£ particle loading as follows: 

(3) particles of size 75-90 ~m were loaded by pressing 

them into the holes of the 75 ~m holes of the 200 mesh stainless 

stee l screen mesh . This was done by careful brushing of the 

particles on to a previously double folded mesh. This was 

followed by gentle rolling of a firm plaslic cylinder over the 

mesh surface . Excess partic l es were brushed of£ and the mesh/ 

coal/thermocouple composite was carefully folded for weighing 

in a sartorius analytical balance. The latter technigue allowed 

loadings of about 2mg sample sizes . The middle section of the 

fold was left free of particles so that no particle surface 

came into contact with each other which can l ead to particle 

agglomeration or hinder tar evolution. 

The technigue allowed the best contact of coal particles 

to the mesh surfaces such that the mesh comp l etely surround s 

the particles and remains in contact with the mesh wires during 

the period of heating. Any particles falling off the holes 

during handling or heating largely fell on free mesh surfaces . 

However, great care was needed in handling procedures and 

considerably increased the complexity of the mesh technigue . 

Estimates of errors stemming from particle loss during fixation 

of mesh to the e l ectrodes was found necessary . Consequently the 

errors were larger in yield measurements , particularly at 

temperatures below coa l melting (<350°C) and fragmentation of 

highly reacted char particles at high temperatures (>900°C) . 
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The mesh size used was Scm x Scm , of type 304 stainless 
iSS 

steel (same type used by Menster et al). The composition was 

as follows : 

C = 0 . 05% ; Si = 0 . 6% ; Mn x 0 . 8% ; 

Cr = 18.5% ; Ni = 10% ; Balance = Fe . 

The mesh undergoes decarbonization at 400 - 600°C which 

embrittles the mesh . All mesh screens were prefired at high 

temperatures in flowing Argon gas to ensure as near constant 

properties as possible between meshes before particle loadings . 

5 . 7 Fluidised bed configuration and design 

Extensive development and study of various feed geometries , 

coal feed technique and sampling procedures led to a design ofa 

fluidised bed Pyrolysis system sketched out in fig 38 .. 

The system consisted of a N2 fluidised sand bed with 

probes for measurement of temperature displayed on a digital 

Jenway device and a 1 . 0 mm diameter tube probe for tests on 

gas distribution profiles . A feed deliver y system consisting 

of a tube of double skin dips just below the bed surface . Feed 

was injected batchwise through the centra l tube by means of a 

pulse of ' N2 ' gas metered t hrough a 3 way PTFE va l ve connected 

to a glass feed hopper . Reproducible coal feeds of about 90mg 

were injected by this means into the fluidised bed . The outer 

skin of the feed tube was cooled by a very small flow of air to 

ensure injected coal feed did not cake duri ng its passage t hrough 

the inner tube . A smooth ceramic diffuser was attached to the 
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bottom of the feeder Lube that ensured dispersion of the 

relatively concentrated feed pulse. 

The bed consisted of silica sand of particle size 89-125 ~m 

The inner diameter of the fluidised reactor was 4 . 0cm with a 

total height of 19 . 0cm and an offtake side arm for effluent 

flow at about 14cm . Slumped bed height ranged from 2 . 5 to 3 . 7 cm 

with a bed weight of 42 - 57g. Runs were performed at near atmospheric 

pressure (102- 108 kPa) . 

Minimum fluidisation velocities calcu la ted by commonly used 

correlations underestimated the Umf values compared to experimentally 

determined values determined by pressure drop measurements . On 

average runs were conducted at 5-8 times Umf . Owing to caking 

of even the weakly caking coals used with the sand particles, 

the use of high fluidisation velocities was required at Lhe 

intermediate temperatures (500-7 50°C) . A similar effect was 
125 

noted by Tyler et al , which by comparison with Jargely agglomeration 

free fluidisation with larger sand particles suggest a momentum 

effect . 

The bed was heated by an e l ectric furnace which attained 

steady state conditions within periods of 1-3 hrs depending on 

temperature of bed required . 

The effluent stream was passed through a water coo l ed 

stainless stee l tube packed with a glass fibre thimble filled 

wilh glass wool . The tar trap was covered by solid co2 ice 

pieces during the run periods . A liquor trap followed the tar 

trap also cooled by co2 ice . The remaining liquid s free effl uent 

passed through a 3 way solenoid valve which vents to the 
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atmosphere normally, but is activated during Pyrolysis runs 

to flow into a sampling system consisting either of a gas proof 

teflon bag or an on-line CO and II/C I.R . gas analyser . 

The time for sampling was controlled by a programmable 

timer capable of sampling times ranging from 0 . 5-1 28 seconds . 

Sampling times and flows were accurately metered, the latter 

by a calibrated rotameter at the fluidising gas input side and 

a wet drum meter at the output side. The sampling times required 

for total gas collection was determined from concentration/time 

curves generated by the I.R . gas analyser , recorded on a multi-

chart recorder. These curves were useful for determining problems 

such as defluidisation brought about by excessive bed agg lomeration 

or feed tube blockage at the higher temperatures . 

It was possible to detect 11 2s gas by use of wetted lead 

acetate paper placed in the path of the effluent gas stream. 

The concentration was estimated from a precalibrated 11 2s 

colorimeter . Lead acetate reacts with H2S to produce a dark 

brown/purple black deposit by the following reaction : 

The Lar in Lhe thimble/glass fibre composite was extracted 

with THF in a Soxhlet apparatus . It was then dried using a 

rotary vacuum evaporator and finally under flowing N2 whilst 

being heated gently in a glass pyrex flask . It was thus possible 

to estimate tar yields gravimetrically . A fine mesh basket 

preceded the tar trap to trap any elutriated char particles 

(6-10% of char was elutriated depending on bed temperature and 

degree of char sand agglomeration) . 
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~ 
Total yields were found by weighing~feeder tube befor e 

and after coal feeding and the char/sand composite at the end 

of the run . Liquids yield were also estimated gravimetrically. 

5.8 Gas analysis 

The gas yields were detected by G.C . injection of samples 

from Lhe gas bag and from known gas flows during the sampling 

runs . Syringe sampling was also conducted from the mesh reactor 

under both vacuum and static diluent gas pressure . The mesh 

reactor volume was then backfilled to an excess pressure of 

4- 10 mm llg above room pressure , measured by a U-tube manometer . 

Room temperature and pressure readings were noted on the 

daysthat gas sampling was conducted. (The mesh system did not 

allow light liquids collection (BTX, ammoniacal liquor and H20) 

as in the fluidised bed system . Further , tar recovery proved 

to be difficult in the mesh reactor owing to the limited 

quantities generated . Early work conducted with a glass fibre 

filter paper at the effluent stream of the mesh reactor led 

to interesting observations of qualitative tar evolution 

behaviour) . 

Gas chromatography ana l ysis of the gas collected was 

conducted on appropriate G. C . columns. H2 and co2 were detected 

on silica gel co lumns using a TC detector and Argon carrier gas 

stream. II 2 and CO were detected on molecular sieve columns 

using a similar arrangemen t as for the silica gel. 

Hydrocarbon gases were analysed on co l umns fitted with FID 

detectors . Two columns were used , a n - Octane Porasi l C column 
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and a Phenyl Isocyanate column . A maximum of 16 gases were 

detected ranging from c1-c5 H/C gases . The best separation 

was obtained on the phenylisocyanate column maintained at 
0 around room temperature (19-25 C) . However , c 3H6 and n - C4H10 

evolved together and could only be resolved on the N-Octane column. 

In the latter column c 211 6 and c211 4 appeared together as a composite 

including the c 4 unsaturates . Total detection from a single 

injection took about 40 minutes for complete separation . 

The identification of the gases were simulated by dummy 

runs on prepared gas mixtures and observing their elution times 

in sequence and finally as a composite mixture . It was apparent 

however Lhat other heavier gases/liquids were not being detected 

owing to their low vapour pressures . Gases such as HCN, ammonia 

H2o vapour and others of trace quantities could not be detected 

by the analytical system employed. 

Because of the low concentrations of CO and co2 in the 

mesh reactor system coupled to the much lower sensitivity of 

the TC detector compared to the FID detector, these gases 

produced variable results , especially at the lower temperatures . 

Recourse to the fluidised bed results clearly indicate that 

these gases were significant components of the gas composition 

over a wide temperature range for the coals used in this work . 
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CHAPTER 6 

INTERPRETATION AND OVERVIEW OF RESULTS 

6 . 1 Analytical and petrographic coal properties 

Proximate a nalysis and ultimate analytical data (Perkin 

Elmer 240C Elemental Analyser) , including petrographic ana l ysis 

was collated . (A quantitative analysis was performed by A Carr 

of LRS , British Gas PLC) . A guanlitative analysis was performed 

on Markham Main coal (75/90 ~m partic l es) by the author using a 

technique suggested by A. H. V. Smith of British Coal. Observations 

indicated the presence of significant pyrites inclusions . A 

significant part of the Inertinite group of macerals was dominated 

by Semifusinite , followed by massive macrinite and micrinite . 

Proximate Analysis (75/90 ~m) 

M Main (Rank 700) Goldthorpe (Rank 800) 

JI20 3 . 61% 3 . 70 % 

Ash 2 . 37% 1.56% 

VM (da£) 38 .4 2% 40 . 99% 

FC (daf) 54 . 99% 54 . 01% 

Ultimate Elemental Analysis, M Main (Wt %) 

75/90 !Jm 90/125 fJm 150/212 f.! m 

81.32 (daf) 74 . 8 (db) 81.78 (daf) c 

5 .4 9 (daf) 5.5 (db) 5 . 28 (daf) H 

1. 79 (daf) 2 . 1 (db) 1. 86 (daf) N 

9 . 96 (daf l 9 . 32 (daf) 0 

1. 44 (daf) 1. 35 (daf) s (total l 
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Mar:-kham Main Maceral Comeosition {Vo l %) 

75/90 f.Jffi 90/125 f.Jffi 150/212 !Jffi 

Vitrinite 78 79 68 ( 71) * 

Inertjnite 13 9 21 ( 21) * 

Exinite 9 12 11 ( 8) * 

* MRS data 

Goldthoq~e Elemental Anal;tsis (75/90 fJ m) 

79 . 95 C ( daf) 

5 . 75 11 " 

1. 98 N " 

11.84 0 " 

0 . 79 s " (total) 

GoldLhoree (75/ 90) H 1·1ain {7 5/90) 

B S Swelling No: 1-1~ 1-1~ 

c .v. 7326 cal/g 7322 cal/g 

H/C 0 . 87 0 . 81 

0/C 0 . 0919 0 .1 115 

Apparent 
molecular C100 II87 N2 5 o . 4 0 11 C100 H81 N2 5 o . 7 °9 formulae 

6 . 2 Initial Studies and Results 

Initially , several tests were conducted on the mesh reactor 

using meshes of various sizes, configuration and mesh hole size . 

Studies were conducted under both constanl current mode (by using 

an external resistor) and constant voltage mode (using variacs 

to set the voltages for 2 stage heating). 
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A series of studies were conducted or temperature variations 

of the mesh using simultaneously side inserted thermocouple bead 

and spot welded thermocouple. (A design to spot weld thermocouple 

on to the mesh was constructed and spot welds made using a high 

magnification microscope stage for viewing). 

The studies indicated that for 50 micron wire Chrome! Alumel 

thermocouples , and heating conducted under flowing argon gas : 

1) Placing the bead so that it was slightly above bottom 

0 fold resulted in a temperature 12-14 C above that indicated 

by the spot welded thermocouple. (This was an effect noted 

by Freihaut et al as well , and in the view of the author is 

probably due to a combination of convection and mesh geometry 

effect) . It was also noted that the thermocouple moved 

about in this position resulting in variable readings at 

the peak temperature . 

2) By wedging the bead more firmly between the top and 

bottom folds of the mesh , the agr~~m~nt b~tw~~n th~ two 

thermocouples was found to be ±2°C . 

3) Significant temperature lags were found for case of 

vacuum runs with the side inserted thermocouple . 

4) Near the mesh edges and near the e l ec~rode posts , the 

mesh was cooler than the central region by ±7 - 14°C and 

±23-25°C in the worst cases . 

Thus only a centra l two thirds of t he mesh was of uniform 

temperature and coa l particles had to be loaded inlo this area by 

some means . (Refer to Ch 5 for estimates of steady state and 

transient errors) . 
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Initial studies were conducted on a small mesh (22mm x 30mm) 

using 53 ~m coal particle size (high volatile 902 rank coal) to 

test for yield measurement efficiencies . A glass fibre filter 

was used to effect tar trapping . The results are indicated in 

figure (7\) . Here coal particles were brushed on to the mesh 

surface (hole size 51 microns) with a brush , the excess brushed 

off and the mesh folded once before fixation to the brass electrodes . 

Considerab le scatter was found owing to partic l e l oss during 

handling of the mesh . The results presented represent the l east 

variable sel arnong a set of runs and serves mer0J y to illustrate 

certain trends and observations made during these initia l studies 

intended Lo develop the mesh technique. It was observed that 

during Pyrolysis , the tars evolved with some force , with a 'hissing ' 

evaporative effect. There was a cloud like evolution of tar 

aerosol with the lighter components carried off by the flowing 

argon gas stream . A flow of lL/min was used which was fou nd to 

be optimum for the reactor sufficient to maximuse tar trapping 

at the filter paper whilst minimising turbulence which causes 

evolving tars to redeposit over mesh surfaces . It was observed 

the cloud of tar neverthe l ess remains in the mesh vicinity for 

a time with the heaviest components sinking to the bottom of the 

reactor base . There was also some tar ('heavy ' tar) depositing 

on the mesh electrode supports and l ighter material c~ating the 

reactor sides . 

Figure (A) indicates that the ' lighter ' tar lrapped by the 

glass fibre filter exhibits a max imum at about 450°C. It was 

found after many trials that comp l ete tar recovery was difficult 

to achieve . Aluminium foi l liners were used along with methylene 
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chloride solvent washing of the reaclor walls. However , tar 

recovery proved to be a time consuming affair and subject Lo 

considerable weighing error and incomplete recovery was the rule 

rather than the norm . In subsequent runs, tar was recovered by 

solvent washing of the reactor components by high purity 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvent and stored in glass vials in a 

dessicator. Tar yield was estimated by difference between total 

volatile yield and where this was conducted gas yield 

Corrections were made for Pyrolytic H20 formation and liquor 

by recourse to an emperical formulae provided by Probert et al 

and liquor yield (II 2o + BTX + other liquids) from fluidized bed 

work . [Probert found that for T>S00°c up to 1000°c, Pyrolytic 

H20 could be correlated by 11 20 (mass %, daf) = 19.7 0 C + 1.64]. 

An experimentally determined tar yield for Markham Main coal was 

determined from a composite of runs from long and short residence 

times and differing loading of coal particulate packing geometry 

for comparative purposes . 

Before moving on to the main results to be discussed, a 

number of qualitative and quantitative trends of interest are 

noted at this stage . With regard to tar evolution a peak yield 

of light tar was noted around 425-475°C as nol~d. Obs~rvalions 

of the tars evolved indicated the following trends with reference 

to Markham Main (Rank 700) coal. 
slun-'v 0~ 

(dp =75/90 ~m, atmospheric 

conditions, mass~ loads,.. 5-2lmg tightly packed into a 75 ~m mesh 

reactor and dried overnight in a vacuum oven): 

' 290oc mesh discolour~d and oily with v~ry light patch~s (light 

y0ll~w) on the filter pap~r. A strong smell of H/C and or thioph~nic 

material was 0vid~nt. 
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light sunflower yellow oil patch noted on the filLer. 

Glass sides smeared with oily film (Tar yield - 13 . 4%) 

0~ 0.. 
459°c light and heavy tar evolved. Heavy tar

1
light 

brown co l our and the light tars were grey/brown/smokey 

(Tar yie ld - 16.9%) 

khaki 

in character. 

large evolution of mainly dark brown tar (Tar yield -

14 . 7%). 

Tar colour on filter paper indicated blackish brown 

streaks in the middle intermixed with chocolate brown tar . On 

the outer edges of the filter was the bright sunflower yellow 
0 oils/tar noted at lower temperatures ( <412 C). 

Very dark brown tar was evolved with more of the black/ 

brown tar noted as well as the light yellow oils/vapours. 

A noticeable feature, particularly noted for the case of 

low loadings (1-2mg pressed into 75 ~m hole mesh and double 

folded) was the following: 

At the higher temperatures ( >700°C) , the tars smearing 

the sides of the reactor vessel had the form of an inverted 

funnel. The ' funnel ' consisted of lighter gradations of brown 

coloured tar at the outer edges with darker tar towards the centre 

of the smear . In the centre of the smear was found the dark 

brown/black tars noted earlier. 

Reference to a number of holographic studies of coal 

particle ignition studies225 • 216 show , for the majority of particles, 

an attached spherical volatile flame with long soot-like trails 

ahead of the onion shaped top of the flame. A number of studies 
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conducted by the author on the mesh , of partially Pyrolysed char 

indicated a similar characteristic , to be discussed later . The 

preceding observations along with figure (A) indicate: 

1) Tar evolution consists of a range of tar types wilh the 

character of the tar changing with temperature . 

2) The colour of the tar at the higher temperatures indicate 

oxygenated groups (aromatic ether linked Lars?) evolving . 

3) The light coloured, sunflower yellow oils/tars suggest , 

possibly sulfer containing species of a light molecular 

weight fraction . Their increased reappearance at higher 
0 temperatures (>800 C) suggest that some cracking of light 

components may be occurring . 

4) The tar evolution appears to dominate the overall weight 

loss at the earlier temperatures <S00°c. However , the peak 

noted below this temperature is also an artifact arising 

from the increasing appearance of heavy tar at these 

temperatures which end up on the reactor base , thus missing 

the filter . . 

5) It was noted that at higher heating rates >1000°C/S in 

atmosphere , the tar evolution was rapid , emitting with a 

hissing noise . The velocity of projection was also observed 

to be higher at the higher temperatures . 

Studies of coal loaded onto the 50 ~m mesh simulating the 
J57 experimental conditions of Loison & Chauvin Paul Arcndt 

Freihaut and others 225 , 216 showed up different characteristics 

of mass loss and tar evolution characteristics compared to 
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the 75 urn mesh loadings. (The resulLs of figure A were obtained 

from conditions approximating to the single particle case. 

Refer to section 5.6 for packing co nditions). In the case 

of the 50 urn mesh screens, at high loadings (S-12mg, flowing 

diluent argon or helium gas), the total yields and tar 

evolution charactersitics were shifted to higher temperatures 

and Limes. 

Thus, the light sunflower yellow oils were first noLiced at 
0 

~emperatures 438 - 452 C . Rapid evolution of heavy tars occurred 

only at temperatures >550°C . At high temperatures, >700°C tar 

evolution became as violent and as rapid as that observed for the 

75 micron mesh at lower temperatures (vide infra). 

and~r 
Fig MlAprepresent the total volatile yields for the 50 

and 75 micron mesh as a function of peak temperature and 

'isothermal' peak holding times at the peak temperature. (Conditions 

were 1000°C/S heating rate of the mesh/coal composite , with argon gas 

flow at atmospheric pressure . 6-llmg for 50 micron mesh and 

5-13mg for 75 micron mesh) . 

Figures MMlH H5 and MMSO show the cumulative volatile 

yield during the period of mesh/coal heating to the peak temperature 

followed immediately by convective and radiative cooling to the 

surroundings , including conductive cooling down the heavy brass 

electrodes¥ (residence time at peak temperature, 10 milli-seconds 

and a cooling rate of 200-250°C/S). Some tests were conducted 

with gas cooled injection of a blast of N2 or Argon at the mesh/ 

coal composite at the point of heaLing current cut off at the 

peak temperature . (The cooling gas was ducted through a metal coil 
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dipped in a liquid N2 bath) . The coolant stream was initiated 

by a voltage pulse to a solenoid valve (± lOms response time) 

at the end of the heating period , the whole sequence of operation 

being controlled by the sequential timer (vide infra) . Cooling 

rates of 440°C/S were achieved at atmospheric flow conditions 

and 1110°CJS for vacuum conditions (<40 torrs) . Several runs 

indicated little effe:·t on ultimate volatile yield for this extra 

cooling rate . Thus further development of a cooling quench system 

was abandoned. (There is however a maximum delay of 20 milli-

seconds between heating current switch off and coolant injection) 

Figures MMlllE , MMSH (1000°CJS and 5000°C/S in helium blanket , 

75/90 ~m) including figures MMG and MMlG (1000°C/S, 90/125 ~m andl50/ 

212 urn) show the total ylelds at heating up in h0lium gas at fairly lo~ 

coal loadings (3-8.0 mg) . Figure MV refers to total volatile yield 

at vacuum conditions (0 . 5-5 Torrs) ~nd ~tmospheric conditions and long 

residence time at the peak temperature (t = 9 . 5s) . Some runs 

were conducted at 200°C/S in both helium and Argon gas streams 

as well as vacuum. However , the mesh system heated up at grossly 

non linear rates at the higher temperatures (>600-650°C) . This 

was an effect noted for so called ' programmed ' heating driven 

mesh systems such as that used by Niksa . Subsequent development 

of a feedback control heating system overcame these problems at 

a later stage (refer Ch 5) . 

6.3 Analysis of st~ge one mesh reactor studies 

The characteristics of the curves indicate considerable 

variation and individually reflects various characteristics 

reported by others who have utilised the mesh tec hnique . 
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Figure MIA and MI indicate low mass losses at temperatures 

below 500°C, even for a residence Lime of 10s for the 50 um 

mesh case. The character of the curves are similar to that 

reported by a number of studies (N. Derkowitz~3 Wiser et al 

using static packed beds). At higher temperatures there is 

increased mass loss during heat up followed by a rapidly rising 

mass loss as a function of isothermal heating time at the peak 

temperature. The cumulative yield approaches an asymptote at 

times and rates depending on the peak temperature reached. 

These are similar to the curves reported by Niksa using a similar 

mesh reactor. The form of the curves would suggest a two component 

or a maximum of 3 component volatalising system (reminiscent of 

the maceral mass loss curves, (refer figure MAC)). (See figure 

N.l for Niksa curves). 

Reference to figure MY for the 50 urn mesh also indicate an 

enhanced mass loss al temperatures 70~C for the case of vacuum 

runs where the coal/mesh composite was heated for 9 .5 seconds 

at the peak temperature. (Heating rate of the mesh system was 

1000°C/S) . This is in accord with results reported by Suuberg 

for Montana Lignite coal) who observed enhanced mass loss at 

temperatures above 80~C for the vacuum case for similar coal 

packing conditions. Niksa observed enhanced mass losses for 

the higher heating rates at long residence times (30s) at 

temperatures above 625-650°C for one coal under high vacuum. 

(Base case was 100°C/S, where in his system heating profiles 

had to be adjusted by hand to ensure linearity refer to figure 

25). For another coal he found enhanced mass losses throughout 

the temperature range with the enhancement increasing at 

temperatures 700°C. In both case heating rates of 10 4K/S made 

m i n i m a 1 i m P r o v em e n t i n y i e 1 d a t t he h i g h e r t em p e r a t u r e s ( 7 50 °C ) • I t 

must be noted Niksa uniquely reports enhanced yields as an effect 
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Fli.H5 
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Fig.M~HI 
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FigJOlG 
Cumulative VolaWe Yield vs Final Mesh Temperature 
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Fig.WLG 
Cumulative Volatile Yield VII Finalllesh Temperature 
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originating from a heating rate effect (for vacuum conditions , 

t=30s at peak temperature and for heating rates <10 ,0 00°C/Sl. 

Reference to fig MI will indicate however a singular effect 

and Lhat is that the initial, very rapid mass loss obs~rv~d during he a l 

up compl~teJy dominal~s the yield/temperatur0/time curves in the case 

of the 75 urn mesh. At temperatures below 500°C th~r0 is a small 

degasificalion period observed , l0ss noticeabl0 at Lhe higher 

temperatures . A second striking observation is th~ enhanced 

mass yields noted at long~r residence times (~4-5 % ) below 

0 800 - 900 C , for the 50 ~m mesh compared to the 75 ~m mesh case. 

This can be explained with reference to the mesh loading 

characteristics . In the case of the SO ~m mesh , the particles 

are more loosely packed . Thus particles are heated essentially 

by heat conduction through the gas film boundary layer surrounding 

them . At lower temperatures it is likely that oily material of 

low thermal conductivity inhibits heat transfer by thickening 

the boundary layer . At higher temperatures , heat transfer is 

enhanced by radiation as well as a much enhanced particle mesh 

surface contact owing to enhanced particle swelling at these 

temperatures. (The latter is shown by SEM micrographs). 

In the case of the 75 ~m mesh, particles are in better 

contact with the 1nesh surface and for tight packings, essentially 

independant of interphase heat transfer. Whilst heat transfer 

is much improved , char particle surfaces provide areas for 

redoposition of liquids and cracking reactions both of which 

can lead to increased so l ids deposition . This probably explains 

the differenc es in ultimate yields for the two meshes. 
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To obtain an order of magnitude idea of possible particle 

lags a simplified heat transfer model was considered . Essenlially , 

for particles of diameter larger than mesh hole size and loosely 

dispersed, the particles may be considered to be bathed in diluent 

gas. For fine particles <200 ~m, the Reynolds number for flow 

around static particles will be low. Thus the system may be 

approximated to one in which the particle is surrounded by a near 

immobile medium and effective heat exchange belween the particle 

and surroundings is via a boundary layer of gas surrounding the 

particle. For the case of low Biot number, and assuming the 

theoretical value of Nusselts number = 2 for a single particle 

in a stagnant medium, the following analysis was conducted . 

For a body submerged in a fluid whose temperature varies 

linearly with time, the following relationship holds (Reference: 

Heat transfer for Engineers, H. Y. Wong), namely : 

Tp = Tf + mt - Sp Cp Vp + [Sp Vp Cp mlcxp [-he Ap ] 
he Ap he Ap -J Sp Cp Vp 

m = assumed heating rate of low thermal capacity gas = 1000°C/S; 

Sp = particle den~ity; Vp = Volume of body; Ap ~, s urface area of 

particle; he = convective heat transfer coefficient. Tf = Temperature 

of gas fluid. Making a correction for vapour efflux 55 from 

particle surface , ( 1/3 he) and for Argon gas diluent the 

following was obtained for a particle of 82.5 urn diameter: 

Tf(OC) th(heating time) Tp (particle temperature at th) 

700 0.7 642°C 

600 0 . 60 492°C 

550 0.55 5420C 

500 0.50 442°C 

452 0.452 374°C 

360 0 . 36 302°C 
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The above simplified analysis indicated that the particle 

temperature was lagging the imposed heating rate of the fluid 

surrounding the particle , roughly approximating to the weight 

loss trends noted for both 75 ~m and 50 ~m mesh . Thus , for the 

50 ~m mesh , set for a peak temperalure of 708 t 6 . 5°C , the ultimate 

mass yields corresponds closely to that reached by the 75 ~m mesh 

heated to 614 ± 13°C for short isothermal residence time ( ~1 . 2G) 

(the temperature of the particle was estimated to be 642°C for 

a final demanded temperature of 700°C at a heating time of 0 . 7s) . 

The analysis also indicaLed that the rate at whichh0at is conducted 
~ 

to the partic l e surface is dependant on the gas properties 

surrounding the particle . Thus helium , which has a higher thermal 

conductivity than argon gas should provide less resistance to 

the interphase heat transfer . Reference to fig MMlH indicates 

that this is so , evidenced by the higher mass losses noted for 

heating in he l ium gas . 

A further problem is the growth of particulate mass by 

sintering . The coalescence of neighbouring particles by vapour 

qeposition at t he necks of contacting , softened coa l particles 

may give rise to the physical l y controlled phenomena of partic l e 

agglomeration kinetics. This will depend on such factors as 

particle size and shape , size of neck and the rate of its growth 

dictated by t he surface tension forces tied to viscuous flow 

of the tar liquids . As the viscosity of tar like material is 

known to exhibit an exponential temperature dependance , of t he 

form n = n
0 

exp (-EA/RT) , it is quite possible that the form 

of the mass loss curves may reflect some such phenomena . 
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Clearly, the curves illustrate a mass transfer resistance 

effect in the case of high loadings for the 75 ~m mesh , despite 

the initial rapid mass loss observed during heat up . Thus , at 

long r e sidence times , the 50 ~m mesh weight losses are higher 

by about 4-5% for similar peak temperatures. In order to minimise 

heat t ransfer and mass transfer effects , coal loadings , mesh types 

and heating rate variations were carried out. 

It was finally decided to adopt a double folded 75 ~m mesh 

with the particles pressed i n to the mesh s urface as described 

earlier in Chapter 5. Th e heating circuitry was a l so improved 

to ensure linear heating rates at low heating rates as d i s c ussed 

earlier. ~ he at transfer model incorporating transient heating 

coupled to chemical reaction was also simulated to test for the 

effects of imposed heating rate and other externa l conditions 

on the tempora l and spatial variations of the particle . This 

will be discussed in s ubsequen t sections. 

6 . 4 Effect of heating rate and pressure variations on overal l 
Pyro l ysis yields 

1- 2mg of coal particles loaded onto a 5 x 5 c~ 75 ~ m hole 

mesh were heated to varied peak temperatures and residence t i mes 

(250 - 1140°C and 20ms-10s) at heating rates of 10 , 200 , 1000 and 

5000°C/S . Most of the resu l ts reported refer to heati ng rates 

of 10°C/S and 5000°C/S for the Goldthorpe coal and 1000 and 
0 5000 C/S for the Markham Main coa l. Pressure was varied between 

0 . 5-5 Torr (vacuum runs) and atmospheric pressure . Gas collection 

was conduc ted in- situ whic h led to prob l ems of tard~osition 

at atmospheric pressure runs , particularly at the high temperatures . 
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For the atmospheric pressure runs, the vessel was partially 

evacuated to avoid overpressurising the reactor during the run. 

As there was no injection loop available on the FID G. C., frequent 

calibrations of the G. C . and multiple injections were required 

to ensure reproducibility . Typical errors for the gas analysis 

were in the range 15-25% of the quoted values. However , as the 

trends and magnitude of the results indicate, the values obtained 

are comparable to extant data on other coals and enabled much 

information to be collated which clearly delineate the effects 

of heating rate and pressure on various classes of gas yields . 

Such information coupled to a very substantially comprehensive 

yield distribution from the fluidised bed provides a reasonable 

basis for comparative study of various process variables and the 

initiation of a data base for local Bituminous coals . Figures 

MAl to GVlO show the overall yield as a fu nction of the 

conditions labelled . The fluidised bed volatile yields are 

noted (fignr~~ Ml to Gl). Some of the gas yields from the mesh 

reactor fitted by an independant , single reaction , nonisothermal 

m,odel is shown in figures i to xxxi Others are tabulated 

(refer tables Tl to T3 ) . Elemental analysis of collected 

tar3 from the mesh rector (accumulated over several runs and 

stored in THF solvent) and fluidised bed reactor , including char 

elemental analysis from the mesh reactor is presented. (figs MMlC 

Lo GT ) . Gel permeation chromatography was performed courtesy 

of the Chemistry department for tars from both the mesh reactor 

and fluidised bed . The number average molecular weight of the 

~ars were plotted as a function of peak Pyrolysis temperature 

(fig MOLW ) . 
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FigJlAl 
Cumulative YolaWe Yield vs Fine.lllesh Temperature 
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F!a.ltvt 
Cumulative YolaUle Yleld 'VII F!nallleeh Temperature 
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Ffg. MIV 
Cumulative VolaWe Yield va Final Mesh Temperature 
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FJ~.l!Afi 
CumulaUv-e VolaUle Ylold VB Flnallloah Temperature 
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Fig. MVS 
Cumulative Volatile Yield ve Final Mesh Temperature 
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Fig.Hl 
Cumulative VolaWe Yield vs F:!nalllesb Temperature 
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Fig.Ml 
Cumulative Product Composition vs Bed Temperature 
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Fig.Gl 
Cumulative Product Composition vs Bed Temperature 
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Fig.GT 
Elemental composition vs Temperature of Bed 
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The curves have beeo fitt e d by a curve fitting routine 

using the cubic spline method and do not represent model fits 

(apart from gas yields for the mesh), which will be described 

in the next chapter. The fitted data was useful for comparative 

purposes for assessing tr~nds with regard to the variables of 

heating rate, pressure and residence time variations. It can 

be seen that weight loss is rapid and occurs substantially during 

the heat up period. Thus further heating at the peak temperature 

makes little difference to the ultimate yield (apart from an 

effect on gas distribution). Reference to higher mass load (75 urn) 

curves (fig MI ) will indicate a very low rate of degasification 

in the asymplotic period. The scatter in the data is such that 

the low rate of degasification is not revealed in the low mass 

load studies. However, the gas analysis results indicate that 

substantial evolution of light gaseous species occur throughout 

the temperature range of their appearance and most of the 

evolution occurs during the heat up time of the particle, 

including their short residence time at the peak temperature 

(10-40 milliseconds). Nonetheless, there is an increase in 

··gas yield with r~sidence time at the peak temperature revealed 

by the gas analysis which reflect process parameters such as 

heating rate , external pressure and residence time at the peak 

temperature. By representing products such as CH4 , c2H4 and 

c 3H6 , H2 and c2H2 as representative of particular g~oups of 

species such as saturates, unsaturates , char degasification 

and ring fragmentation and/or soot precursor species ( c 2H2 
and c 4 unsaturates) , some trends may be elucidated . This 

will be described in later sections. 
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The overall mass loss curves reveal features which are 

substantially different from those such as r~v~al~d by 

heating the coal in loose packings in the 50 ~m mesh screen. 

In the latter case the yield is a function of two time scales, 

a heating up time scale (nonisothermal yields) and an isothermal 

Lime scale (heating time at the peak temperature) . In the low 

mass load studies where particles are heated at the same rate 

as the containing mesh reactor , most of the mass loss occurs 

during heat up to peak temperature . This is in agreement with 

more recent studies conducted in entrained flow reactors where 

conditions are conducive to better heat transfer.57 Freihaut 

et al in their studies , using the mesh technique also concluded 

that substantial mass loss occurs during particle heat up. 

The following trends are noted: 

1) Ultimate yie l d is independant of imposed heating rate 

for medium heat fluxes and rapid quenching of products . 

This is revealed by the fluidised bed results which show 

agreement with the mesh results over the temperature range 

300- 650°C . . However , at higher temperature substantial 

sooting is observed with the fluidised bed , with high 

acetylene , c 4 unsaturates and allene formation . Extensive 

sooting and cracking of products over char covered surfaces 

lead to diminished total yields at the higher temperatures 

for the fluidised bed . 

2) External pressure has minimal effect on total mass 

yields provided product remova l is not inhibited . (This 

is true over pressure conditions from l ow vacuum (0 . 5 - 5 torrs) 

to 1 atmosphere and 75/90 ~m particles of the high volatile , 

http:transfer.57
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low caking coals used in this study) . A small effect of 

enhanced yield is observed for the Markham Main coal at 

longer residence times under vacuum conditions over the 

temperature range 600-8S0°c . A similar enhancement in 

yield is observed for the Goldthorpe coal at short residence 

times for the vacuum runs at 5000°C/S . However , this is 

not clearly distinguishable within the scatter exhibited 

by the data . 

3) The curves do not reveal an inflexion at low temperatures 

(around 450 - 600°C) such as exhibited by yield curves using 

loose packings . Such inflexions in the overall yield 

curves are noted for the case of loose packings in the 

50 ~m case where it is suspected that heat transfer effects 

operate. Reference to Suuberg's study 19 will reveal that 

this inflexion (over 400-700°C) disappears as the pressure 

of the diluent He gas surrounding the coal particles is 

increased from 1 atm to 69 atm . (Refer to fig ( SUA ) ) . 

The increase in pressure must lead to an increase in 

interphase heat transfer from the low pressure case, thus 

diminishing any temperature lags between particulate phase 

and the heated gas phase. 

Extant curves on weight losses in the fluidised bed also 

reveal high yields at low temperatures (400-S00°C). Thus 

the yield curves for the fluidised bed agree substantially 

with the mesh yield curves. However , Tyler et al did 
0 note a diminished yield at lower temperatures (below 650 C) 

which was attributed to residence time differences of the 

char in two different fluidised bed '(SLmc. This may arise 
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from differences of techniques used to measure yield. 

In the lower yield case, char was withdrawn and yield measured 

by the ash tracer method , whereas in the other case direct 

weighing of the bed was performed . Nonetheless, this does 

not explain the agreement in yield noted at the higher 

temperatures . Both yield curves , however, do not show in-

flexions at the lower temperatures in agreement with 

the yield curves obtained by the author. 

4) Some of the curves in the mesh reactor indicate a 

depression of yield at high temperatures (>850°C in 

Goldthorpe case and 950°C in the Markham Main case) . 

Whilst this could not be clearly delineated, it is apparent 

that a different kind of rection may be operating at these 

temperatures . The appearance of higher yields of c 4 
unsaturates ( sutadiene, cis and trans Butene, But-1-ene). 

allene and c2H2 at these temperatures suggest cracking 

reactions occurring which is substantially accelerated 

in the fluidised bed reactor at lower temperatures (700-900°C) . 

Further , the elemental analysis reveals increasing heteratom 

removal from the char such as 'N' and o2 & S at the higher 

temperatures . These polar groups attached to thermally 

resistant structures may lead to repolymerization and 

thus char forming reactions in competition with removal 

of products by radical stabilisation routes. In fact 

reference to the elemental distribution data for the 

M. M. char (figs MMIC and MMP ) show indications of 

•o2 + S ' heteroatom trapping in the char . 
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5) The elemental analysis of the tars evolved from the 

mesh at high heating rates show enrichment in 'H' relative 

to the parent coal and somewhat higher than tars from the 

fluidised bed . There appears to be minimal variation in 

'H' and 'C' content with temperature , heating rate or 

external pressure for the mesh tars in agreement with the 

slight variations in Number Average Molecular weights 

obtained from a mix of reaction conditions . The removal of 

'O' and ' S ' species (obtained by difference) at the higher 

temperatures and the increasing appearance of ' N' in the 

tars at higher temperatures may account for the diminished 

molecular weights of tars at the high temperatures. These 

trends suggest some cracking/fragmentation of ring 

structures at high temperatures evidenced by the high CO 

gaseous evolution at these temperatures . 

The number average molecular weight distribution for the 

fluidised bed tars show similarity to the mesh tars only 

at the lower temperatures (400°C) . At higher temperatures 

there is a shift to l ower molecular weight distributions 

reflected by the increased loss of heteroatoms (O + S) and 

' H' including increased 'C' content of the tars. The 

fluidised bed tar distribution curves obtained are almost 

identical in their variations with temperature to that 
125 

reported by Tyler et al but the elemental changes with 

regard to ' C ' and heteroatom variations are different 

(The latter may be due to r~porting N along with 0 + S which 

show differing characteristics in their evolution behaviour , 

refer figs(TY1-TY3) for Tyler ' s results). 
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6) The gas evolution characteristics show significant 

variations with heating rate, pressure and residence times 

at peak temperature. Such clear variations, especially those 

associated with heating rate are not revealed in the case 

of loose packings, as employed by Anthony anmd Howard, Suuberg 

et al and others . (Refer to Elliott, ref. 33 page 720 for a 

comparison of gas yields as a function of ·heating rate 

variations. Refer to table H2 for comparison between 50 urn 
~es ~ 

(loose packing case) and 75 urn gas yields ( single particle 
~ 

case) .) Reference to table Hl indicates several trends 

as follows: 

a) At the higher heating rates higher unsaturates are being 

formed, c2H4 and c3H6 being significantly sensitive indicators 

of this effect. Correspondingly there is significantly larger 

saturates being formed at the lower heating rates for both 

vacuum and atmospheric conditions, revealed by a significant 

increase in CH4 . 

b) The quantity of gases formed at lower heating rates exceed 

those at the higher heating rates. (however, severe cracking 

which can occur at high temperatures at atmospheric pressure 

under the conditions of gas collection used in this study, 

and occasional tar redeposition can lead to excess gas yields 

at higher heating rates . Thus the vacuum gas yields are more 

reliable indicators of yield variations). The excess gas 

yield at low heating rates over the high heating rate case 

narrows with temperature increase. 

c) More H2 is being formed at the lower heating rates to 

a significant extent. The increase of H2 with peak temperature 

residence times is significantly larger for 
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TABLE Hl 

IABLE GOLDTHORPE COAL; GASES: COI1PAR I SON AT DIFFERENT HEATING RATES 

Temp CH4 C2H4 C3H6 C2H2 H2 Total Total Total Heating Pressure Time( 
·c Sats Unsats H/C Rate 

·c;s 
475 0 . 034 0.015 o. 011 0.038 0.026 0.064 5000 A 20ms 
458 0.141 0.046 0.055 0.0031 0.260 0. 101 0.361 5000 A 6. 0.;, 
475 0.147 0.050 0. 041 0.28 0 . 09 0.37 10 A 10s 
473 0.059 0.018 0.017 o. 13 0.03 0.16 10 V 20ms 
472 0.032 0. 011 0.008 0.047 0.019 0.066 5000 V 20ms 
475 0.172 0.055 0.047 0.31 0.10 0. 41 5000 V 10 " 
460 0.182 0.048 0.050 0.0017 0.39 0. 12 0. 51 Fluidised Bed 
=================================================================================== 
594 0.3869 0.109 0.096 0.0104 0 .828 0.247 1.075 5000 V 20ms 
603 1. 259 0. 470 0.568 0.0367 0.0769 2.064 1.286 3.3498 5000 A 6.0 
597 1.424 0.241 0. 148 0.0022 0.073 2.153 0.417 2.569 10 A 10. 0~ 
595 0.588 0.120 0.098 0.0071 1.020 0.218 1.238 10 V 20ms 
580 1.233 0.345 0.257 0.00048 0.055 2.177 0. 871 3.048 Fluidised Bed 
670 0.937 0.202 0.158 0.007 0.032 1. 51 o. 40 1. 91 5000 V 20ms 
673 1.582 0.265 0.191 0.028 0.156 2.15 0.51 2.66 5000 V 10 
685 1.509 0.216 0.142 0.002 0.091 2.173 0.386 2.559 10 V 20ms 
680 1.535 0.248 0.195 0.0032 0.088 2.399 0. o175 2.875 10 A 20ms 
688 1.470 0.864 0.798 0.005 0.293 2.46 2 . 21 4.67 Fluidised Bed 
===================================================~====~========================== 

773 0.909 0.266 0.318 0.031 0.046 1.432 0. 722 2.154 5000 V 20ms 
769 1.682 0.368 0.263 0 . 059 0.457 2.197 0.812 3 .009 5000 V 10., 
773 2.263 0.366 0.318 0. 011 0.991 3.032 0.76 3.788 10 V 10 
770 2.684 0.410 0.262 0.0099 0.802 3.534 0.716 4.250 10 A 20ms 
774 2.697 0.695 0.329 0.0294 2.037 3.52 1. 201 4.722 10 A 10 ;o 

755 1.852 1. 310 0.698 0.041 0.269 2.559 2.524 5.083 5000 A 20ms 
742 1.460 1.226 0.613 0.08 0.455 2. 152 2.212 4.364 5000 A 6.0 
769 1. 740 1.624 0.819 o. 118 0.824 2.69 3.08 5.77 Fluidised Bed 
================================================================================~== 

870 
~73 
870 
872 
873 
864 
872 
884 
875 
877 
971 
973 
968 
969 
975 
900 

1.693 o. 421 0.254 0.051 0.319 2.25 0.84 3.09 5000 V 20ros 
1.752 0.728 0.386 0.088 0.992 2. 43 1. 43 3.86 5000 V 6. 0~ 
2.372 0.451 0.??6 0.014 0.965 3.20 0.74 3.94 10 V 20ms 
2.604 0.483 0.285 0.0124 1.450 3.462 0.892 4.354 10 A 20ms 
2.955 1.037 0.366 0.029 2 . 037 3.520 1. 201 4.721 10 A 10 
2.424 0.747 0.284 0.014 3.088 3. 14 1.14 4.2~- 10 V 10 
2.220 1. 016 0.879 0.032 0.392 3.11 2.96 6.07 5000 A 20ms 
2.372 2.301 0.810 0.123 2.409 2.938 3.786 6.72 5000 A 6.0 
2.453 2.215 0.415 0.099 1.765 3.715 3.367 6.882 5000 A 6.0 
1.656 1.647 0.372 0.239 1.268 1. 74 2. 43 4.17 Fluidised Bed 
1.774 o. 460 0.306 0.088 0 .613 2.31 1. 05 3.36 5000 V 20ms 
1.837 1.386 0.442 0.0787 2.743 2.19 2.07 4 .26 5000 V 10 J 

2.219 0.670 0.267 0.049 2.37 2.9 1. 09 3.99 10 V 20ms 
2.673 0.776 0.263 0.0625 2.825 3.357 1.251 4.6 0 10 A 20ms 
2.99o1 1.347 0.170 0.019 4.329 3. 44 1. 62 5.06 10 V 10 
1.645 1.823 0.292 0. 169 1.477 1.922 2.494 4. 42 Fluidised Bed 

-----------------------------~===============================~==~===:=: 

Note: A 
V 

Atmospheric pressures 
Vacuum pressure 

ThP above table illustrates the effects of heating rate 
on gas yield for comparable conditions of pressur0 and 
tim0. Th0 fluidised yields are included f o r comparison . 
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TablE' 112 

Ml\RKIIAM Ml\JN COAL 
Comparison of gas yields for diff<>ring heating conditions 

Temp Cll4 C2114 C311G C2112 112 Total Total Total lleating,Pressure Time 
Sats Unsats li/C ·cts 

409 0.070 0.002 0.001 0.077 0.0056 0.003 1000 ATK 9. 5 ~ 
400 0. 011 0.003 0.0016 0.045 0. 014 0.059 Fluid Bed 
417 0.011 0.003 0.00 0.023 0.003 0.026 5000 VAC 2.5 
417 0.019 0.003 0 0.235 0.003 0.026 GOOO Vac 2. !3 ~ 
=======================:====================================~=========:=:======== 

475 0. 106 0.042 0.005 0.240 0. 047 0.287 ATM 9. 5 s 
471 o. 159 0.028 0.051 0 . 003 0.330 0. 102 0.432 Fluid Bed 

-476 0.107 0.044 0. 041 0. 199 0.065 0. 284 5000 ATM 6. 0 ,... 
476 <O. 031> <O . 014) <O. 018) (0.0015)0.056 0.032 0.088 5000 ATM 20ms 
488 0.062 0.009 0 0.069 0.009 0.098 5000 VAC 2. 5 ..1 

588 0.81\3 0. 124 0.0026 0.048 1.359 0.219 1. 578 50p ATM 9. 5 .s. 
588 0.856 0.213 0.280 0.0007 0.061 1.396 0.628 2 . 024 Fluid Bed 
575 0.717 0.218 0. 165 0.033 1.183 0.363 1. 566 5000 A.TM 6. 0 -
573 <0.179> <O. 079> <O. 105) 0.009 0.322 0.203 0.525 5000 ATM 201l'G 
746 0.72664 0. 154 0.0018 0.385 1. 217 0.233 1. 450 50Jl ATM 9.56 
749 1.484 0.833 0.605 0.033 0.377 2.000 1. 669 3.670 5000 ATM 6. 0 .> 

735 1. 432 0.878 0.580 0.027 0.133 1.957 1.654 3.611 5000 ATM 20ms 
==============================================================:==========~========= 

819 0. 953 0 . 277 0.0024 0. 437 1. 438 0.359 1.797 50p. ATK 9. 5 > 
817 1. 814 1.470 0.698 0. 115 0.727 2.399 2.578 4.977 Fluid Bed 
813 1. 292 0.485 0. 131 0.032 0.471 1. 746 0.844 2.590 5000 VAC 2.5 
803 5000 VAC 20ms 
~========================================================================:========= 
858 0. 840 0.214 0.0024 0.555 1.268 0.296 1. 566 50J1 ATK 9. 5 ... 
877 2.245 1. 625 0.367 0.236 1.250 2.547 2.393 4.940 Fluid Bed 
863 2.872 1. 498 0.772 0.073 1.399 3. 437 2.616 6.053 5000 A.TK 6. 0 -
856 1. 695 1. 141 0.699 0. 108 o. 497 2 .096 2.166 4.265 5000 A.TK 20ms 
666 5000 VAC 20ms 

_6 
921 0.232 o. 130 0.013 0.673 0.791 0.218 1. 008 50)1 ATM 9. 5 .:J> 

928 2 . 961 1.592 0.721 0.219 1.620 2.967 2.836 5.803 5000 ATM 6. 0 So 
920 2 .875 1. 874 lr087 0.149 0.839 3.553 3.686 7.239 5000 A.TK 20ms 
930 1. 709 0.802 o. 714 0.314 2.042 2 . 461 2.082 4.543 5000 VAC 6. 0 < 

Note : Comparison of gas yields for 50 um me>sh (high load at 
residence time> = 9 . 5s) to fluidisPd bE>d yields (vapour re>sidencP 
time 1-3 seconds) and transient yields in 75 mesh (5,000°C/S; 
(tss 2 . 5 SE' CS and 20 ms) . All runs at atmospheric pressure and 
residence time conditions. Gas yields for packing in 75 um mesh 
(single particle simulation) . 
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the H2 than for the CH 4 at higher temperatures (>870°C). 

This suggests that the pool of methyl groups or bridge 

structures giving rise to CII 4 is both limited and in the 

latter case probably reduced by cracking at an earlier 

stage. There may be however, a significant content of 

aromatic 'H' left in the semicoke which may be split off 

during annealing of the charring structure . 

d) Below S00°c, the quantities of H/C gases and their 

distribution (apart from c4 unsaturates) appears to be 

comparable for longer residence times (6-lOs) for all 

heating rates and external pressure conditions to the 

fluidised bed yields . At higher temperatures, the unsaturates 

content increase considerably in the fluidised bed gas 

yields which suggest the onset of cracking of volatile 

components in the hot gas carrier stream (residence times 

of Vapours 1 - 3 seconds). The appearance of significant 

acetylene at high temperaures (>770°C) in the fluidised 

bed and at >880°C for the atmospheric mesh runs at high 

heating rates suggest significant cracking at the temperatures 

noted . 

The appearance of c 4 unsaturates at relatively low 

temperatures (362-460°C) in the fluidised bed and also 

in 50 ~m mesh reactor (Markham Main coal ; vacuum conditions 

and sufficient mass loads and residence times (9 . 5s) to 

detect the relatively low concentrations of these compared 

to the 75 ~m low load studies) suggest that these may arise 

from long chain polymethylene units hypothised to be present 
199-202 

in high volatile coals by Calkins et al. The acceleration 
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F,ig.fbg4 
Fluidised bed gas yields vs Temperature 
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Fig.mmg3 
Fluidised bed gas yields vs Temperature 
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Fluidised bed gas yields vs Temperature 
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and distribution of c 4 unsaturates in both reactors reflect 

possiblP hydroaromatic and/or naphthenic ring fragmenLaLion 

as well as Lhermodynamic equilibrium disLributions with 

temperature. Refer to figures fbgl to mmg4 for Lhe F . B. gas yields . 

The large concentration of H2 released at lower heating 

rates and long residence times compared to the fluidised bed 

reveals some nubtleLi~s of heating rate effects which may 

be related to the movement of lamallae during the char 

annealing stage . 

At atmospheric pressures, the gas yield is higher for 

all heating rates and the unsaturate yield increases signifi-

cantly with residence time. This suggests the possibility 

of competitive reactions and or cracking reactions caused by 

diffu3ion limitations of the vapour product precursors out 

of the softened liquefied coal . At high heating rates and 

better heat transfer to the particles , evaporation limitation 

of the heavy tarry material may set in leading to enhanced 

cracking of the rapidly formed products. There is some 

suggestion of this evidenced by the higher rate of increase 

of c2 H2 at longer residence times for the high heating rate 

cases. 

The features and results noted above will be ·discussed 

in more detail in the ensuing chapter. Reference to FTIR 

5 pectra results as well scanning 0l0ctron micrograph and 

high speed photograpy studies will provide some insights into 

the processes occuring during pyrolytic decomposition. Model 

fits to some of the data as well as numerical heat transfer 

simulations have been conducted to get a feel for the various 
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param0t~rs that r~fl~ct th~ yi~ld distributions obtain~d . 
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CHAPTER 7 

MODEL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

7 . 1 Overall single reaction model 

The single reaction model represents the simplest case of 

reaction rate analysis of solid state decomposition reactions . 

The model , assuming unimolecular first order decomposition kinetics 

has been applied to both coal and oil shale studies . In the case 

of a particle heating up at a known rate , assuming reaction to occur 

uniformly throughout the particle volume , the following analysis 

holds : 

For each reaction i , the Pyrolysis rate is : 

dVi E 
dt = k.e- i/RT (V.*-V .) 

1 1 1 

where V . * represents ultimate realisable yield, obtained from the 
1 

highest temperature and residence time of interest . 

V. = yield at time t 
1 

T = °K and R = gas constant . 

For the case of an imposed linear heating rate , the equation 

reduces to the fo l lowing , 
T 

= J kmi e-Ei/RT dT 

To 

(refer Ch 5 for derivation and explanation). 

A number of approximations for the integral on the R. H. S . 

is available , (220 ) and the one derived by Coats and Redfern , widely 

applied in nonisothermal reaction kinetics was applied, yielding, 
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- ln (\:V) kRT 2 (1- 2RT) (-Ei/RT) = exp 
m E. E. 

1 
1 

or ln(l-Vi/Vi*)J ( 1- 2RT )""l n ki _ Ei {-m - ln ln RT2 E. ,..., E RT 
1 

The values of E. and ki were obtained by iterative least square 
1 

fitting of the data to the last equation . The above equations 

may be recast to include heating and cooling time including isothermal 

residence time at the peak temperature . However, as reaction 

actually starts at some intermediate stage of the heat up stage 

and pressure drived and/or diffusive flow can drive the vo l atile 

products away from the surface, the use of such adjustment is 

quite arbitrary . Reference to the high speed photography results 

later will provide some idea of the uncertainties involved . 

The overall model was applied independantly to the overall 

individual gas yields as well as to total yields . Solomon et al 1~3 

used a similar analysis by applying the isothermal version of the 

single reaction model to his mesh yield data . 

Yield data from the case of nonisothermal runs were fitted 

by the above equation including some of the gas data. The model 

fitted curves are shown in figures ( Ml5 ) to ( M21 ) . Figures 

i ) to ( xxxi) represent model fits to the gas yield data 

for the conditions referred to . Representative values of rate 

parameters are tabulated below . 

0 Goldthorpe coal, 5000 C/S , vacuum conditions: 

Volatile product E. (kJ/mole) k.(l/S) 
1 1 

CH 4 52 . 2 1. 09 X 10 4 

C2H6 45 . 8 9 . 49 X 10 3 

C2H4 50 . 6 5 . 14 X 10 3 
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Volatile product E . (kJ/mole) 
~ 

k. ( 1./ s) 
~ 

C3H8 40 . 7 4 . 9 X 10 3 

C3H6 52 . 0 1. 31 X 10 4 

H2 98 . 7 4 . 9 X 10 5 

C2H2 80 . 41 9 . 71 X 10 4 

But-1- ene 31.21 6 . 52 X 10 2 

CII 4 59.2 85 

C2H6 47 . 4 1.13 X 10 4 

C2H4 56.8 2 . 0 X 10 4 

C3H8 36 . 2 3 . 85 X 10 3 

C3H6 31.4 1. 38 X 10 4 

But- 1 - ene 37.2 2 . 65 X 10 3 

H2 140 . 1 1. 49 X 108 

C2H2 98 . 3 7 . 1 X 10 6 

M. Main , S000°C/S, Atm 

CH 4 65 . 7 4 . 1 X 10 5 

C2H6 40.3 2 . 13 X 10 3 

C2H4 64.7 2 . 86 X 10 4 

C3H8 28.7 6.99 X 10 2 

C3H6 49 . 2 1. 69 X 10 3 

H2 96 . 6 3 . 7 X 105 

C2H2 94.6 4 . 6 X 10 5 

Allene 38 . 7 1. 34 X 10 3 

Comparable values and trends were observed for other conditions 

tested in the mesh reactor . 

The values obtained by the above independant single reaction 

model are comparable to those reported by Solomon et al 143 for 

temperature range of 300-1250°c and residence times of 3-180 seconds 
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in the mesh reactor . Their results for H2 and H/C (total of light 

gases) are as follows: 

H2 , Ei = 106KJ/mole 

H/C , E. = 66.6 kJ/mole 
l 

k. 
l 

= 3 . 6 X 10 3 (S-1 ) 

k. = 290 (S-1 ) 
l 

Similarly low values of rate parameters were reported for other 

species. 

Rate parameters were also found for overall yields (total 

yields) and showed better fits to the data. In the case of the 

gases best fits were obtained for unsaturates as well as CH 4 , 

H2 , c2H2 and where sufficient data was available to allene. 

However, c3H6 and c3H8 were generally poorly fitted mainly due 

to data scatter , but particularly due to cracking of these gases 

at high reaction temperatures . Variations in the adjustable 

parameter V.* produced minor variations in E. , but more substantial 
l 1 

variations in the pre-exponential factor. 

Representative values of rate parameters for total volatile 

yields were as follows : 
0 Goldthorpe coal ; 5000 C/S; Atmospheric pressure, E. = 25 . 84 KJ/mole , 

1 

k '. = 1. 64 X 10 3 (S-1 ) 
1 

M. Main coal ; 1000°C/S; Atmospheric pressure , E. = 26 . 77 KJ/mole , 
1 

k. = 3 . 8 X 10 2 (S- 1 ) 
l 

0 Goldthorpe , vacuum ; 5000 C/S , E . = 26 . 3 ; k. 
l l 

M. Main, Atmospheric pressure , 5000°C/S , E. = 
l 

k. = 1. 79 X 10 3 (S-1 ) 
l 

26.29 KJ/mole , 

The rate parameters show relative insensitivity to individual 

types of volatile gases , coal type , pressure conditions and heating 

rate . For the overall yields , the preexponential factor shows a 

proportional relationship to heating rate such that higher heating 
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FIG. M. 18 
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Graphs i - xxi represent a selection of product gases fitted 

by the nonisothermal , single reaction model equation. The yields so 

fitted represent cumulative mass yields obtained by heating the coal 

particles to t~ peak temperature followed immediately by cooling . 

(Residence t~ at peak temperature 10/20 ms). 
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T.1 

Goldthorpe Coal 10 C/s t = 06 / sec P:::Atmo sphere 

Temperature Al1ene CO C02 
deg.C w/w% w/w% w/w% 

-

587.0 

774.0 ---- 6.131 2.952 

873.0 0.041 9.986 3.121 

875.0 0.094 6.721 3.779 

924.0 ----- ----- -----



T . 2 

Goldthorpe coal = 10 C/s t = 10/20 ms P = A t m os ph e re 

Temperature Allene CO C02 
Deg.C w/w% w/w% w/w% 

680.0 -----
770.0 -----
872.0 0 . 025 2.236 3.309 

918.0 0 . 061 7.313 5.109 

969.0 0.037 8.359 4.447 

971.0 0 . 086 9.040 5 . 386 
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rates produce higher k. values , whilst the activation energies 
1 

remain relatively insensitive . 

It is not clear how these relatively low values of rate 

parameters can be reconciled to chemical reaction parameters and 

may represent physically limited processes such as latent heat of 

vaporization of liquid H/C or other diffusion process such as 

bubble transport in the coal melt . Similarly, low va l ues have 

been obtained for light H/C gases evolved during very high heating 

rate coal Pyrolysis in shock tubes . (Refer literature review , 

reference to Doolan et al) . 

As regards insensitivity to the classes of gases , it is 

noted that for each type of curve , the form of the curve with 

regard to temperature is similar for similar classes of gases. 

However, for low heating rates , the rate of production of gases 

such as CH 4 and H2 show steeper slopes , and is partly due to 

increased formation of these gases at these heating rates . 

Insensitivity to coal type may be due to the fact that both coals 

are high volatile , low swelling bituminous coals from the 

Carboniferous peri9d. Differences in behaviour occur for CO and 

C0 2 evolution , which is dependant on the ' O ' content of the two 

coals . Reference to the fluidised bed will show up these differences 

with Goldthorpe producing more CO due to its higher ' O ' content. 
X 

As the TC detector used to detect CO and co2 gases was much 

~ess sensitive to CO and co2 relative to H2 , these gases were 

only reliably reported for the high temperatures in the case of 

the mesh reactor . Some authors have detected a two step behaviour 

for these gases ; especial l y for the high volatile , low rank coals . 
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However, infra red gas analysis used for the fluidised bed reactor 

indicated that an initial eo peak was noted before the main eo 
evolution at later times for the case of coal particles exposed 

to the atmosphere . This initial minor peak was found to be absent 

for coal particles that were prepared and stored under inert gas. 

It is well known that coal, especially fine particulate coal 

rapidly takes up atmospheric 'O' with the consequent formation 

of carbonylic, carbonyl, etheric and other groups which can then 

decompose at lowish temperatures. 

Hence for those cases of multistep behaviour observed for 

some coals in the evolution of CO groups, care needs to have 
X 

been taken to ensure that such behaviour did not reflect effects 

noted above. The results suggest as noted in earlier discussions , 

marked evolution of a number of products simultaneously during 

the heat up period for temperatures >450°C. (Minor quantities 

of CH4 were detected down to temperatures as low as 250°C; however 

they were of such low concentrations as to be unreliably quantified 

and may arise from desorbed/trapped fragments of coalification) . 

This suggests independant parallel evolution o£ components from 

a variety of functional groups present in the reacting coal 

structure. (There are competitive processes operating as well , 

noted by the effects of heating rate on product distribution) . 

Further , the data for overall yields in particular approach 

asymptotes which are dependant on the peak temperature of 

treatment. This implies that V.* exhibits a temperature dependence 
~ 

that is not compatible with the mathematical treatment implied by 

the single reaction model . 
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To overcome this, the parallel independant reaction model 

was invoked by Anthony and Howard. This was claimed to represent 

a more realistic description of the Pyrolysis process. By 

introducing a probability density function of a distribution of 

activation energies representing a large set of reactions which 

go to completion at a rate dependant on the temperature/time 

history sustained by the particles, data was fitted successfully 

by this model. The thrust of the equation derived is that the 

time required to achieve a certain degree of completion of 

decomposition decreases strong l y at high temperatures and is 

correspondingly so large at low temperatures as to be practically 

unattainable in laboratory time scales . This explains the fact 

that residual char/semicoke produced at lower temperatures can 

yield additional volatile matter at high temperatures . The latter 

is thought to be generated by reactions with activation energies 

so large as to be immeasurably slow at lower temperatures . This 

philosophy however does not preclude the possibility of product 

distribution being influenced by competitive reactions , such as 

secondary reaction pathways . (As the author ' s results illustrate, 

he~ting rate exert~ an influence as well). 

To assess the efficacy of the parallel reaction model to 

fit the yield data , the latter was fitted to the parallel , multiple 

reaction model as well . 

7 . 2 The multiple parallel reaction model 

Starting with the single reaction equation, 

dV . 
1 = 

dt 
k. 

l 
(V.*- V.)(l) ; for a large number of reaction 

l l 
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sources, the activation energy E may be approximated by a continuous 

distribution function , F(E). Thus, F(E)dE represents the fraction 

* of the total potential mass loss V with a mean activation energy 

Eo between E and E + dE , 

i.e . V.* = dV* =V* F(E)dE 

i
cO l 

where F(E)dE = 1 
0 

The yield for each reaction for all reactions is obtained by 

integrating equation (1) over all values of E . 

The resulting equation is: 
.0 t 

v~:v = ~ exp (- ~ki exp (-E/RT)dt)f(E)dE 
0 0 

The distribution function was for reasons of mathematical 

tractability assumed to be approximated by a gaussian distribution 

of activation energies. Pitt fitted his data (>10 I by a stepwise s 
procedure and obtained a bell shaped distribution . Other possible 

distributions such as a Rossin-Ramler distribution may be equally 

appropriate . Thus f (E) = 1 exp (- (E-Eo) 2 ) 
6""(2)Ya. 26"2 

where 6 = standard deviation of the gaussian distribution. The 

integration of the activation energy is sufficiently accurate 

over the range Eo~ 2band thus , the integration limits may be 

replaced by E + 2b & E - 20. 

For the case of an imposed 1 inear heating rate , the non-

isothermal version of 

V* - V 
V* = 1 

6(2 ") ~ 

the equation is , 

£.+2.b" 1' 1 exp c:i exp 
£.o -~~ ro 

* cxp ( -0.5 (E~o) 2
) dE 

(-E/RT)dT) 

By utili s ing the C oal s-Redfern approximation for the exponential 
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integral over the temperature range of interest (as in the single 

nonisothermal model), a more tractable equation is derived 

(Ref : E. Nuttall et al , 1983, American Chemical Society) . Thus 

the expression used by the author for correlating yield data was 

as follows: 

V*-V 
V* = 1 (exp( - E/RT) (1- 2~T)) 

6(2.t')~ 

where m = constant heating rate. The preceding equation was 

fitted to the yield data by~numerical optimization procedure , 

using a Numerical Algorithm routine Eo4FDF in conjunction with 

a calling routine , DOlAHF to perform the integration . Essentially , 

starting from initia l guessed values of the parameters61, Eo , k. 
~ 

and V*, the data wasfitted to the equation until the residual sum 

of squares of the differences between observed and ca l culated 

values reaches a minimum for the non linear function considered . 

(The author acknowledges kind assistance from Mr Jacoby of the 

Computer studies department for introduction to a number of NAG 

numerical routines used in this study). 

The above equation may be applied to individual gas spec i es 

as demonstrated by others (ref: 223 ; quoting Weimar and Ngan) . 

The equation may also be recast to include heating, cooling and 

isothermal residence times at the peak temperature as in the 

single reaction model. 
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The overall yield for a selection of conditions were fitted 

to the data, indicated by reference to figures ( Pl5 ) to Pl8 ) . 

Tabulated below are the values of rate parameters obtained. 

(The numbers in brackets refer to the single reaction model results). 

Coal 

M.M . 

M. M. 

Gold 

Gold 

Conditions 

1 Atm P 

V*=58.5 

(V*=61.5) 

5000°C/S 

1 Atm P 

V*=62 . 5 

(V*=62 . 5) 

5000°C/S 

1 Atm P 

V*=62 . 5 

(V*=62 . 5) 

5000°C/S 

Vacuum 

V*=62 . 5 

(V* =62 . 5) 

E (KJ/mole) 
0 

187.8 

or 

120.5 

(26. 77) 

105.4 

(26.29) 

107 . 6 

(25.84) 

104.0 

(26 . 63) 

o( KJ /mole) 

29.8 

30.8 

24 . 3 

30 . 7 

23 . 9 

1. 438 X 10 13 

7 . 464 X 10 7 

(3 . 8 X 10 2 ) 

4 . 152 X 10 8 

(1. 79 X 10 3 ) 

6 . 143 X 10 7 

(1.64 X 10 3 ) 

6 . 83 X 10 7 

3 (2 . 05 X 10 ) 

Fitting of the equation to c2H4 for the case of Goldthorpe coal , 

( 1 0 oc Is ,· . 13 vacuum) produced , E = 187 . 4 KJ/mole, k. = 0.588 x 10 
l 

C) = 24 . 7 KJ/mole 

Comparable figures for the single reaction model was E = 56 . 8 

KJ/mole , k. = 0.2 x 105· Comparable data for Lignite reported by 
l 

Anthony and Howard are as follows : 
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Fig. P1 5 
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Fig P . 16 
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Fig . P17 
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Fig . P18 

WEIGHT LOSS VS. TEMPERATURE 
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V*(%) ko ( s -1) E (KJ/mole) 6'"'( KJ /mole) 
]. 0 

40.6 1. 07 X 1010 203.8 39 .25 

40 . 6 1. 67 X 1013 235.6 45 . 65 

The above illustrates the observation noted by the author and 

others( 221 ) that differing initial guesses for the filted 

parameters caused the non least square regression routine to 
to 

converge,. more than one set of parameter values that fit the 

data. Statistical refinement of the fits would reduce the number 

f 0 b 0 1221 o fJ.ts to two sets as noted y SerJ.o et a . For the present 

study the model was used merely to acquire a feel for the rate 

parameters obtained for comparison purposes with the single 

reaction model. Thus the fits represent an initial first 

approximation. 

A feature of the two sets of parameters when compared to the 

data fits indicated the following . Whilst the lower rate parameter 
7 values (120.5, b = 30 . 8, ko = 7.464 x 10 ) and the higher rate 

1. 

parameter (187.8, b = 29 . 6, ko = 1 . 438 x 1013 ) values fitted the 
]. 

data , the former resulted in a higher yields at the lower temperatures 

than the latter. Also , as comparison between the appropriate 

curves show, the single reaction model fits the overall yields 

better over most of the temperature range than does the more 

complex multiple reaction model . 

The compensation effect noted between pre- exponentia l factor 

and activation energy allows for multiple solutions noted. (In 

the case of the sing l e reaction model, whilst this compensation 

effect arise from the values obtained for various classes of 

compounds , the regression is relatively insensitive to initial 

guesses) . 
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7 . 3 General comments on the model parameters 

From the viewpoint of simplicity of data correlation , the 

single reaction model appears to be preferrable. Both models 

illustrate trends in the data with similar facility. However , 

the multiple regression produces rate parameters approaching 

those suggested by chemical reaction control. This could arise 

from the increased number of adjustable parameters compared to 

the single reaction mode l (the nonisothermal model noted herein 

requires only 2 adjustable parameters E and V*) . A mathematical 

analysis of the multiple reaction model by Antal et al (224 ) 

concluded that the model was no more than a sophisticated curve 

fitting device . 

Perusal of the literature also indicates that the model 

appears to be insensitive to coal rank. Thus , Ciuryla e t al ( 223 ) 

working with lignitic and bituminous coals (atmospheric pressure , 

40-160°C/min) reported relatively narrow range of rate parameter 

values which fitted the different coal types. Other reported 

data also suggest this relative insensitivity . There is a suggestion 

that either the Pyrolysis mechanism for coals are very similar 

or the model is unab l e to distinguish among different Pyrolysis 

mechanisms. Weimar and Ngan, who applied the parallel model 

to both gas yields and overall yields to 3 different coal ranks 

(5 coals; Lignitic, subbituminous and Bituminous coals) found 

this insensitivity to coal type to operate for each class of 

volatiles . He reports that the mean activation energies increase 

in the order co2 , CO (first peak) , CH 4 , CO (second peak) and H2 . 
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20 

Reference to the single , independant reaction model results 

show a consistent trend of increase in Ei in the order H2 > C2H2 > 

H f h t 1 t d . f h t' rates of 10°C/~ and CH 4 > c2 4 or t e wo coa s s u les or ea lng -

S000°C/S including vacuum and atmospheric conditions . The latter 

case holds for c l osely related ranks of coals (low rank high 

volatile Bituminous coals) of fine partic l e size compared to that 

reported by Weimer and Ngan . 

It is interesting to note the relatively high activation 

energies predicted by the sing l e reaction model for H2 and c 2H2 . 

These products are evolved at the higher temperature range relative 

to the others and represent classes of compounds arising from 

cracking reactions . (It is however possible for H2 to arise at 

the lower temperatures from hydroaromatic structures in atomic 

form as hypothesised by Mazumdar et a l and also by lamallae 

movement at the higher temperatures as suggested by Berkowitz). 

Reference to the rev i ew o n coal structure by the author 

has indicated the possibility of facile release of large range 

of compounds of wide molecular mass by disruption of weak bonds 

such as hydrogen bonds , e l ectron donor interactions and Wander 

Waal interactions between the relatively planar coal macromolecules . 

A high proportion of clatharated material present as such in the 

coal was posited as a distinct possibility by a number of authors . 

The single reaction model fitted to the data suggest values of 

Activation energy in the r egion of 25 - 26 KJ/mole, of the order 

of magnitude noted for ' H ' bonds . Coupled to the dominant , rapid 

rate of mass loss observed by the yield curves there appears to 

be some grounds for the use of the independant single reac tion 

model in correlating yield data compared to more complex models 

such as the multiple reaction model . 
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The yie l d results and the form of the curves (overall yields) 

suggest the possibility of different temperature regimes for 

different classes of reaction . Thus , an early low activation 

energy , rapid depolymerization along with breakage of weak carboxylic 

and other weak chemical bonds may be followed by a series of 

parallel and competitive reactions at intermediate temperatures 

giving rise to light gaseous species along with high temperature 

tar. At higher temperatures , competitive reactions such as 

repolymerization and cracking may dominate as indicated by t h e 

' dips ' or minima noted at temperatures >850°C. Menster ' s curves 

show these effects more c l ear l y (refer &~26) , but cou l d arise 

from severe evapor ative l i mi tation s caused by rapid temperature 

rise and thus , much increased product generation relative to 

evaporation . Nonethe l ess his conditions of small particle size 
I 

(44 - 53 ~m) and vacuum operation would diminish any mass transfer 

effect . 

The effect of high unsaturate yields at h igh heati ng rates 

suggest the possibility that diffusion limitation , particu l arly 

of heavier precursor molecules giving rise to the lighter products 

may be occurring . . The liquefaction of the coa l particle, enhanced 

by high heating rates will have a profound effect on the mass 

transport of volatiles through the melt . The transient viscosity 

of the coa l in its plastic state regulates the dynamics of bubble 

nucleation growth , and diffusion of the light species through 

the coa l me l t . The d i ffusion coefficients of various gas species 

in the melt vary over several magnitudes with respect to both 

molecular size and dire ction in the nonisotropic coal structure . 
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Figur~s fbgvl - m54 r~pr~sent a selection of cumulative gas 

yields obtained at the stated conditions of pressure, resid~nc~ time , 

~ak t~mperature and coal type. The data has been fitted by a cubic 

regression routine using a statistical analysis systems packag~ 

(SAS). 
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Fig.fbgvl 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

5000 C/B##.VACUUY 
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Fig.fbgv2 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

5000 C/sff,VACUUll. 
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Fig.fbgv3 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

5000 C/s##.VACUUll 
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Fig.mvg1 
1t1esh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

6000 C/•lfi.VACUUll. 
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Fig.mgv2 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

6000 C/sf/#,VACUUK 
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Fig.mgv3 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

6000 C/•#f.VACUUll 
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Fig.g5al 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.g5a2 
11esh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.g5a3 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.lg5a2 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.lg5a3 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.g1v2 
1Iesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 

10 C/•ff,VACUUll 
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Fig.glAl 
Meshgas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature  
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Fig.gla2 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature
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Fig.glAll 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature
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Fig.gla12
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.gla13 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.m51 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh 'I'emperature 
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Fig.m52 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature
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Fig.Uvf51 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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Fig.lm52
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature
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Fig.lmfid  
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature  
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Fig.ma52 
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature
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Fig.m54
Mesh gas yields vs Peak mesh Temperature 
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The large surface areas presented by swelling, gas filled 

bubbles to partially dissolved gases diffusing through the melt 

may provide scope for extensive secondary reactions at the bubble 

interphase. Rapid generation of a wide range of tarry products 

by a low energy process may lead, at high heating rates to an 

evaporative limitation of the heavy species leading to enhanced 

cracking reactions. This may operate as evidenced by the results 

for conditions, even where mass transfer is enhanced by vacuum 

conditions of gas collection. Alternatively, even smaller particle 

sizes may be required to avoid diffusion limited conditions. 

Clearly a more comprehensive model which incorporates sets 

of parallel, competing and repolymerization reactions must be the 

key to a realistic desc'('"'ftiof\ of coal Pyrolysis over the 

temperature range and conditions of interest. 

7.4 Heat transfer modelling 

In order to get a handle on the ranges of conditions 

e~perienced by the particle during rapid heating by a variety of 

heat sources such as convective, conductive and other mechanisms 

of heat transfer, a heat transfer model was assessed. 

The unsteady partial differential equation describing 

conductive heat transport for a solid sphere is: 

k s = ~~ P (Reaction Heat Source) JSCP 

P:::Heat of reaction of V i 
ev ; Cp
dt 
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The global Pyrolysis rate was assumed to follow an overall 1st  

order reaction of the multiple, parallel reaction model of the  

form:  

dV k exp (-E/RT) * (V* F(E)dE V) 
dt o  

and F( F.) = gaussian distribution as described earlier. 

The values used for the numerical solution are tabulated 

in the appendix. They represent average values from an exhaustive 

search in the literature of transport properties of coal. 

The equation was solved for the case of the following 

boundary conditions at the particle surface: 

1) dT 
= constant. (1000 & 5000oK/S)dt 

6T2) Convective boundary condition, = bl(., 

Other conditions such as constant external temperature and constant 

heat flux were available with options to choose any of the 

required conditions. Reaction rate could be switched off as 

desired. Case (1) approximates particle heat up in the mesh and 
Ob 

case (2) the fluidised bed and similar reactors. Two sets reaction 
~ 

rate parameters were employed to test for the effect of activation 

energy on the spatial reaction behaviour. 

Set (1) k 1.63 x 1013 S-l o 

EA 213 KJ/mole 

~ = 19.8 KJ/mole 
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Set (2) k = 1. 08 x 108 
0 

EA = 108 KJ/mole  

b = 24.3 KJ/mole  

v* = 0.60 (ultimate yield) in both cases. 

The initial conditions prevailing within the particle was assumed 

to be uniform at 298oK. Integration of the heat transport equation 

was carried out in conjunction with the reaction rate term by 

numerical procedure in the NAG Library routine D03PGF. 

Freihaut et al 225 reported solutions to the coupled partial 

differential equation for the case of constant external temperature 

and a simple single reaction model. 

The simulations indicated the following: 

1) For the case 1000oC/S and 5000oC/S start of reaction 

result in increased temperature gradients, about 570C for 

the lOOOoC/S case at 0.6s into heating time to a peak 
o ° 0temperature of 1000 C, and about 117 C for the 5000 CIS 

at 0.2s. 

2) For the case of reaction heat switched off, the 

temperature lags between particle centre and surface (for 
o 0particle radius = 80 ~m) was found to be ~19 C for 1000 CIS 

and about 930C for 5000oC/S heating rate. (The measured 

temperature lags estimated for a 75-100 urnt.herrnocoup le 

bead by the photocell responses was about 29°C for 1000oC/S 

~ o of 5000 ° CIS. particlesand 89 C for the case For coal 

of much lower thermal diffusivity but presumable higher 

heat absorptivity, these figures appear to be reasonable) . 
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3) For the case of large activation energy, the reaction 

zone penetration was diminished with respect to the low 

activation energy case. This is consistant with the results 

of Freihaut et al who found the same. Thus low pre-exponential 

factors and activation energies result in a more uniform 

reaction zone throughout the particle volume as has been 
noted also for liquid droplets. (226) 

4) For the case of convection heating, the choice of heat 

transfer coefficient (medium flux, Nu = 2) temperature and 

concentration gradients were small ("'"9-10oC at 5090C) with 

the reaction only 75% complete by Is (Temperature reached 

At higher temperatures in the flow reactors, significant 

radiative fluxes will contribute to the external driving heat 

force. This may give rise to temperature gradients for sufficient\~ 

high heat fluxes. 

a aAt temperatures above 750 -800 C considerable sooting was 

npted in the fluidised bed reactor with consequent increase in 

C2H2 formation. Fragments of soot particles were seen to literally 

blast through the tar trap train into the gas bag. The soot 

structure ranged from powdery/fine particulate spherulitic 'c' 

to hard shiny deposits at the top of the reactor exit. 

The model estimates reaction times of 120 milliseconds for 

the SOOooC/S case and about 440 milliseconds for the lOOOoC/s case. 

Simulations by Prado et al (Reference; NATO ASI series. editpd by 

Lahaye & Prado, series No 137, 1987) using the parallel reaction 

model for 80 ~m coal par·ticles and furnace temperatures of 1400-1800K, 
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calculate devolatalization times of 8-14 milliseconds. Measurement  

of Pyrolysis times by observation of the volatile flame estimates  

devolatalization times of 1-17 ms. However, as the authors high  

speed photography results show, (see photographs of volatile  

Iignition and detachment) this method will seri6usly underestimate  

devolataliation times as Pyrolysis proceeds somewhat before ignition  

of volatile bubble is observed.  

7.5 High speed photography experiments 

The photomicrography experiments highlight some aspects of  

devolatalization behaviour which aid in the understanding of the  

physical processes occurring during Pyrolysis.  

Photomicrographs PI show Pyrolysis, ignition and combustion 

of a char particle trapped between 50 ~m mesh wires. These 

pictures of incidental relevance to rapid Pyrolysis, reveal 

features that would not have been observed without the assistance 

of volatile ignition noted. The particle, M. Main of about 250 ~m 

size melted in the range 336-358oC at a heating rate of the mesh 

of l060 
0 
C/S to a.peak temperature of 1007oC. Most of the 

volatile evolution, consequent free swelling and ignition and 

burning of the volatile bubble around the particle occured during heat 
up to peak temperature. 

The approximate temperature of maximum swelling occurred 
oat about 645-666 C represented by frames 9 and 10 (counting 

from the top L.H.S.). The moment of ignition of volatile cloud 

was not clearly delineated, but probably occurred at temperatures 

between 666-687oC. The fuzzy appearance and enhanced size of 



P.I (50 urn grid) Coal Particle undergoing
devolatalization, ignition and volatile flame detachment 
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the particles arises partly from a continuously vaporising  

vapour cloud surrounding the coal particle. The volatile flame  

was seen to fluctuate over the particle surface revealing areas  

of high web-like porosity where the solid matrix had been burnt  

away. The volatile cloud detaches from the particle surface at  

aabout 210-230 milliseconds .after ignition at about 850 c. 
This is a unique picture, only noted in X-ray studies and quartz  

reactor fluidised bed studies before. Holographic studies of  

devolatalising coal particles heated rapidly through flames show  

a variety of devolatalisation behaviour, among which is that of  

volatile cloud either surrounding the coal particle or issuing  

from some part of it at a distance away. Entrained flow combustion  

studies have shown the effects of volatile bubble burning and  

soot trails coming off them. Thus, such behaviour indicates  

that both freely moving and fixed particles exhibit this phenomena.  

The importance of these pictures with regard to Pyrolysis 

is the observation of the residence time of this volatile cloud 

around the particle. It is clear from these pictures that 

cQnsiderable scope exist for secondary cracking reactions of 

relatively low vapour pressure volatile products on the particle 

surface and around it. The residence time of these vapours 

around the heated coal particle/mesh surface probably explain 

the phenomena of enhanced gas yield including unsaturates at 

long residence times at the peak temperature. It is not clear if 

volatile detachment as observed for combusting volatile cloud 

does occurr in the case of pure Pyrolysis. This could explain 

why total overall mass yields do not show enhancement at long 

residence times compared to short residence times (other than gases) . 



p.2 50 urn grid Free swelling pyrolysis of coal particle 

Char type found after pyrolysis to 10000C at 1000oC/s 
(dp = 150/ 212 urn; ISO urn mesh hole sizes) 
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The latter is partly due to the early rapid removal of heavy 

products from the particle and the ensuing slow char/coke 

transition degasification, apart from data scatter. 

However, runs conducted under transmitted light conditions 

have indicated a gradual acceleration of porous cellular structure 

with increased residence time at the peak temperature leaving a 

very porous cellular structure at the end. This is quite akin 

to the highly porous cellular char seen beneath the vOlatile 

flame as it detaches from the char surfaces. 

Reference to micrographs P2 shows Pyrolysis of a particle 

heated to 8860C at 98SoC/S in flowing Argon gas. The particle 

melts/softens at about 3320C with rapid swelling occurring up 

to a maximum at about 499-540oC. The particle was observed to 

be rolling about its position up to temperatures of 581-6230C. 

Cessation of movement occurred at about 644oC. The percentage 

volume change observed was hLqh x> 397%. (% volumetric swelling 
occurred over the range 98%-155% in most cases). The second 

set of frames show the holes developed over the surface from 

volatile jets issued at about 0.24-0.36 s into the steady state 

time at the peak temperature. 

Reflected light studies suggest a heavy liquid flux moving 

violently over the rounded, softened coal with long strands of 

heavy liquids being whipped about. (Reference to some of the 

SEM pictures show these long strands dangling from the 'unpeeled' 

coal surfaces. Some very long liquid crystal-like material are 

also seen extruding from softened coal mass for both entrained 

high temperature char from the fluidised bed, as well as low 

temperature mesh char/coal). Surrounding the heavy volatile 

http:0.24-0.36
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flux over the curved coal/char surface is a haze of aerosol like, 

evaporating material continuously streaming in a bubble like 

cloud around the softened particle. One can see the heavy volatile 

flux thinning and thickening through the'aerosol' haze, the latter 

presumably due to newly generated liquids from within the 
Pyrolysing coal material. 

Frequently, the observation of rapidly inflating coal  

particles evolving material over a large number of 'jet' holes  

could be seen.  In one case the author observed a violent burst 

of volatile efflux followed by collapse of the softened, now 

'excavated' particle into a doughnut shape (the top caved in 

without tearing). The particle surface had the appearance of a 

golfball with jagged indentations where the holes were located. 

The overall appearance of the char indicated a rough 'concrete'

like look, grey/metallic in colour. This type of char 

approximates to the thick walled cenopheres seen in other studies 
of SEM reported elsewhere. (Usually stem from a mixture of 
Vitrinite, Exinite and Inertinite maceral type). 

A range of char types were produced as indicated by the 

4 char pieces shown in P2. (Particles of 150-212 ~m Pyrolysed 

in a 150 ~m hole mesh to 10000C at a 1000oC/S). 

Photography also revealed that particles loosely held in 

the 50 ~m mesh (55-70 ~m particles) were jetting across the mesh 

surface in straight lines in all directions. This may explain 

the phenomena of tars deposited near the mesh posts as well as 

heat transfer problems associated with particle congregation at 
colder regions of the mesh and/or in heaps. (Reference to the 
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SEM micrographs will show agglomeration necks being formed between 

adjacent softened particles in the 50 ~m mesh case). The particles 

are often seen 'unfurling' strands of volatile vapour as they jet 

about. A 110 ~m particle was observed to move at an average 

speed of 0.23 cm/s across the mesh until trapped in a hole in 
the mesh screen. 

For the M. Main coal particles studies, occassionally under 

Pyrolysis and char ignition conditions, red smears were noted 

over large areas of the char surface. This could possibly arise 

from Pyritic (PeS) interactions with the char. A Attar has 

highlighted the importance of sulphur bearing structures in the 

coal interacting and diffusing through the solid/semicoke structure. 

These smears/stains suggest some form of melting/solid state 

diffusive reaction within the char. 

One feature noted in the study was the persistance of 

significant Pyrolysis well into the steady state peak temperature 

residence times for the 50 ~m mesh case. Studies of particles 

fixed in the mesh holes indicate earlier melting, swelling and 
. 

reaction occurring during the heat up period. Thus a 75/90 ~m placed 

placed within a 75 ~m mesh and heated to 8000cat 8500C/S showed 

a melting range over 275-290oC and violent surface flux beginning 

at 330-345. The particle was also observed to swell in a 3-D 

sense retaining its blocky appearance apart from rounding of the 

particle edges indicated by heavy liquids flow over its surface. 

A coal particle Pyrolysed in the 75 ~m mesh to 780°C, 

kept for 1.00s cooled and then repyrolysed to 90SoC showed renewed 

heavy liquid flux over its surface. Some authors (Prof B~er et al 



T = 545·C t = lOOms Markham Main; Atm. T = 275·C t 2.5 sec. Goldthorpe;ss 
High load; 75 urn mesh IOOO·C/S; 75 um mesh Vacuum 200·C/S; 75 urn mesh 

ss 

T = 425°C t = 20ms Goldthorpe; Atm ss 
IO·C/S; 75 urn mesh 

T = 450·C t = 20ms Markham Main, T = 300·C; Vacuum t 40 ms. ss ss 
Vacuum IOOO·C/S; 75 urn mesh 5,OOO·C/Si 75 urn mesh 

Goldthorpe Coal 



T 250·C 20Q·C/S t lOs 75um ffiesh ss 

T 350°C 200°C/S t 105 75 um mesh ss 

425·C lO·C/S t lOms 75 urn mesh 
T 553°C 1000·C/S t 10ms T ssss 

50 um mesh 
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of MIT) have reported high particle rotations during coal slurry 

combustion during the Pyrolysis stage. Whilst some of the long 

strands hanging from the particle surfaces give the appearance 

that this may have happened, the author holds that this rotation 

effect is more likely to be caused by the 'whipping' motion of 

the heavy viscuous liquids over the rounded coal surfaces during 

its period of accelerating fluidity or decaying viscosity. 

Reference to some of the SEM pictures, particularly those  

from the fluidised bed (entrained bed char 4720C char caught in  

the mesh basket at the tar trap) show signs of mUltiple shells.  

Careful perusal of the SEM pictures over a range of temperatures  

indicate the following possibility.  

Initially, at low temperatures differential expansion of 

the particles occur such that the planes along the bedding plane 

part like stacked sandwiches (250-300oC). Some particles literally 

start fragmenting along fault planes. Occassionally, long 'rodlets' 

are seen extruding from between the planes/cracks, or through 

the coal melt (see Goldthorpe coal, 27SoC, 200oC/S, fluidised bed 
. 0 0 0entrained char, 740 C and Goldthorpe, 425 C 10 C/S). At higher 

temperatures some of these planes split wide apart in the manner 

of curved, v shaped petals, still retaining their original shape, 

but at an early softened state. At higher temperatures >42SoC 

as volatile liquids gather between the plates, and the~ soften 

and flow these shells liquefy and flow over each other. For those 

particles with gaping holes material is continually being 'spat' 

out in the form of liquid droplets as well as heavy liquid flow 

over the outer surfaces. Eventually the outer surfaces coke by 

evaporation whilst the insides remain fairly reactive and 'greasy' 
looking. 



Fluidised Bed Char 

740°C; Entrained CharMarkham Main Char; Tbed 

Markham Main Char; T = 472°C; Entrained Charbed 
(Char collected in mesh basket at tar trap) 
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The author has seen vOlatile bUbbles of very thin skin 

being formed from these greasy looking 'cheesecake' structures 

under the influence of heating by the viewing electron beam. 

(Occasionally the liquid 'c' coating used for the SEM which is 

solvent based can give rise to this effect and has to be 
distinguished from the real thing). 

Overall, many of the features shown by the SEM studies 

are novel features, not noted elsewhere in the literature by the 

author. Further there is evidence of coal softening, (melting 

of trapped components?) and reaction at lowish temperatures in 

the case of particles loaded into the holes of the mesh and 
heated. (This is confirmed by comparison of low heating rate 

studies to the high heating rate SEM at equivalent temperature~. 

The last set of high speed photography results show the 

case of a 150-212 ~m particle heated at 1014oC/S to a temperature 
0 

of 1004 c in a 150 ~m hole mesh. Melting was observed at about 
o o 

244 C-266 C and the appearance of either extruded material or 

'peeled' surface material at about 288oC. The softened particle 

was seen to shrink at an early stage suggesting fast expulsion 

of vOlatiles and shrinkage continues along with much volatile 

flux and hole development throughout the heating stage. Finally 
fragmentation of the particle began to occur about 0.155 
seconds into the steady state temperature. 

The latter lengthy shrinking stage and increasing viscosity 

of the heavy liquid flux with rising temperature provide room 

for lamallae annealing, accompanied possibly~by H2 evolution. 

This may explain the high 'H2' release observed for the 10oC/S 



P.3 Single particle pyrolysis in 150 um hole mesh 
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case compared to the 5000
0
C/S case where there is less time for 

these reactions to occur as well as less room f9r correct 

orientation for lamallae annealing to occur. 

The observation of low temperature tar evolution and other 

material (napthenes, octenes, etc) has been hinted at in the 

literature review. A recent paper on tar evolution (Cannon S. A. 

et al, Fuel, 1987, Vol 66, Jan, pp 51) for a suite of U.S.A. coals 

suggest evolution of tar molecules at temperatures as low as 

1300C z.nd continued maximum evolution was reached at about 

400-470oC. 

A further study (M. S. Seehra et al Fuel, 1986, Vol 65, 

September pp 1315) suggest 3 temperature stages of Pyrolysis 

indicated by E.S.R. studies of radical spin concentrations. 

Thus the following was noted: 

small increase in spin concentration 

with an activation energy of 16.7 KJ/mole (from the 

temperature dependance of spin concentrations). This was 

thought to be associated with COx & H20 release from weak 

C, H & 0 bonds. (In accordance with the author's review 

this is possibly associated with 'H' bond breakage, 

carboxylic and carbonyl group release as suggested by 

Berkowi tz) . 

Here the spin concentration actually 

decreases (the low yield of H2 in this region may owe its 

lack of appearance to 'H' stabilization of light volatile 

species beginning to be generated in this region, eg, CO

Cl' C2 and C3 H/C gases.) 
x 
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oStage 3. 427 C-6270C free radical concentration (equated 

to spin concentrations) increase in this region with an 

activation energy of 104.7 KJ/mole. 

The above appears to vindicate the hypothesis put forward  

by the author in the literature review on likely temperature  

trends parameterising the Pyrolysis process.  

7.6 FTIR spectra analysis 

FTIR spectra contain a number of useful pOinters towards 

possible reactions occurring during Pyrolysis. Spectra of mainly 

tars from the mesh (atmospheric P and vacuum) as well as from 
the fluidized bed was obtained. 

The trends suggested by the spectra indicate the following  

for the coals:  

Whilst the Aliphatic CH2 and CH3 stretching at 2850/2920 cm-1 

appear to be similar for both coals there appears to be more 

aromatic 'H' in M. Main coal indicated by the aromatic C-H stretch 
-1bands at 750, 850 and 3040-3050-1. (The 750 cm band is enhanced 

-1relative to C-H stretch at 850 cm suggesting decreased 
substitution to the ring structure). 

The band absorptions at 460, 470, 537, 910/950 and 1010 cm-l 

suggest more mineral matter presence in M. Main coal relative to 

Goldthorpe indicated by higher kaolinite and Fe minerals (shoulder 
at 1090-1100). 

-1The bands at near 650 and 695 cm suggest that both coals 

contain similar contents of long chain or side chain unsaturates. 
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-1The absorptions near 3650 and 3610 cm suggest free phenolic 

'OIl'groups in M. Main, not noted in Goldthorpe. 

The relative intensities of the bands at 1230 & 1270/1265 
-1(Aryl-o-stretching) and 1440/1450 cm (CH2 substitution/bridge 

structures) indicate that the CH2 bridges are relatively higher  

than etheric bridges for both coals.  

Comparison of the tars from the fluidised bed (391oC), 

vacuum tar (4000C) and atmospheric mesh tar (4820C ± 760C) of the 
M. Main coal indicate, 

1) Great deal of similarity between all three tars. 

However, the atmospheric mesh tar had suffered increased 

loss of aliphatic groups including some ether and alkene 
groups. 

2) More carboxylic/ester groups have been last for the 

fluidised bed reactor tar. 

3 ) A peak at 1650 cm-1 for th t h t -ar sugges t somee a m mes 
'H' bonded N appearing in the tar. (In fact the elemental 
composition shows a small 'N' content in the tar at this 
temperature) . 

Surprisingly the Goldthorpe fluidised tar at 400°C suggest 

a larger fused ring system for this tar relative to the M. Main 

tar, (Both tars have similar No. Av. Mw. 667 for M.M. and 683-764 

for Goldthorpe). The Goldthorpe tar suggest different distribution 
of unsaturated aliphatic groups. 

Note: (Eesidual contamination by THF solvent in the case of tars , 

may bp ~psponsiblp for the ketonic band notpd at 1710cm-l and thp 
possiblp shift of the aromatic ~3nd at 1600cm -1 down to 1650cm -1 
essi.qnod above to NIlbonding.) 
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-1 . The Aryl O-O-R stretch at 1250/1260 cm lS enhanced 

relative to M.M. tars which suggest the possibility of polymerization 

condensation reactions suffered by the Gold tars or simply MO~e 
ether bridge structure in the Gold coal. (Assuming the similarity 
between spectra of coal and its tar, it is possible that tar 

represents a sampling of the coal structure relative enhanced 

in 'H' structures). There is suggestion of some aromatic ether 
-1or quinonic structure by the strong C-O stretch at 1030 cm 

oFor Goldthorpe tar the NH band appears at the 588 C tar (In fact 

elemental distribution suggest enhanced 'N' in Gold tar relative 

to M.M. tar). There is also suggestion of enhanced loss of 

aliphatic CH3 and CH2 groups relative to M. Main coal tar. 

oComparison of M. Main tars from mesh (atmosphel"e, 5000 CIS, 
0 848 C), vacuum (SOOOoC/S, 800oC) and fluidised bed tar (8500C) 

indicate; 

1) Long chain unsaturated groups (polymethylene units 

suggested by Calkins et al?) shows decomposition in the 
order Atm > FB > VAC. 

2) Ring sUbstitution shows diminished natur~ and thus 

possibility of increased condensation, in the order, 
Atm > FB > VAC. 

3) Aromatic ether stretch is enhanced for all three tars 
in the same order. 

4) Almost complete loss of carboxyl/ester groups in atm 

tar and partially removed in FB tar, but still present 
for vacuum tar. 
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5} Most of the aliphatic ether groups are gone for all 

tars and suggest that the only surviving etheric groups 
are in ring structures. 

OVerall the spectra indicates a highly aromatic tar from 

the Atm mesh tar with most of the aliphatic ethers, carboxylic/ 

esters and a good deal of Aliphatics cracked off relative to the 

vacuum tars with the fluidised bed tars showing an intermediate  
character.  

Apparently the vacuum tars are largely undisturbed (minimal  

cracking) apart from some loss of CH groups, aliphatic ether, 3  
followed by some ring condensation. Some aryl ether linkages  

appear to have broken.  oAt higher temperatures (907 C) the vacuum 
tar shows signs of increased condensation, increased loss of CH  

3  
groups including signs of significant cracking of long chain  

unsaturates. 

The removal of long chain unsaturate groups (bands at 650 695cm 
in the mesh reactor and the fluidised bed at these temperatures (8500C) 
suggest that the increased appearance of C unsaturates in the gases 4  
at these temperatur.es could arise from cracking of aliphatic groups  

followed by ring closure as well as hydroaromatic ring breakage .. The 
d 

latter was contened by Vastola et al (refer review) and the former ~ 
by Calkins and Tyler. 

The above trends are in accord with the observation noted 

earlier of increased unsaturates production and cracking reactions 

at high heating rate, Atmospheric conditions relative to lower 

heating rate and vacuum conditions. The FTIR results suggest 

then remarkable similarity between tars for all conditions of 
o 

operation below 400 C, but suggests increased loss of aliphatics 

http:temperatur.es
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in the case of FB which arises from the hot, quench flow stream 

proximity. There is suggestion of condensation reactions occurring 

at high temperatures by the formation of new aromatic ether linkages. 

Recourse to the elemental char distribution suggests this 

possibility. There is also a clear suggestion that at higher 

temperatures diffusion or evaporation limitations may apply for 

increased external pressure relative to vacuum. 

Observations of high speed photography of volatile jets and 

calculations from a simple model of radial flux from a spherical 

coal particle (ref: Atimtay and M. Azhakesan) suggest radial 

flux velocities of the order 6-9.3 cmls for the case of 120 milli

seconds devolatalization times and 39-7-86.8 cmls for 20ms ~~d 
atemperatures over 770-1094 C. (Blair et al estimated jet velocities 

of 45 cm/s for their larger particlesi VR~dp). 

Flash Pyrolysis of partially reacted mesh char in atmosphere 

resulted in a huge violent evolution of tarry material ejected 

several tens of ems into the air followed by a blue flame ignition 

and later yellowish/blue flame over the mesh surface. The ejection 

of the tar vapours suggest quite rapid removal of some of the 

lighter components and some carryover of heavy material from the 
reaction zone. It iSI hence possible that it is the heavy tars 

coating the swollen coal surface tht contribute to the repoly

merization reactions which also incidentally contain the highly 

reactive polar heteroatoms fixed in the fused ring structures. 

The lighter tar components evaporating into the vapour bubble 

around the particle "may undergo cracking reactions, dependant on the 

rate of their removal by diluent flow or reduced pressure. 
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CHAPTER 8  

CONCLUSION 

The phenomena underlying rapid coal Pyrolysis has been 

investigated from a number of viewpoints. Physical kinetic 

studies of coal transformation under thermal heating conditions 

have been conducted allied to scanning electron micrographic 

studies and visual observations. They have resulted in unique 

observations of aspects of the Pyrolysis process and may throw 

some light on the structure of coal. By integrating analytical 

probes such as FTIR spectroscopy, elemental analysis and Gel 

permeation chromatography with the above, including parametric 

kinetic modelling data has been presented on various aspects of 
rapid coal Pyrolysis. 

8.1 Features of rapid Pyrolysis 

By separating out the effects of extraparticle mass transfer 

(due to high coal particulate packings), improving the rate of 

supply of energy to the target volume of the particulate (by
. 

packing it in a form that approaches the single particle case 

within the containing screen), it was possible to elucidate the 
effect of heating rate on Pyrolysis. 

Heating rate for the above conditions result in pverall 

total yields, insensitive to heating rate for the medium heat 

fluxes and fast quenching of reaction products. However, the 

yield distribution, particularly for the gases show that high 

heating rates result in greater unsaturates production. Low 

heating rates result in enhanced CH4 and H2 yields, the latter 
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con Linuing to. increase at the higher tempera Lures whils t CH4 

appears to reach an asymptotic yield. Thermodynamic Considerations 

imply CII4 cracking at temperatures 900°C. 

For the coals tested high quantities of CO were oblained 

at the higher temperatures and suggest the possibility of self 

catalysed gasification of the char. Rapid release of a range of 

heavy liquid products at an early stage suggest that the so called 

'depolymerization' step is a low activation energy process 

reflecting either: 

1) Latent heat of vaporization of IIIC 

2) or IHI bond and oLher such like bond breakage. 

The SEM micrographs suggest quite striking phenomena of liquid 

crystal-like exudations from so~tened coal particles at relat

ively low temperatures ( 300°C). (Most particles however 

retain their blocky solid shape with partial reaction over parts 

of the particle up to 425'C). 

Comparison of the fluidised bed data to the mesh screen data 

suggest overestimates of mass loss at the lower temperatures of 

thE"mesh yield ( 300'C) stemming from both mesh handling and 

fragmentation through cracks induced by particle expansion and 

rumpling due to heating. But over the temperature range 

300~700°C overall yield is similar for both reactor systems. 

At higher temperatures, severe sooting by tar cracking reduces 

ultimatr yield in the fluidised bed. 

The tar yield data shows good correlation to atomic Hie 

ratio suggested by the Australian work.f From the fluidised bed 

data, at about 600'C. 

Markham Main HIC = 0.81 Experimental tar yield = 22%  

Goldthorpe HIC = 0.87 Experimental tar yield 27%  
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(Soe reference 124), figure 6). This appears to be reconciled.  
with the contention that tar yield was found to cor~elate with  

124  
Aliphatic content of precu~sor coal by Durie et al and  

SoIomon et aI aruonq 0 thers. 

The heat transfer modelling suggested levels of heating 

lags between particle surface and centre of ~ 930C for 5000oC/S 

heating rate applied to a coal particle of 160 ~m in diameter. 

SEM pictures of the coal particles for lower heating rates at 

comparable Einal temperatures do not indicate significant 

temperature lags for the 75-90 ~m particles used here. 

The gas yield curves fitted by the independant single reactio 

model suggest trends in pseudo activation parameters that reflect 

different classes of reactions occurring at different temperatures. 

The efficacy of the multiple, independant model in fitting 

the data does not appear to improve the understanding of the overal 

mechanism of Pyrolysis. The sensitivity of the yield distribution 

suggest some form of competing reactions superimposed on the 

parallel evolution of a large number of products at intermediate 

temperatures . 

. At higher temperatures there appears a significant increase 

in the number of gas types. The FTIR analysis suggest, by the 

pattern of functional groups removed from the tar, that they 

represent part of the coal structure and are precutsors for the 

formation of light gaseous species. 

It is apparent from the form of the 'dips' noted at the 
(.o\l.flQCl. Wi-\"

high temperatures ()S500C) \ the increased appearance of aromatic 

ether linkages in the tar and increased aromaticity suggested by 

FTIR that recondensation reactions are operating at these 

temperatures. 
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Lamallae annealing probably leads to H2 evolution, C 112 2  
formation, polymethylene cracking and CO formation by cing frag

mentation and/or self gasification, particularly at low heating rates. 

Overall, therefore it appears that the Pyrolytic decomposition 

scheme is a product of initial rapid depolymerization followed 

by a series of parallel,competing and repolymerization reactions. 

It is also likely that at high heating rates, chemical reaction 

time no longer controls the overall chemistry. 'l'heenhanced 

diffusion of minimally disturbed tar under vacuum conditions 

compared to atmospheric pressure suggests this possibility. 

8.2 Future Work 

It would be prudent to test the conclusions concerning 

heating rate effects on product yield and distribution over a 

larger range of coal types. It may be that under the conditions 

of rapid Pyrolysis Bituminous coals of a wide variety exhibit 

relative insensitivity to Pyrolysis conditions. To assess the 

mechanism of Pyrolysis eventually, it is necessary to conduct 

parameter variatio~s such as choosing extremes of heating rate, 

pressure and coal type under conditions free of transport limitations. 

It is also important to work on a scale sufficient to generate 

analytical data such as CO evolution, molecular weight analysis x 

and other structural probes such as FTIR and NMR spectroscopy. 

The use of transient rapid reaction analysis probes such as time of 

flight mass spectrometry may be useful in elucidating the relevant 

activation steps operating over the temperature interval of interest. 

It is also likely that a dynamic bubble nucleation model with 

secondary reactions occurring at the bUbble/melt interphase 

may need to be coupled to the chemical product generation model. 
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Values 

v~ = 

.6.H = 

ks = 

DCs = 

H ::: 

£= 5 

r ::: 

TE ::: 

.APPENDIX 

used for heat t.ransfer simulations were as fo110\'lS: 

0.60	 <ultim.3.teyield)  
3  

780 x 10 J Ikg <Endothermic heat of reacti.on) 

0.2413 J/mks (thermal conducti~ ity of solid>  
-3  

3.6 x 10 mls <Thermal diffusivity of solid)  

731 J/sm K or 229 J/sm K <gas convective heat  

transfer coefficient)  

3' 
1000 kg/m <solid density) 

80 u rn (particle radius) 

Equiljbrium, external driving force temperature <OK) 

http:reacti.on
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